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SOME ASPECTS OF THE HISTORY OF THE
PROBLEM OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL
TYPE FROM DARWIN TO THE PRESENT
I . I . KANAEV
h
th6» In/ U t u t e °f the History of Science and
Technology3 Academy of Science3 Leningrad, U. S. S. R.

tists
°f numerous Western scien
tists, I will limit myself to a brief summary of the ideas
of one of the most outstanding living theoretical biologists
L von Bertalanffy.
Von Bertalanffy is a native of
was a professor in Vienna, and moved to Canada where he
wor e until recently.
Von Bertalanffy is a prolific
author, and one can trace the development of his scientificphilosophical concepts through a number of articles and
books, from the Twenties to the present. His mature,
br kS include Proble™ of Life and Theoretical
The former appeared in German under the title
^ l n BZOl°9lS,ahe Weltb.ild in 19^9, and in English in
’
roblems of L^fe seems to encompass the author's
general phiicsophy more completely than his other books.
The task von Bertalanffy has set for himself can be under
stood from the epigraph to Chapter I. "Thus the task is
wha/nnhoH J°
WlT
n° °ne has Seen ye t » but to think
aob°dy has thought yet, about that which everybody
sees.
(Schopenhauer).~ The new ideas developed by von
Bertalanffy from the very first chapter are based on a new
concept which he offers as an alternative to the old pair
° 5 a1'ternatives mechanism vs. vitalism.
From Descartes to
V ° f(!he 19th
the organism was regarded as a
,v
’ its parts and functions were studied individually and then the results were pooled. A kind of mosaic of
the components resulted without leading to an understanding
ot the. whole organism.
In spite of some brilliant solutions
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to individual problems which had been studied in this way
(e.g., the circulation), there was no concept of the whole
ness of the organism. Only non-scientific, metaphysical
speculation of a vitalist nature arose in order to fill
this vacuum left by science. These old directions of sci
entific thought have been described by von Bertalanffy as
"analytical and summative, the machvne-theoreUcal, and the
reaction-theoretical conceptions" [2]. In their place e
proposes an "organismic conception" (Organismische Auffassung). This kind of direction has been taken not only by
a number of contemporary biologists (as von Bertalan y
justly acknowledges), but also Dy workers in other disci
plines, such as medicine, psychology, and sociology.
"Every organism," states von Bertalanffy, "represents
a system, by which term we mean a complex of el®“ e^ s ^
mutual interaction" [3]. These words show the limitations
of the analytical summative method of investigation,
continues, "First, it is impossible to r e s o l v e ch
nomena of life completely into elementary units, for each
individual part and each individual event depends not only
on conditions within the whole, or within superordinate
units of which it is a part (e.g., a cell within a tissue
I.K.). Hence the behavior ot an isolated part is, in
general, different from its behavior within the context
of the whole" [4] (for example, the behavior of isolate
tissues within a nutrient medium, etc.).
"Secondly, the actual whole shows properties that are
absent from its isolated parts. The problem of life is
that of organization" [5]. Von Bertalanf:t y re8arJ®
phenomena studied in isolation as essentially no dlf^ ® n ^
than non-living phenomena. "A fundamentally new P ^ l e ^ i s
presented, however, in the singular and specific g r a n g e
ment of parts and processes that we meet with m living
systems" [6].
The role of biology, according to von Bertalanffy,
to establish the laws governing order and organization
within the realm of living phenomena, A H th°"fh ,“ “
easier to find and examine structures than the forces
order," primarily, organic processes are determined by
mutual conditions present in the total system, by a
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dynamic order, as we may call it. •This dynamism is inher
ent in all living organisms independently of external stim
uli* "ln fact, the organism is, even under constant external
conditions and in the absence of external stimuli, not a pas
sive but a basically active system" [7].
Von Bertalanffy formulates the basis of his organismic
conception in the following words:
"The conception of this
system as a whole as opposed to the analytical and swnmative
points of view;
the dynamic conception as opposed to the
static and machine-theoretical conceptions;
the consider
ation of the organism as a primary activity as opposed to
the conception of its primary reactivity" [8]. (i.e., to the
conception that the organism goes into a state of activity
only in response to external stimuli, I.K.). In this state
ment the author expresses in general terms the uniqueness
of life phenomena which distinguishes them from the inani
mate world.
Von Bertalanffy regards his concept as a way of elimi
nating the conflict between mechanism and vitalism, since '
both of these philosophies are based on the analyticalsummative and machine-theoretical points of view.
The or
ganismic concept, as has been shown above, refutes these
points of view.
hlis-c some uj. m s contemporaries, von iiertaianij.^__
‘the organism as well as the whole of nature as a hierar
chical system.
"We find in nature a tremendous architec
ture, in which subordinate systems are united at successive
.levels into ever higher and larger systems.
Chemical and
colloidal structures are integrated into cell structures
and cells, cells of the same kind into tissues, different
tissues into organs and systems of organs, these to multi
cellular organisms,, and the last finally to supra-individlial units of life" .[9J (colonies, biocoenoses, etc. ,'I.K.) .
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All these living systems have one thing in common:
they are "open systems which continually give up m a t t e n ^
the outer world (e.g., energy and matter - I.K.),a^
matter from it, but which maintain themselves
tinuous. exchange in a steady state or an’*
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steady state" [10]. The introduction of the concept of an
open system has proved very fruitful for the development of
a new understanding of living phenomena. Closed systems,
unlike open ones, do not exchange matter with their sur
roundings. Examples of this are various inorganic systems
in which entropy accumulates, unlike open systems. However,
there exist open systems, such as rivers, flames, etc., in
the inanimate world.
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Now we must turn to von Bertalanffy's interpretation
of morphological problems. The statement, "Living forms
are not in being, they are happening" [11], is very much in
;i the spirit of Goethe, the father of morphology, who regarded
morphology as^the study of "the formation and transformation
■< of organisms." In other words, organic forms and structures
are not immutable and final, but, on the contrary, something
made up of matter in a constant state of flux. The organism
is relatively stable as long as complex morphogenetic pro
What has been said of the ladder-like structure of the
cesses continue to function. Wi.th this idea in mind, von
living world and of living systems makes comprehensible
Bertalanffy developed the concept of a "dynamic morphology"
von Bertalanffy's definition of the organism as a hierar
which has as its aim the investigation of quantitative laws
chical structure of open systems, which remains intact in
governing living process. In the course of such investi
spite of the flux of its components by virtue of its system
gations von Bertalanffy studied growth in a large variety
conditions. In the same place von Bertalanffy qualifies
of animals, such as planaria, insect larvae, molluscs, etc.
this definition by adding that it is not all-embracing
He treated the results of these experiments mathematically,
since it does not take one important factor into consider
and published a number of papers, some of which also contain
ation, the historical character of living systems, i.e.,
general conclusions drawn from the data. The organism
their evolutionary past. Von Bertalanffy's definition of
.grows while processes of anabolism predominate over pro
the organism stresses the importance of constant "flow
cesses of catabolism. The organism enters a stable state
which coexists with the steady state so that the organism
when these two processes reach.a fluid equilibrium. "Expe
exists in a state of "fluid equilibrium." According to
rience shows that catabolism of building materials is, in
?■
the author these relationships can be expressed in terms of
a first approximation, proportional to body size. Anabo
the title of a Goethe poem, "Dauer im Wechsel" (Permanence
lism of building materials, however, appears to depend, as
far as higher animals are concerned, on energy metabolism
Through Change).
which yields the energies necessary for building up the
From the point of view of his definition of the orga
organic components. In the most important case applying,
nism von Bertalanffy scientifically approaches problems
f
e.g., to vertebrates, energy metabolism is surface-propor
such as regeneration, the equifinality of development,
1
tional (of the body - I.K.). Growth can thus be related to
the total metabolism and explained in terms of it" [12].
teleology, etc., which are usually approached from a vital
Von Bertalanffy has drawn the growth curves for a variety
istic point of view. Unfortunately, the scope of this ar- f
-of types and has calculated corresponding formulae. A num
t i d e does not allow me to dwell on these problems here.
j
ber of other problems are related to growth, e.g., the ab
It is also impossible here to discuss von Bertalanffy's
solute size of the body, the course of growth in time, the
constant size of cells, and many others. Another aspect of
ideas on the universal principles of natural phenomena
dynamic morphology is the change in form which the organism
which he illustrates with examples chosen from a wide vari
ety of fields and expresses in mathematical terms. Soviet
undergoes during ontogenesis and phylogenesis. Different
philosophers such as Lektorsky and Sadovsky have made a
proportions are related to the different growth rates of
critical study of these ideas, and the interested reader
the parts of the body. Thus, it is known that the head of
the new born infant constitutes approximately one quarter
should turn to these sources.
of its total body length, whereas it constitutes only one
eighth of the adult body length. In a number of cases this
type of relative growth follows the simple laws of allometry
i■
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of Julian Huxley. This law has been used by von Bertalanffy
in investigations of a variety of special problems. In
this way a physiological basis has been given to such old
morphological laws as the balance between the parts of an
organism, which was known to Aristotle, and which received
the attention of Goethe and Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire; this
law states that an increase in the size of one part occurs
at the expense of the others’
.. This is explained by compe
tition between parts of the organism for utilization of
assimilated food. Each grows at its own characteristic
rate, the fast growing parts attaining greater dimensions
than the slower growing ones.
How does dynamic morphology illuminate the problem of
morphological type? Von Bertalanffy relates the concept of
the type to his basic concepts of morphology as he has done
with the concept of the "organ" and others. The morpholo
gical type is a graphic, viseo-identical (if this term is
permissible) reflection of the wholeness and unity of the
organism. The constancy of the morphological components
which make up a type such as a species or class and which
persists for generations, the constancy of the spatial re
lationships between these components as well as the close
correlation between them all, indicate that the morpholo
gical type is a single, stable system formed by highly com
plex morphological processes. In this way, once the con
cept of the morphological type was stated, biologists even
as early as the 18th Century saw in it an expression of the
idea of the wholeness and unity of the organism. This idea,
which at the time was not explicable on a scientific basis,
was treated metaphysically, and the type was regarded as an
organizing force. Even the positivistic 19th Century scien
tist Isidore Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire regarded the type in
this way. When science will be able to explain the forma
tion of morphological types physiologically along the lines
of dynamic morphology its essence will become clearer, but
it is unlikely that it will disappear as one of the funda
mental concepts of morphology since it is one of the.essen
tial aspects of organic wholeness.
What has been said about von Bertalanffy's concepts
which relate the morphological type to the concept of the
organism as a dynamic system can also be extended to the
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biological field and to the cybernetic schemes of I.I.
Schmalhausen; in both of these concepts, as well as in a
number of related ones, the organism is treated as a uni
fied system of processes and the morphological type is an
expression of this system.
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FROM SCIENCE TO METASCIENCE
AND PHILOSOPHY
S m *^ sp

0F LUDU,G'

JAN KAMARYT
Philosophical Institute of Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
Prague, Czechoslovakia
* J 0^ uances>

The name of Ludwig von Bertalanffy is well established
ontemporary biological and philosophical literature,
is is not only because he has been actively engaged in a
f .ra^ge of scientific and philosophical problems, but
particularly because his theoretical work has largely exceeded the boundaries of his own field. Ludwig vtn Bertalanffy is the living example of the urgent need of one spesc ence - lology — to initiate discussions with other
sciences and even to cross the line of uni-, bi-, Or multiiscipiinary relationshipS in order to resolve inter-disci
plinary problems of a general nature. Overstepping the
boundaries 0f narrow specialization and a continuous inter
est m philosophy have led von Bertalanffy to key issues of
n

DrihT>e°PhL SUCh 38 the nature of experience, the mind-body
probiem, the question of objectivity and relativity of
of

C
philos°Phical categories; and of the meaning
5J?nCe*
i
he
specific values. mission of man> human culture, and their
qop

Interestingly, von Bertalanffy has come significantly
f close to the fundamental theoretical postulates of dialec|;tic^l materialism in numerous issues. To these belong the
q!!eS ° mechanicism and vitalism, positivism, holism,
lonnn!y^ rnetlf ’/ nd the devel°Pmaat: of the organismic
|ponception and of general system theory. It would, of
rcourse, be a misunderstanding to consider von Bertalanffy
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a dialectical materialist or a Marxist. He belongs, how
ever, to a group of distinguished Western scientists who
try to open fruitful discussion and scientific cooperation
with socialist scientists without previous prejudice. Thus
in the General Systems Yearbooks, many studies from Soviet
and East-European have appeared; on the other hand, papers
from General Systems were published in several volumes m
those countries.
While philosophy of science and science of scl®n^e
hitherto related almost solely to the formalized methodo
osy of so-called exact sciences, von Bertalanffy has drawn
attention to the areas of biological, behavioral, and social
sciences in which this methodology is not simply applicable.
Consequently von Bertalanffy's perspectzvtsm and general
system theory do not propose to limit philosophy of science
to logic, semantics, and metalanguage of science (with phy
sics as the prototype), but rather seek broader structura
links in the historical, psychological, anthropological and
cultural context, in the analysis of the specific categori
cal structure of various branches and developmental stages
of science (e.g., classical and contemporary), in the anal
ysis of so-called "deanthropomorphization m science and
eventually in the renewal of its originally humamstvc
and praxeologic mission. This opening of broader horizons
parallels certain contemporary Marxist approaches whic^
also are trying to bridge the gap between one-sided scien
tism and anthropologism.
Von Bertalanffy increasingly advocated a markedly real-!
istic and almost monistic solution of the mind-body problem;,
he emphasized the changeability, objectivity, and relativity^
of scientific and philosophical categories, an e a ora
■
the dynamic "objectivistic" concept of experience in contrast
to the traditional static idea of experience and to posi
tivism. Von Bertalanffy and his group are attempting the
reconstruction of general and structural ontology based on
a non-reductive concept of "levels", in close re a ions 1
with the results of contemporary sciences. This approach
differs considerably from the older American and European
forms of speculative realism as well as from the predominantly subject-oriented existentialism and phenomenology
in its emphasis on the object and on ontology as necessary,
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ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY AND THE CLASSICAL ANTITHESIS
Von Bertalanffy's work has undergone an i n t e r e s t ™
to philosophyeSPInth-illUmi
inatin8 develoPment from biology
thp? i Tf sophy. In his early work he adopted the thesis

S

USelf ln

^nis^/structur.

^

A c c o r d ^ spIcifL°Cr ™ S 'fP?rf
t S’ and f“n“ i°"s involved.

the foreword to the S ™ * ”16
e,8* A - Meyer, who, in
ra zo tne German edition of hoHci- t q U o u
i
v i l s res a y 1 « £ ■ ! “ “ «
?
r e S
iilsm” had rnti
V°n Bertalan£fy's conception of "organ-

m had nothing m common with "holism " The t-ond B
to understand the SDecif-iM,-,,
\ •
The tendencY
of natural i L * V a
Z 1 7 °f llvln8 nature on the basis
h T T ' f
holisti; conception anl

work'168’

he laws that govern the pattern of parts and processes"
hinnh •
conception, later developed in von Bertalanffv's
biophysics of open systems and general system
?
preaches significantly the dialectical concept of ^ 1 ? ^
Which emphasizes the structural similarity as well as the
fJ hen°mena’ including the specificity of bio^hfslzed b w
Century

8

in

uf matter- This was already emS6COnd half of the 19th

kamaryt
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Engels was not misled by the predominance of m°rpho-

a s
!Lh"lling! Hegel) which, In spite of its speculative dls
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another half a century to arrive at the discovery of the
organismic microcosmcs in molecular and subcellular
which was a prereauisita
„„
a
suocellular biology,
mental processes
understanding of developIn the first chapters of Prob'Lem<? o-F TJ-Fo
^ ^P ^ ^
ismic

r
^ j L f t L r ^ i u e a : i s f r„
terized life as a dynamic process, as a specific mode o^
existence of "protein" substances whose fundamental pro
perty6 is6 the continual exchange of matter with the environ
ment, the continuous re-generation of chemical particles,
which is automatic and potentially contains a
g
forms and properties of life.
It can be said that the "classical" a n tithesis^ me-
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^^

a
6 8 SeMra11^

tai

alternatives of pseudofti-iple of his organ-

similar trends in the beginning of physlologlcajgfnerics
physics'Evolution*'
fheoreficaT ’
losoShv’ l i t l '? ’ ne^roPhysxology, psychology, and phiP y* His books and other publications of th-ft* U m o
bi:ieoga;.imP°rtant PlaCe in the d-elopment of theoretical

q u a n t ^ a t i v f b f ^ ^ ^ JeVeloPment’ «»eory of growth, and
quantitative biology of metabolism were the starting nn-int-o
ewperimcutal science. These d o c t r ! ™
ic
sophlcal pscudo-iuterpretatious or freq.lently u ^
speculations about the essence of lif ,
Y
bute to contemporary bio-theoretic and methodological d
cussion.

Nevertheless, in the history of biol° ! ^ a^ ° Upartly
as inhibitor.

This

Jecades of the Twentieth Century.

? W o S u S "crisis of biology" in the mechanism-vitalism
fi h8
t i s 1 n so»e ways parallel with and similarto. h,.
"crisis of physics,'! analyzed deeply in V.I. Leni
Materialism and Empiriocriticism.

Biology as an independent science began with Darwin's:
discovery of evolution

the

othe^hand^wa^connected^with the progress and the difficulties in the explanation of development on the level
Biology^had »

ing applications in cancer research. Von Bertalanffv^
growth equations and the applies t-i™
cerCalantfy s
on a larap r3nno J , ^ f aPPllcation of open system theory
t
i A 8 J a n Se o f biological phenomena are generally acknowiedged as his most important contributions to Jheoretnine ! ^ ° f •’ Th®y W6re’ however’ connected from the begin
ning with discussion of broader issues.
8
Naturaiiy, the stimulation exerted by von Bertalanffv'q
or°” t
l:„8 e“°Sobripn0t eXCl“de
seJioufnK V
26 Wlnner P -B - Mcdawar [7] advanced
"laws "
^gainst Seneral, mathematical growth
r
Sh°U d
hOW6Ver’ that von Bertalanffy
himself [8] emphasized the impossibility of universal^ 7
applicable growth equations; his »atheJt?cai £ d “ J-7
Physical approaches will have to be combined wi?h other

h S i f Jf

t e T ed'

s y n s k i ^ r i t ^ ^ ^ ^ amework> the s°viet biologist A. Pas-
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for the 7 ^ V u r r ^ i “ l 0- e !
phenomena.

Therm°dyna1" ^ 6

^

relkionship between entroSyst„.s » . - « —

with caution [9].
The English biophysicist ^
°
h
hand, estimates high y t e s
dynamics of open systems for biol gy^

r r ^ g t 1^

^

e
new thermo
does the Soviet
owned theory

* * his

theory [10].
In Bernal's view the theoryandiniTo^the kinetics of
equal importance for ^ o l i s m ^ a n d growth as was WHhler’s
organic processes, metabolis ,
g
f the 19 th Cendiscovery of synthetic " “ ' f ^ i c i u b s t a n c e s .
At the
tury, for the under s
t
<
d
o
e
s
not solve the
same time he emphasizes th
^ pseudoproblems
problo of llfo but
for the ori?lu
^
continually changing hut estentiaUy
characterize life.
In connection ul* f p r o c e s s e s ^ t h e Soviet
pects of ^ V s
S L s I h e r states: "In contrast to classic
biophysicist K.S. Tri
thermodynamics of

S S f i S c ^ l r ^ S i ^ ' o c l e s
isolated closed or open systems

that tabs place in

[HJ •

In von Bertalanffy's
appears as
J," expounds this notion of the
vitalises and “ nohanicists
P
enphasizing that the
organization of the living
g
fixed structural
balls of biological f s n " iz“ “ ” £ “ “
cesses. This coneystem but the dynamic
orga„lsms are open s,stent
ception arises _ f r « the f,» ^ ‘0, J „ ents.

Von Bertalanffy expressed these ideas especially with
respect to development; and later progress in embryological research has brilliantly confirmed this way of thought,
notably in the idea of the unity of the principles of epigenesvs and preformation, and secondly in the idea of pri
mary and secondary types of regulation.
The 18th-Century controversy between preformation and
epigenesis has emerged in our century in a new form. Of
course nobody can hold any more to a morphological prefor
mation of the parts of an organism in the zygote. However,
classical gene theory was interpreted preformistically by
some geneticists. According to this interpretation, onto
genesis was the manifestation of successive effects of par
ticulate, chromosomal genes. The majority of present gene
ticists do not consider such preformism a working hypo
thesis.
On the other hand, the exclusively epigenetic approach
of the Eighteenth Century, which was in some respects more
progressive than preformism, eventually yielded H. Driesch's
unscientific, vitalist conclusions. Driesch did not see in
the developing organism an organized system resulting from
evolution, but rather a mixture of matter in a colloid
state. Behavior of such a system is, according to him ex
plainable in physical and chemical terms only under the
control of an entelechy.
If we abstract from some mechanistic tendencies in the
conception of W. Roux, we can see that he was one of the
first to touch on the unity of epigenesis and preformation
in embryonic development. Self-differentiation, according
to Roux, represents the neo-preformistic component, and
this is located in the nucleus; the neo-epigenetic com
ponent is expressed in dependent differentiation whose facf tors are in the cell plasma. Such a conception was shared
r.by a number of outstanding embryologists, including H.
|Spemann, the discoverer of embryonal induction. Von Bertaplanffy expressed it in the sentence, "Development is epi—
|*genetic^in principle, although preformistic traits are not
flacking" [12], which was confirmed in the development of
■modern embryology. Embryonic induction by interaction of
pttissues as an epigenetic process is basic to the application
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quaiities which result from a specific motion state of an
organized dynamic structure.

of biocybernetic and information-theoretical notions in tha
theory of development.

Von Bertalanffy has repeatedly tried to formulate the

Tn their critiques of the corpuscular and mechanistic

As1“ X™ i l knoW Wlth,respect t0 the Questions of evolution.
As is well known, modern Synthetic Theory of Evolution

S

‘ S

“ S i c i r

S

“S

?

i "

a^rav of'’f a c t ™ ^ 311 conceP ts’ haa incorporated an enormous
array of f acts from cytogenetics, biochemistry, and molecu ar biology, as well as population dynamics," ecology, and

£ t ts x s . - ^

ment is the germplasm'

[13].

These considerations are of importance in view °[ S™ &

replication is not simply
b, »
m ^ £ ^ . t
nresupposes a system wherein they act, be it the nat^ a
system of the cell comprising DNA, enzymes, energy yi
^
*■
otr
or else an experimental system with si
mila^metabolic'components, including specific enaymes,
inductors and repressors, etc.

g

The philosophical assumption of the.“ “ “ nee »£ spe
cific "UPing molecules" cannot be upheld. Today it canno
he doubted that all basic processes of life have a moiec
basis
S i s . however, is true not in the sense of specific
"living molecules," but of specific interactions in the
whole system at the molecular level, any single mac
.
molecule being "non-living." Chemical substances which i
the organism fulfill important vital functions, do not
exhibif"iital characteristics" if taken out of this rela
tion: the conception of "living molecule is m this sense
as sterile as that of "vital force.
In other words, mo
dern science is not compatible with a philosophical con
ception of "substantialism," i.e.. looking for some
;
"building stones" to whose qualities higher qualities are
,
to be reduced. Rather, modern science and philosophy empha ,
sfz^the irreducibility to isolated dements of those new

k S eL ioersS ' The,qUeStl0n -mains, however! whethe^the
hpl
ff S“ d ’ 1 *e '» mutation at random and selection
based on differential reproduction, suffice for the theory
velTnf
°n ; - °r .else "°rganizational laws" at various leorganization have to be assumed and investigated.
the
au? ors> Schmalhausen [14] has considered
the stabxlxzvng funcUon of natural selection as a mecha
nism opposed to chance mutability. An uninterrupted growth
of genetic information would lead to disorganization of the
ystem, and consequently of the genotypic L d phenotypic
structure of the population. Natural selection regulates
this process by accumulating only certain favored mutations
in a given trend. Natural selection therefore is not the
key for understanding all regulative mechanisms in the
iving worid, hut leads to maximal stability connected with
maximal plasticity in the individual and the species.
A similar line of thought is stressed by Waddington.
Darwin was, according to Waddington, right in emphasizing
W ^ e I l f StltCl naUSal determinis® of the Newtonian kind,
he argues that in the sphere of evolution we are now
nf
with the need for organismic
tntnktng.... the idea of organization, or cybernetic
schemes of causation should be recognized as just as imh?rtanr-,Y? that °f random chance, or stochastic causa
tion" [15].
Similar viewpoints are found in other presentations
:°f ^"temporary Synthetic Theory of Evolution (e.g., Simp
son, Stebbms, Dobzhansky) [16]. Stebbins speaks about two
unifying concepts of modern biology: one is the concept of
organ%zat%ons and the other that of continuity of life
through hered%ty and evolution. However, it seems to me
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r n if e r ^

r^

^ E v o l u t i o n appears

js .s r .

—

not "synthetic' enough.

GEBERAL SYSTEMS THEORY AMD PHILOSOPHY OF SCIEHCE

S S iS ^ S r " " '
eral questions of methodology and philosophy.

As a matter of fact. averyiscientific and philosophical
discipline appears to us as an

at a certain

»

°Pen sys

.

internal

proved by the mathematician

G B d e l ^ n ^ i s famous principle, even applies t o s t r i c i l ^
axiomatisable systems in which ab leaSg
“ /every modprovable on the basis of the system. Simila y
*
ern ontology must respect its epistemological and praxeo
logical prerequisites.
Modern anthropology, psychology, and
conceive of thought as a purely autonomous function thereby
L n creates an ideal world with its own laws. S v « highly.,

the project; theoretical thought appears as a sort of
spiritual "trial" or "substitute action [18].

i n u n d ^ r i ! ^ ^

“
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and that in these complicated systems, structure is main
tained in relative stability as a result of a continual
low of substances, energy, and information. They there
fore possess a large regulatory and adaptive capacity.
NeV8^. fless’ ?ucb systems show a marked inequality and
conflict, a polarity of structure manifest in the dominant
position certain components hold in maintaining the quality
of the system and in evolutionary progress (e.g., the key
role of nucleic acids in the evolution of organisms, of
animal and human nervous systems, of the governing apparatus
in the society.)
W h *
a substantialist conception of "things," von
»n»S!tnf»y alS° £eJ^ tS 3 substantialistic conception of
quality, comprehending quality in terms of structure,. that
is, as the hierarchy of structures, relations, processes,
dynamic functions, and so forth. In opposition to the tra
ditional morphological concept of structure as a form or pat
ern (Gestalt, Gefuege), he emphasizes structure as an inter
. action and lawful connection of relations, components, pro| cesses, and functions of the system wherein each part has
H i ^ at.
iaJ1J and temporally defined place and performs its
| established function.
This conception which attempts to combine functional
aad structural, approaches is the renaissance of the concept
of totality as it first appeared in German classical philo
sophy, especially in Hegel's dialectic and in Marx's con
cept of concrete totality. The concept of dialectical total
y, applied in the first line to the comprehension of the
structure of man, society, and history, proposed to explain
not only the static morphological structure, the origin and
decay of things, but also the roots of self-development and
of structuring of the phenomena in its developed phase.
I Here it is determined by a specific structural plan or orI ganization resulting from internal, conflicting tendencies
I and functions [19].
Like some biocyberneticians, von Bertalanffy also sets
lout from the priority of the functional, organizational,
|<dynamic aspects of life over the substrate and substantive
|aspect. In his view, the decisive determinators of life
|are organizational, functional forces, the dynamic order
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of processes conditions for the maintenance of the living
The’chemical and biological composition of orga
nisms are the prerequisites by means of
la» 8 « . . « the—

and in l^s specific

. “ J*

y,

b

i^itself

^ J T e

d L

unveil similarities as
etential basis and
and inanimate nature which form its existential oas
historical antecedent.
T
respect, von Bertalanffy stresses that interIn this respect,
invention and development

that^is^ transcended^ the^orders of "disciplines" as they
existed at the time [20].
Sneaking generally, cognition is not something that
.—

gan a ti^n.

function of the human organism and °J
dividual, the
Cognition is what somebody knows, be it the indivi
^
collective, or an institution; even
^nowledge, if nobody
scription of knowledge on P*pe
increases by receiving
i3 aware of and uses it
K n o w W ^ ^ ^
a ^
capable
information, i.e., reteiv

&

^formation re-

talents,
The subject of many interdisciplinary theories isnot
sufficiently defined today « J
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methods; as documented, e.g., by varying definitions in
cybernetics, theory of systems and models, etc. In spite
of the wide application of the notion of system in differ
ent sciences, no unified theory of systems exists today.

If «

^ diversities of iiving things

could exist and grow in an in.- 1 “
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e^ent authors.

theories originated on
. 1±
7 ^oscillation
of two or more pre-existing dls^ P ^ s; ^™e °
several
and changes of interpretation n the s e n s e ^ ^
Systems

and'interdisciplinar^ theories often^regresent^different^^

There exist different special theories of several kinds
of system, such as cybernetic, open, mechanical, biological,
social, economical systems, etc. There also exist universallstic approaches of which the most important are the basic
ideas of general system theory as von Bertalanffy and his
coworkers have elaborated. Although some voices are just
now heard which are stressing its methodological or "philo
sophical orientation and rejecting the term of "theory" in
the strict scientific sense (e.g. MesaroviZ, Rapoport, and
Soviet authors Lektorsky, Sadovsky, Shchedrovitzsky[22]),
general system theory does have predictive value and should
not be reduced to some exclusive methodology.
Notwithstanding such difficulties and ambiguities we
can safely place general system theory "somewhere between
e very abstract constructions of pure mathematics and the
specific theories of special disciplines" [23], it is
nearer to the "real world" than mathematics, but it is "generai, that is, it abstracts from details in comparison to
special disciplines.
Stachowiak [24] classifies the theory of systems in the
group of operational sciences together with.mathematics,
mathematical logic, algebra of logical nets, theory of infor
mation, game and decision theories, and theoretical cybernefics. He uses the name "theory of system and models" con
sidering theory of models" as further generalization useful
i0r conceptual unification of present model constructs.
The criticism of general systems theory can be sum
marized in two main objections. First, that general sys
tems theory deals with trivial analogies; secondly, that
it cannot play a role as a universal science. Von Berta
lanffy [25] categorically rejects the opinion that general
system theory is concerned only with foggy and trivial
analogies. Rather, he emphasizes its intent is formulation
of principles applying to systems in general, that is, ir
respective of the specific nature of components and rela
tions integrated into a system. Subsequent developments
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have confirmed both the feasibility and the necessity of

However, von Bertalanffy-s scientific and philosophical
development did not originate in these resources! M s
orgapicism, system theory, and later perspectivism rather

this approach.
In this sense, von Bertalanffy rejected the nihilistic
criticism made by R. Buck as a representative of the neo
positivist school while, according to him, at an incompa
rably higher level" are the criticisms of general system
theory made by Soviet authors Lektorsky and Sadovsky and by
the present author, who set out from the same world view of
dialectical materialism [26].
As regards the universalist claim of general system
theory, there can be little doubt that the rapid develop
ment of the theory in various directions and the attempts at
synthesis between them are great positive contributions made
by. many theoreticians to philosophy and methodology of con
temporary science. Systemological research like other
logical-methodological aspects in so-called science of ^
science," increasingly becomes an independent special science of systems and ceases to work with purely philosophical
methods. Sometimes it even distances itself from the latter
considering them as favoring the metaphysics of holism,
gestaltism, and other unscientific tendencies.
In any case, the trend in systemological work shows
that philosophy has no monopoly for certain categories.
To further develop the structural, systemological work in
science and philosophy and to link it with specific philo
sophical problems will be an urgent task not only of inter
disciplinary study but also of present Marxist philosophy.
Otherwise methodology of science will remain an unconnected
enclave in the system of Marxist philosophy, coming close
to a positivistic and scientistic methodology of science or
to old."naturphilosophie" .

PERSPECTIVISM AGAINST POSITIVISM
Von Bertalanffy naturally was influenced, during his
study at the University in Vienna, by the positivism of the
famous Viennese Circle. He studied philosophy under Moritz
Schlick and was a member of Schlick s seminar in 1924.
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icll S s i M v - dlSC^SSi0n with and often opposition to loglosoph! of I c i L c " ltS C°nCeptions of experience and phiof r Z T Bertalanffy has frequently expressed his criticism
b c
X i l
positivism: "Modern positivists have come
h
generally agreed among modern scientists
ture nf§ oommitments which trespass and would imply an adventure °f thought. It needs to be said that modern posmvlsrn
tll T
S S1
lngularly sterile movement. It is paradox^IJ
trih,^hH declared Philosophers of science have neither conence ! while ^
riCal rasearch nor new ideas to modern sciiustiy

z z z z ?
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Von Bertalanffy is critical of the traditional theorv
t i o S P"randCthWhl!h C°nSiders Perception a "sum of sensa;“ nst„ and the star t m g point of science a sum of empirical
V
HeSc
eodata’ "daS Ge8ebene’" "Protocol sente^es "
sense data
P6rCeptl°n as a
a synthesi^ of
V
memory> concept formation, verbal and other
£« a
S”“ 1 U c J ° r
behavior, that allow,
ror a fruitful encounter of man with reality [28].
ThT V°n Bertalanffy rejects a reductive, narrow, sta
tic, and essentially subjectivistic conception of empirical

£
h an conception
r
? thrdoesonly
the the
»-*•complicated
Such
not ”ith
respect

rela-

othe! h
etT n ,
empirical and non-empirical data and many
In w ^ - S ^
8S- ThlS c°rresponds to recent developments
i
?1S° many P°sitivists repudiate the radically
von Ber^l
f f ??°int and P r o d u c e terms that are close to
;.of A Pap ?29?f “ C°nCeptS’ e -g - that of "open concept"

Jhe fraditional and postpositivistic conception of
experience has these basic shortcomings: 1) Static
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conception - in contrast, modern science does not conceive
experience as a finished complete collection of data but
rather as a process, a lawful sequence of individual steps
and operations. 2) Uniformity and universalism, which at
tempt to denote all experiental situations in a uniform way.
But the general characteristics of experience and its struc
ture as indicated by pragmatism, operationalism, logical em
piricism, and logical positivism can hardly be considered
as satisfactory for all empirical situations. 3)^ Leveling
of experiential data - data are taken as 'givens, , irre
spective of their different relevance, context, and other
relations which give them a specific meaning. Data cannot
be conceived abstractly in isolation, but only in context
with a given task, hypothesis, purpose, etc., that is to be
attained. 4) Closure of experience in the epistemological
sense - only results if direct observation, measuring, or
experiment are considered as experience, but not the evalua
tion of consequences, hypotheses on the basis of which we
make our decisions, the improvement of estimates, the anti
cipation of possible consequences, and so forth. Such a
conception of experience therefore shuts itself away not
only from theoretical consequences but also from practice,
since it ignores that each further decision is corrected on
the basis of the entire foregoing realization. The totality
and interaction of the process of experience and the process
of practice are cancelled out and practice appears solely
as a reaction to the cognitive process and not as its in
tegral part.
A new concept of experience and empirism has recently
emerged in parallel in,the natural, social, and mathematical
sciences. As a matter of fact, it had already appeared in
the notion of science and cognition in general as an ad
venture of cognition," a "game with nature" in which nature
is one of the partners. This partner is, as Einstein once
said, crafty but not malicious.
In the above sense, von Bertalanffy rejected Carnap s
neopositivistic concept of unified science, that is, physicalism, and put against Carnap's reductionism the idea of
unification of science based on isomorphism of concepts,
combined with the maintenance of a relative independence of
the disciplines, which he calls perspeotivism. In this
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conception, reality appears as a vast hierarchic order of
organized entities with superposition of many layers, from
^ aical
C5emiCal Systems to biological and sociological
duction ^
science is safeguarded not by a Utopian re1 ll1 sciences t0 Physics, but by a structural uni
formity of the various levels of reality [30].
i
l
‘

nn

At th® time Von Bertalanffy emphasizes that the presup°f * gSnaral isomorphism of various structures of
reality implies the recognition of their autonomy and speHe re;jects Bertrand Russell's statement that
i?rofress is to be achieved only by analysis and
P
ificial isolation. In von Bertalanffy's view this ap[' P^ f S C° mechanized systems where such isolation is feasible, but is wrong, in principle, when considering dynamic
; systems where it is impossible to predict the behavior of
[■
,Wh°le fr°“ ^ at 0f isolated parts, and in which relations
| of various subordinate and superior systems must be taken
|, h i 1ZC O m * in °rder to understand the behavior of indivi|j dual themselves.
The principal objection of perspectivism against the
reductionist line of positivism is in pointing out that the
LJh
eL 6XPr r ^ °nly a certain relational aspect of reality.
I
i7
6 tG the ^ b o i i c a l algorithms that are
I ^available. However, the selection of symbols that are ap|'
5° various aspects of reality depends on biological
ft vand cultural factors, including the practical social needs
K ot man.
Thus our rational cognition of the universe can prei
°nly certain asPects or perspectives of reality,
tThinking, at least in western culture but possibly in any
|*human language, is essentially in terms of opposites. Mohas’ as a matter of fact, exemplified thinking
f in antithetic terms such as the relativity of motion and
grest, mass and energy, corpuscle and wave (quantum mechal.hicsj, structure and process, structure and function (bioR. ogy an science of behavior). Hence discursive thinking
■always represents only a certain aspect of reality. Ultiimate reality is a unity of opposites. Von Bertalanffy
Icites Heraditus and Nicholas of Cusa as powerful exponents
Bof this view. Every aspect of reality, every viewpoint,
|has to be complemented with its opposite; even then it
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still remains an aspect, a part of the whole. This, accord
ing to von Bertalanffy, "indicates the limitation as well
as the dignity of human knowledge" [31].

such as space, time, substance and causality cannot be en
tirely deceptive: these categories have gradually arisen
in biological and social evolution and have justified their
adaptive value in the millions of years of prehuman and
human struggle for existence. This proves that, even though
cognition is in no way only a mirror or copy of reality, there
is sufficient correspondence between "appearance" and "real
ity" to permit survival and evolution. "So Pilate's ques
tion, what is truth, is to be answered thus: Already the
fact that animals and human beings are still in existence,
proves that their forms of experience correspond, to some
degree, with reality" [34].

Von Bertalanffy quotes two key theses of Cusanus: that
of the coinoidentia oppositorum, and the statement, ex
omnibus partibus relucet totum. In the more developed dia
lectic of "concrete totality" these represent also the key
theses of dialectics in classical German philosophy and in
Marxism.
Von Bertalanffy [32] approaches the problem of matter
and mind realistically and monistically. In his polemic
against Cartesian dualism, the res extensa and res oogitans
(which he considers to be not an eternal dilemma, but a his
torical product of 17th Century philosophy and science) he
cites much evidence for its solution in a structural—onto
logical and monistic way. At the same time he understands
the lasting validity of the contradiction of matter and mind
in the epistomological realm but is not sufficiently explicit
because, in the spirit of his perspectivism and system theory
he concentrates on a terminological unification of categories
related to the mind-body problem.
Von Bertalanffy criticises the theory of psychophysical
parallelism which recognises only matter-mind correspondence
without interaction, as well as the reduction of mind to
nervous processes. In this conception the mind appears only
as an epiphenomenon of the physical world; but ideas do
move matter [33] and observation, both introspective and be
havioral, shows that behavior is widely determined by spe
cific human factors, such as symbols, values, intentions,
anticipation of the future, all of which radically differ
from neuro-physiological events. Ideas, thus, not only mir
ror but create the world.
Von Bertalanffy substantiates his realistic and relativ
istic concept chiefly with biological and psychological ar
guments, but also cites arguments from linguistics, theory
of symbols, and other specialities contributing to philo
sophical analysis of the problem. He sharply, rejects a
purely relativistic, conventionalistic, and utilitaristic
concept of cognition. For experience and its categories,
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Von Bertalanffy analyses in some detail the process of
"progressive deanthropomorphisation" of science in the
course of which specifically human ingredients of cognition
; are gradually shed and discarded. But no organism, including
>■ man, is purely a spectator, a pure ens oogitans', he always
| is an active participant in the drama - a creator of his
| world, a performer, an active practical being - an ens agens
i in the world into which he is thrown.
[
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Emphasizing biological factors, von Bertalanffy does
not adopt an attitude of onesided biologism which he criticizes without, of course, denying the importance of biol°gy within the so-called behavioral sciences [35]. He
stresses the biological roots of experience which, however,
in science are progressively eliminated or hidden by the
process of "deanthropomorphisation." At the same time he
emphasizes the determination of categories by psychological
and specifically human,, cultural factors. Contrary to
Kantianism with its static view of the categories as
a priori concepts given to any rational being once for all,
von Bertalanffy stresses their gradual rise in evolution
and crystalization in close interaction with social and
cultural factors. In this connection he refers to a number of progressive trends in philosophy, psychology, and
other fields: e.g., Piaget's genetic epistemology,
k Cassirer s analysis of the origin of categories in cultural
1 evolution, linguistics (Whorf's hypothesis), and history of

K art*
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against reducing values to biological needs; against he
donism, the theory of equilibrium, the pleasure principle,
eliminating conflicts and tension. The best psycho-social
equilibrium taedium vitae may lead to psychopathogenic
consequences. Much of human behavior and of human values creativeness, play, even culture in general - do not fit
the pattern of equilibration and homeostasis. Because
human beings and organisms are not robots, they do not
react according to the pattern of stimulus-response. Im
manent activity is an essential part in the structure of
human and even organismic behavior. The humanities, for
example, are superficially not of immediate use and there
fore often underrated. According to von Bertalanffy, even
though they are not always of immediate use, they have a
purpose in themselves, (von Bertalanffy used the German
term Selbstzweok") at a higher level. General system theo
ry thus evidently transcends its meta-scientific framework
and can provide a new type of unity of science and human
ities [37].

Any system theory, considering especially the possible
impact on the social sciences and society itself, must in
this incipient phase of development ask itself "strategic
questions about the limits of its application. The dilemma
of system and individuality "idiographic description of in
dividual cases and "nomothetic" laws of the collective, ap
pears in many different scientific realms.. We must remark
that it does not only concern the theoretical problem of
so-called reduction, and all selection of an adequate system
is in this sense also reduction, we cannot expect that a
complicated phenomenon will strictly behave as our reduced
theoretical system prescribes. The latter will express only
some tendency or probability of behavior which, of course,
will depend on the amount of reduction. On the other side,
when we introduce adequate systems we can expect that com
plicated phenomena can indeed be influenced by our treat
ment. Then the question emerges, to what degree we are en
titled to realize these treatments. It is obvious that un
critical application of systems and system theories can be
dangerous.
The application of adequate mechanical or chemical sys- *j
terns concepts for building a house, or for control of cheJ
mical syntheses do not usually pose further questions. These
do arise, however, at the level of biological systems as prob-.j
lems like pollution, conservation, human ecology and populatio
explosion demonstrate. At the level of man there exist specif
ic ethical problems, for instance, in medical diagnosis, in
the system of education, and so on. With much higher urgency
this question emerges in the treatment of social systems.
In his study "The World of Science and the World of
Value" [38] von Bertalanffy warns against overestimating the
"first world," the world of events and things, and underestimating the "second" world of values. As he says, never
before has there been a larger gap between the world as it
is and the world as it should be.
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Thus von Bertalanffy considers the theory of values as g
the most difficult, darkest, and most conflicting sphere
within philosophy and the science of human behavior. He
tries to give a preliminary, operational definition of val- .
ue: values are things or acts desirable from the viewpoint of the individual or society. But von Bertalanffy is set

Thus there are many new problems rapidly arising from
the fruitful development of the general system theory,
scientific methodology and philosophy as well as in Ludwig
von Bertalanffy's more recent publications. In the present
study (written in 1966/67 in Edmonton, Canada, during my
stay with Professor von Bertalanffy), it was not possible
to consider these new developments. This paper has not
been essentially changed for the reason that it was a re
sult of my first close acquaintance with the stimulating
work of this eminent scientist and philosopher.
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account for the growth and maintenance of the organism as
a totality of directed, teleological life-processes. To
explain these processes Driesch proceeded to introduce a
factor operating only in living organisms, to which he
gave the name "entelechy". Simultaneously, in opposition
to this sort of vitalism which avoided a more detailed
determination of his causal principle, psychovitalists such
as E. Becher, R.H. France and A. Wagner maintained that a
"soul" was needed to serve as a purpose-directed organic
cause. The prevailing mechanistic attitude was antagonistic
t o .the purpose-directed teleological explanation, and in
stead compared the living organism with similarly endoriented machines, whose operation rests on purely physical
or chemical laws, which led to a "machine-theory" of life.
In his earliest publications von Bertalanffy objected
to the suitability of the machine model for man which, he
believed, was based on an illusion. According to him, it
was impossible to reach a physico-chemical understanding of
the getxesisof the'organism. In addition to his emphasis
on the historical element in organisms, he lay particular
stress on the capacity for self-regulation following dis
turbance, a property of life which, he believed, cannot be
explained on purely mechanistic grounds. At the same time,
von.Bertalanffy rejected psychovitalism, observing that
"soul" cannot serve as a scientific explanation, which in
its essence is a metaphysical rather than an empirical idea,
an objection which also applied to the empirically un
cief ihable concep t of 'entelechy.'
From the first* von Bertalanffy combined the demand
for an empirically meaningful explanation, which, he related
to the mechanistic approach, with the further, vitalistically-acCeptable demand that justice be done to the special
sort of order found in organic life. He thus allied him
self with the critique of mechanism then being formulated
by E. Rignano, who had attempted to introduce a special
physically-conceived "nervous energy," and also with K.
Sapper's idea of the organism as representing a new kind of
organization vis-a-vis atom and molecule, and with A.
Plltten's related view that the 'gestalt' concept could also ‘
be applied to processes. This aligned him with my own
position, which employs the term 'relations of wholeness'
(Ganzheitbeziebungen) in describing organic processes, a
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1949). This was subsequently elaborated in an article on
the theory of open systems in physics and biology in 1950
and later works. In these writings the point of departure
is the recognition of organic phenomena as "open-systems"
as opposed to "closed mechanistic systems.
The difference
between these'two types of "systems" is related to energy.
Whereas in physics (and especially in thermodynamics), the
true "stationary state" posits closed systems in which a
gradually stabilizing situation eventually comes to rest,
the living organism is unique in its continuous processes,
which proceed incessantly with a constant intake and out
flow of material. For example, by means of isotope tracer
elements, it has been shown that the various ingredients of
a wide variety of human tissues (proteins, as well as carbohydrates and lipids and even calcium of the bones), are
constantly removed and replaced at a considerable rate.
Referring to such constant change, von Bertalanffy points
out that the organic open-system is characterized by a dy
namic equilibrium he called "steady state," which in turn
is the prerequisite for the functioning of open-systems,
because in it, processes once initiated, are maintained
rather than coming to rest. Von Bertalanffy has played a
major role not only in the elaboration and presentation of
these facts but also in his appeal for precise mathema
tical formulations, a task to which he has also contributed
in his own works. In this he was aided, as early as 1951,
by the inclusion of the control- and information-theory of
cybernetics. However, he did not regard cybernetics proper
as a general systems-theory and considered its feedback
model as merely a special type of self—regulating system.
Elaboration of general systems-theory into a pure
formal discipline or even to an exact mathematical formu
lation would make it suitable for extension to a wide
range of scientific subjects, and contribute to the ad
vancement of a "unified science" the laws of which would
be valid for those models already empirically established
for individual subject fields. Von Bertalanffy has con
ceived of this generalization not as a mere "empirical"
achievement, as something, established through observation,
but as reflecting "creative perception." The limits of the
human intellect are also evident in this. Von Bertalanffy's
systems-theory is not a "reality theory" in Driesch s
sense but rather an "order-theory." Reality, in the
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metaphysical sense, is not perceived, but reflected by more
or less adequate models. Indeed von Bertalanffy refers to
a view of the world as being perspective.
Once von Bertalanffy's systems-theory was extended to
a wide range of problems, the foundations of his theory of
science were in due course described in his book Robots,
Men and Minds, which highlights the proof that as man is
neither robot nor man-machine, what we need above all is a
new image of man. The decisive idea of this book agrees
with B. Kaplan in that - as previously stated by Cassirer man lives and perceives in a world of "symbols." From this
circumstance von Bertalanffy draws the further conclusion
that in order to fully understand the evolution of man
from his animal ancestors, it will be necessary to know the
evolution of symbolism proper.
The book gives a comprehensive survey of general prob
lems of epistemology and those concerned with the relations
between physics and chemistry, biology, psychology, and re
lated aspects of culture and education.
Several authors have accepted the basic ideas of von
Bertalanffy s general systems-theory. His epistemological
approach as well as its particular elaboration for each of
a wide range of scientific fields will continue to be of
far-reaching influence.
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SOME PROBLEMS OF GENERAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
I.V.•BLAUBERG, V.N. SAD0VSKY and E.G. YUDIN
Institute for History of Science and Technology.
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S-.R, Moscow3 U.S.S,R,

The "brain child" of Ludwig von Bertalanffy - general
system theory - has become a broad field in scientific
research. At present no one is surprised by interdis
ciplinary analysis and the development of cybernetics
semiotics, or the science of systems, brought about by the
principles of interdisciplinary research which have
become an integral component of the scientific approach.
The pioneers of such an approach - and von Bertalanffy
must be considered one of these - have laid down new tech
niques in scientific research. This is the reason why the
development and foundation of the tasks of interdisciplin
ary general system theory, which was achieved by von
Bertalanffy during the thirties and forties [2], is in
evitably his own scientific achievement.
Scientific creations, as well as any other creations
of the human brain and hands, after some time begin their
own life, as has also been the case with cybernetics
created by Norbert Wiener. General system theory came
into existence in the work of von Bertalanffy as an attempt
to generalize the "theory of open systems" and took the
form of a search for structural isomorphisms in different
areas of human knowledge. At present his conception, after
almost twenty-five years of development, represents a
great number of different scientific approaches which
sometimes differ one from another. The general idea of
systems research is the common feature, but there are
differences in the ways of realizing this task.
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At present we cannot speak of a unified general system
theory, but only about its many different constructions.
That is why the best way to appreciate the scientific
achievement of von Bertalanffy and his pioneering work in
this field is to make a critical analysis of present
achievements in systems theory research, with the idea of
determining further ways it may develop.

"GENERAL SYSTEM THEORY" BY LUDWIG VON BERTALANFFY:
PRINCIPLES AND RESULTS

BASIC

It is not necessary to describe in detail the aims and
methods of general system theory as advanced by L. von
Bertalanffy, as this has been done excellently in several
works by von Bertalanffy himself, as well as in the essays
by K. Boulding, A. Rapoport, and others [3].
The basic principles of the construction of von
Bertalanffy's general system theory may be regarded as an
attempt to further generalize his theory of open systems,
created in the thirties, on the one hand, and on the other
to bring into reality the concept of the development of
the object of scientific analysis, as suggested by
W. Weaver, one of the founders of information theory.
According to the latter point of view, three stages of
development in the object of scientific analysis can be
distinguished: in the first stage, organized simplicity
is subjected to scientific analysis, as in the world of
classical mechanics; in the second stage, unorganized
complexities are dealt with, as in the world of statisti
cal physics; while in the third, organized complexities
become the object of attention; it is in this phase that
20th Century science is to be found.
L. von Bertalanffy states that 20th
must have the following characteristics:
matter is organization, as in systems of
social, and cybernetic type; (2) for the
subject it is necessary to find means of

Century science
(1) its subject
the biological,
analysis of this
solving essentially
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multivariable problems , classical science having been
limited to the solution of problems of two or few vari
ables; (3) the mechanistic world view which conceives of
organismic development as a product of chance, i.e.,
random mutations, should be replaced by a systems or
orgariismic world view which is understood to consist of a
number of different but interrelated fields of reality and
pays special attention to hierarchy, goal-seeking, pur
posiveness, equifinality and like properties of the objects
under study; and (4) the conception of reductionism, accord
ing to which all knowledge can ultimately be reduced to
physics, should be replaced by the conception of perspectiv
ism, bringing with it the possibility of constructing a
unified science on the basis of the isomorphisms of laws in
the different scientific areas [4].
Thus von Bertalanffy1s description of some of the
characteristics of systems-structural science is comple
mented by his elaboration of actual and specific apparatus
which is able to describe properly the function of partic
ular systems. Only taking into account both of these
aspects can help us to evaluate how deeply the principal
characteristics of the investigation of systems and struc
tures are expressed in von Bertalanffy's general system
theory.
In his works von Bertalanffy distinguishes between
closed systems, in which there is no exchange of matter
and in which we may speak only about the possibility of
energy exchange, and open systems, which constantly absorb
and release matter and energy. He is especially concerned
with open systems. However, according to A. Rapoport, a
strict definition is given to the closed system only, while
the open system is defined as a complement of the closed
system [5]. Such a definition is quite characteristic if
we are limited to the use of intuitively selected contents
of a particular concept. An apparatus is needed which
would enable us to express these contents and at the same
time to make the definition of the notion more precise.
However, von Bertalanffy had only undertaken an attempt to
develop such an apparatus and made but little progress in
this respect.
In fact, however, von Bertalanffy explicitly details
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i.e., systems which may attain a certain final state inde
pendent of changes in initial conditions; i.e., the same
final state can be reached from different initial condi
tions and in different ways. The behavior of such systems
can be described by teleological equations, that is, in
terms of the deviation of the actual state from the final
state to be attained.
There is no doubt that in this way a quite large
class of systems can be analyzed. At the same time it
must be realized that equifinal systems represent only a
subset of the set (class) of open systems, and that the
use of teleological equations limits the analysis of the
system and of its structure to the investigation only of
outer, behavioristic characteristics. Strictly speaking,
one can observe no analysis of the system and its struc
ture here.
Another disadvantage of Ludwig von Bertalanffy1s
conception lies in the fact that the progress in determin
ing isomorphisms among various fields of science leaves
much to be desired. And this is not because such isomorph
isms occur infrequently. The main trouble lies in search
ing for ways and means to establish such isomorphisms, to
express them in a strict scientific manner and to further
use them in scientific investigation.
As a result we may conclude that in von Bertalanffy's
work there is a certain disagreement between the intuitive
ly understood aims of system-theoretical analysis and the
actual means proposed for this task. Even the author of
system theory and his co-workers realize that there are
difficulties in this respect. From this point of view
the works and papers issued by von Bertalanffy in the
sixties [6] are the most characteristic.
At that time, Ludwig von Bertalanffy's viewpoints on
general systems theory had undergone considerable changes.
Those changes were mostly due to the appearance and rapid
development of cybernetics and a number of related scien
tific disciplines. These disciplines deal, as a rule,
with the analysis of system, analogous to the initial task
of the general system theory. General system theory as
developed by von Bertalanffy appeared to be one of the
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The existence of cybernetics and other disciplines
connected with systems analysis has led von Bertalanffy to
the distinction of two different aspects of systems theory.
In the broad sense, von Bertalanffy's systems theory is a
basic science concerned with the whole complex of problems
connected with the investigation and construction of sys
tems. In terms of theoretical models he includes a number
of different approaches, such as (1) cybernetics, which is
based upon the principle of feedback and circular causal
trains, and which investigates mechanisms of goal-seeking
and self-controlling behavior; (2) information theory,
with the notion of information as a measurable quantity,
which develops principles of information transmission;
(3) game theory; (4) set theory; (5) topology, including
net and graph theory; (6) factor analysis; (7) general
system theory in the narrower sense, trying to derive,
from a general definition of "system," concepts character
istic of organized wholes such as interaction, sum, mech
anization, centralization, competition, finality, etc.,
and apply them to particular phenomena. Applied systems
theory includes, according to von Bertalanffy, (1) sys
tems engineering, (2) operations research, (3) human
engineering, etc.[7].
Sometimes general system theory in the narrower sense
is called by von Bertalanffy "classical" systems theory,
while in systems theory in the broad sense he includes
together with the above-mentioned scientific, theories also
compartment theory, theory of automata, queueing theory,
computerization and simulation [8]. All these disciplines,
from von Bertalanffy's viewpoint, are essentially various
systems approaches and are in accord with "systems
theories" [9].
With a view to clarifying his position on the prob
lems in question, Ludwig von Bertalanffy, at the XIVth
International Congress of Philosophy (Vienna, 1968),
used the term "Systems Science" to characterize all modern
scientific and engineering trends of systems investiga
tions. As referred to the sphere of applied science,
Systems Science is in fact Systems Approach (including
cybernetics, Systems engineering, etc.), while in the
theoretical field, it is General System Theory used in
the broad sense [10].
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It is worth mentioning that von Bertalanffy fails
to definitely and strictly set the tasks and aims for
systems theory in the broad sense; therefore, general
system theory may be considered as a strict scientific
conception (with its appropriate investigation apparatus
and means) in the narrower sense only. As far as systems
theory in the broad sense is concerned, it is either
identical to general system theory in the narrower sense,
with the identical apparatus, identical means of investi
gation, etc., and if so, it is not necessary to make any
distinction between them; or it actually represents only
an extension and generalization of general system theory
in the narrower sense and of other similar disciplines,
in which case we may talk about extended means of investi
gation and methods, etc. Without an answer to this ques
tion, systems theory in the broad sense will actually
remain just a project which may be very appealing, but
which may not necessarily develop into a strictly scientific
theory [11].
When enumerating particular systems disciplines,
which, according to Ludwig von Bertalanffy's viewpoint,
are part of the systems theory, he also includes approaches
such as cybernetics or the theory of automata, which repre
sent definite systems conceptions but at the same time are
within the limits of the mechanistic point of view.
Such syncretism, in our opinion, represents a sub
stantial aspect of the modern stage of development of
systems investigations, and the viewpoints of von Bertalanffy
are of particular importance. The systems movement, by its
objective, is called on to elaborate a new viewpoint of the
world — contrary to mechanistic "seeing" — and to develop
approaches for new trends of scientific and engineering
investigations. As such, the systems movement must un
doubtedly include the whole complex of various types of
developments — philosophical, logical and methodological,
mathematical and empirical, etc. In other words, the
systems movement itself is in fact a rather complex system
whose hierarchical connections among the subsystems as
well as specific characteristics of its many subsystems
have not yet been elaborated. This results in the fact
that, firstly, particular systems approaches (e.g., von
Bertalanffy’s) may be elaborated on the basis of developm o r \ +■
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or which are not "system theoretical" at all; secondly, the
main factor in successfully elaborating the systems approach
at present is a rigorous elucidation of the multiplicity of
systems problems and the necessity to single out the prin
cipal "spheres" of systems investigations. To proceed to
successful elaboration of both the systems approach and
general system theory, it is necessary to present an ex
plicit _picture of the very system of present-day systems
investigations .

TYPOLOGY OF SYSTEMS RESEARCHES AND THEORIES
In the last decade the problems of general system
theory and the systems approach have become more and more
important in modern science and technology. It is not
difficult to indicate three reasons for this. First, the
majority of the traditional scientific disciplines, such
as physics, biology, psychology, linguistics, sociology,
logic, etc., recently expanded the subject matter of their
investigation, so that at present they commonly include a
great number of mutually connected elements forming one
unit or whole (systems and structures). Second, the tech
nological progress of the 20th Century and the wide intro
duction of the principles of automation in technology led
to a situation where the essential objects of modern tech—
nological construction and design are control systems (or
large systems) which, in their structure and construction
processes, represent typical prototypes of system objects.
In connection with this, let us mention the creation of a
whole complex of new disciplines, such as cybernetics,
information theory, bionics, theory of pattern discrimina
tion and heuristic programming, etc., the essential task
of which is to investigate and evaluate different types of
systems. Third, the awareness of an extensive introduc
tion of systems analysis in modern science and technology,
and with this, related methodological difficulties, re
sulted in the genesis of several general conceptions aimed
at creating a general system theory, a systems science, a
methodology of systems analysis, etc. [12].
Present-day literature on systems theory research is
characterized by great variety, and by different interpre
tations and understanding of the main spheres of systems
science analvsis. Hereafter we shall refer t-n fivstems
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Science, Systems Research, as well as Systems Investiga
tions and Systems Development as a whole complex of scienti
fic and engineering problems and investigations which,
with all their specific features and diversity of character
istics, nevertheless are similar in understanding and con
sideration of the objects under investigation as systems,
i.e., as sets of interconnected elements manifesting them
selves as a single whole. Thus, Systems Science stands for
a general term to describe the entire modern Systems
Reality.
When describing the content of Systems Science, we
refer to the Systems Approach as the methodological aspects
of Systems Research, i.e., as explicit procedures for pre
sentation of the objects as systems and ways to investigate
them (i.e., description, explanation, prediction, designing,
and so on). It is natural that the Systems Approach may be
presented in various forms, beginning with an empirical,
semi-intuitive description of particular procedures of
Systems Research and ending with rigorous mathematical
foundation of General Systems procedures and methods.
One can easily notice that we treat the Systems Ap
proach in a rather broad sense, in contrast to other papers
and books dealing with the problems in question, where the
Systems Approach is understood in the sense of the modern,
technological, and engineering systems viewpoint [13].
As to systems investigations, procedural and method
ological orientation of present-day science and engineering
is practically the same; for this reason we consider it
reasonable to refer to it as Systems Approach in general.
Logic and Methodology of Systems Research is expected
to be one of the most important spheres of theoretical
development of the problems of the Systems Approach. Hav
ing much in common with other aspects of the Systems Ap
proach with respect to procedures and methods, Logic and
Methodology of Systems Research is concerned mostly with
the language of Systems Science and its specific rules of
inference.
If we treat the Systems Approach as a description of
systems methods, the whole complex of results obtained
m
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varying degree of generality and relating to a variety of
scientific and engineering branches.
It is natural that the totality of Systems Theories
appears as a rather complex and hierarchically organized
system comprising both scientific systems theories, includ
ing formal theories (i.e., the whole complex of systems
theories dealing with scientific knowledge in all its vari
ous forms); and applied systems theories (which may also
be called engineering systems theories), whose objects are
technological knowledge and practical activities.
Within the limits of scientific systems theories one
should probably single out various empirical systems theo
ries such as systems biology, systems psychology, systems
psychiatry, systems sociology, etc. [14], and various
theoretical systems models such as cybernetics, information
theory, game theory, decision theory, etc., which have re
cently gained wide recognition.
Considered as characteristic of applied systems theo
ries are system engineering, human engineering, operations
research, as well as systems analysis for business and in
dustrial problem solving which recently have received much
attention.
It is, of course, impossible to make a sharp distinc
tion between scientific and applied systems theories; some
theoretical disciplines, e.g., cybernetics, are related in
different aspects to both fields. Similarly there is no
opposition between the systems approach as a methodology
and systems theories as sets of positive results of systems
science. We may therefore refer to General Systems Theory
as interdisciplinary research whose objectives are as
follows: (1) elaboration of means to represent objects
under study as "systems"; (2) development of generalized
models of system and various classes of systems and their
features, including dynamic systems theories, theories of
purposeful systems behavior, hierarchical structure, con
trol processes in systems, etc.; (3) investigation of the
conceptual structure of systems theories. Considered in
this way, General Systems Theory is, on the one hand, gen
eralization of special systems theories; and, on the other,
it has much in common with the Logic and Methodology of
Bvstems Research.
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Finally, we should also single out Philosophy of
Systems Research, which represents a reflection of Systems
Science as a whole, sets as its task the elucidation of the
place of systems ideas within science and the objective
world as well as the prospects of development of Systems
Science, etc., and is connected with both General Systems
Theory and Methodology of Systems Research.

THE SYSTEMS APPROACH AS INDICATING PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS
RESEARCH
One of the basic difficulties of the present stage of
development of Systems Science is in the fact that there
exist a number of ambiguous and inadequate interpretations
of the content of the Systems Approach. When scientists
develop one or another version of general system theory or
one or another special systems theory, they usually consider
only one of the points specific to the systems approach and
ignore other points that should be taken into account. For
example, as mentioned above, the research by von
Bertalanffy in the field of biology is characterized by
stress on the equifinality of systems. Also, the importance
of the aims characteristic of systems research is stressed,
as well as the impossibility of using the principles of a
linear determinism in the analysis of systems of a biological
type. In fact, we can recognize the insufficiency of using
simple causal relations as a means of systems approach. In
W. Ross Ashby's work the characteristics of the interrelations
between the system and its environment are stressed (on
the basis of which the fruitful idea of homeostasis has
arisen), as well as the problem of an effective research
into the great number of interconnections within the system
(this relates to his idea on the simplification of systems,
mentioned in many of his writings) [15].
However, almost every author gives another view of the
notion of system approach. The only idea on which they all
agree is the recognition of complexity as a basic character
istic of systems. But even complexity is understood in
different ways. As a result the notion of system and the
systems approach differs in specification, so that the
specific characteristics of systems research are often lost.
In our opinion, an adequate exposition of the systems
annrnar'li aan B p nbfpHnpd under the followine conditions:
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(a) On the basis of limitation of the set of systems to be
considered, limiting them to only those which represent
complete organic units. In this case the characteristics
of organic unity and complexity will represent a system
forming principle, and the group will include biological,
psychological, and social systems as well as complex
modern technological systems.
(b) Determination of the specific objectives and diffi
culties of the systems approach, i.e., of the specific
problems that arise in research on the above-mentioned set
of systems. In this the following problems may be in
cluded :
1) the problem of the derivation of the characteris
tics of the whole from the characteristics of the elements,
and the derivation of the characteristics of the elements
from the characteristics of the whole;
2) the problem of the hierarchy of the structure of
systems and the search for the specific characteristics of
the interconnections between different levels of the system
objects, following from the structure hierarchy;
3) the problem of control as a specific way of manag
ing the interconnections between different levels of the
system;
4) the problem of individualization of system objects,
which means that it is impossible to determine their nature
by means of pure typological characteristics and implies
the necessity of admitting a certain number of different
characteristics and degrees of freedom for such objects;
5) the inadequacy of using solely deterministic or
causal explanations of the structure and activity of a
system, with the necessity of using a much wider range of
notions and means, which would increase the richness of
typologies used and the different qualities of intercon
nections within a system;
6) the integrity of the description of the system
and the description of the conditions of its existence;
7) the consideration of the fact that frequently an
identical "material" or substance may be present in a
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system in different shapes, with different characteristics,
dimensions, and functions, even though all levels of a
system are "filled" with an identical substance.
(c) An historical approach in systems research aimed at
uncovering the historical-scientific preconditions for the
formulation of the systems approach in modern science,
which is necessary not only for understanding the specific
features of the systems approach as such, but also for the
elaboration of the specific means and methods of such ap
proach .
Realization of the above-mentioned conditions provides
the possibility to formulate — not claiming, of course,
comprehensiveness and completeness — the principles of
systems research.
(1) The initial point of any systems research lies in
the fact that the system under investigation is considered
as an integral unit, as a whole. From this follows that,
firstly, the system can be appreciated only in its contrast
to the environment, i.e., to the "medium" involved. Second
ly, the decomposition of the system leads to the notion of
"element," a unity whose properties and functions may be
determined by its place within the whole. It also is worth
noting that these properties can be determined only by tak
ing due account of the properties or specific features of
the whole; i.e., the properties of the whole cannot be de
termined without taking into account specific features of
the elements, and vice versa. It is evident that the
notion of "element" is far from being identical with that
of "atom": the element can be appreciated as such only
with respect to the system under study, representing itself
either a minimal (further undivisible) component of the
system or the maximal decomposition limit within the range
of the objective of investigation,.
(2) The fact that the system is considered as an
integral unit or as a whole may be further specified in
detail by the notion of "connection." This notion is made
use of in any systems research although it is least devel
oped in its content and formal aspects. It is obvious that
the presence of "connections" represents only one character
istic feature of systems; systems research demands that
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notion of "connection" as the inherent system-specific
feature. In particular, such specification is mandatory in
the presence in the system of two or more types of "connec
tions," e.g., spatial, functional and genetic connections
in bio-organisms.
(3) The whole complex of connections and their typo
logical characteristics leads to the notions of "systems
structure" and "systems organization." Though each of
these notions is treated ambiguously, most of the researches
in the field use them to express the order determined by
stable connections, and in some cases, to determine the
directivity of this order as well.
(4) The structure of the system, in turn, may be
characterized both by "horizontal" connections (i.e., con
nections among the identical type systems) and by the
"vertical" connections (e.g., those between a biological
individual and the population to which it belongs). The
"vertical" structure leads to the notions of "systems
levels" and "systems level hierarchy."
(5) A specific method to regulate multi-level hier
archical systems is "control" - a multiplicity of forms
and of "rigidity" of ways of connections between the levels
in question, which provide normal functioning and develop
ment of the system. Since the hierarchy of structure is
a specific feature of a system, control connections may be
considered as one of the characteristic expressions of the
system-forming connections. One of the difficulties in
analyzing them lies in the fact that (according to
A. Malinovsky) different control levels are usually char
acterized by more or less regular alternations of "rigidly
determined" and "corpuscular," i.e., probabilistic-sta
tistical, ways of control [16].
(6) The presence of control requires that in the
investigation of some kinds of systems, i.e., systems which
have an inherent "organ" of control, the problem of the
goal and the problem of purposiveness or finality of the
system behavior should be posed. In this case the notion
"goal" is interpreted not from the traditional and theo
logical point of view, but is understood in the modern
sense of cybernetics. The present goal analysis is exhrpmol v mill
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fundamental role played by the goal notion in the concep
tion of activity physiology elaborated by the prominent
Soviet scientist N.A. Berstein [17] , to the teleological
jequations to describe developmental processes of Ludwig
von Bertalanffy, [18] etc.
(7)
The source of transformation of both the system
,and its functions is usually of an inherent character; it
Jis based in the purposiveness of behavior of systems, and
|the most important feature of a great number of systems is
due to the fact that they are not merely systems, but
'self-organizing systems as well.
I
'
(8) The problem of control and that of purposiveness
!or finality of systems behavior gives rise to the investiIgation of interconnections between "functioning" and "dejvelopment" of a system, to the search of corresponding
. "mechanisms," and to presenting an integrated picture of
the object which takes into account both its "cross section"
: and "longitudinal section" in time.

PHILOSOPHY OF SYSTEMS
One of the tasks of the philosophy of systems is the
description of specific characteristics of the systems
world view. Formulation of such a view is associated with
the solution of a number of epistemological problems. The
most urgent among them is the development of systems cate
gories which are used to express in a general way the
principles of structure and existence of system objects.
Considering the constructive role which such categories play
in the process of cognition, we must admit that at present
systems research is not based upon its own, specific system
of categories. This lack is one of the main reasons for the
I multiplicity of terminology used in systems research, as
, well as of the amorphous character of the systems world
view. The latter also obstructs successful development of
■ logical-methodological problems of the systems approach.
The advancement of scientific knowledge and the speci
fic role played in this development by philosophical
analysis as a form of self-cognition of science make us
assume that the systems world view will hardly develop into
a
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than three centuries never had been a complete theory
(though a number of thinkers tried to present it as such),
but this fact never prevented it from performing its func
tions, both positive and negative, in the development of
knowledge. The same thing will probably be true for the
systems world view.
However, it does not follow from this that one should
limit the systems world view to representing a rather dif
fuse and obscure approach. Just the contrary; the utmost
possible, exact elucidation and evaluation of the principles
of the systems world view is one of the most important con
ditions for the development of the systems approach as a
theoretically new scientific trend.
The analysis of the history of systems investigations
shows that the development of the systems world view will
probably proceed, on one hand, on the way of advancement of
philosophical and general scientific investigations into
the nature and features of systems science; on the other,
in the direction of the development of a number of inter
connected and overlapping special systems theories and
various versions of general systems theory.
Philosophical aspects of systems research are con
nected not only with the formulation of a categorical
structure which would express adequately the objectives of
this research, but also with the solution of important
epistemological problems. The traditional epistemological
problem- of subject and object finds a new expression in
systems research. We will mention two aspects of this
problem. First, the object of systems research is marked
by a high degree of complexity: usually it represents a
system which can be compared in complexity to that of its
researcher [19] . This requires a special research strategy
to be worked out, which cannot be based solely on the simple
interaction between subject and object. Secondly, one of
the specific characteristics of the system object is the
fact that usually in the same object there are several dif
ferent systems, each of which requires its special descrip
tion. This can be well traced in biological systems with
their complicated hierarchy of levels of organization in
which no single level is given privilege over other levels.
From this it follows that a synthetic representation of the
^
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itself. However, when working out such definition there
are many problems and questions which have to be solved,
such as the adequate number of necessary and sufficient
particular notions on the basis of which the model of the
object should be constructed. The question of principles
of synthesis of such a model must also be considered.
These questions, which are of an epistemological character,
are not in fact dealt with sufficiently in philosophical
literature.
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problems. This leads not only to the amorphous nature of
the understanding of the essence and specific features of
the systems approach, but directly impairs the efficiency
of investigation.
The principal tasks of logic and methodology of system
research are as follows:
elaboration of conceptual means (systems of notions,
special models, etc.) to represent the system nature of the
corresponding objects;

LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEMS RESEARCH
In the existing versions of general systems theory the
logical and methodological aspects of systems investigations
are paid only little attention. Usually the researchers
only emphasize the necessity to elaborate a new strategy of
investigations (for example, W. Ross Ashby [20]). Neverthe
less the construction of the logic and methodology of systems
research in a sufficiently developed form is of particular
concern; only as a result of systematic development of this
sphere is it possible to overcome the difficulties with which
modern systems science is confronted. As is evidenced by
the analysis of systems research, the principal difficulty
lies in the determination of the adequate conceptual means
to represent the object under study as a system. If such
means appear to be found, further elaboration of investi
gation techniques (i.e., the mathematical and formal appara
tus in general), though complicated, is possible.

development of an apparatus to describe the most im
portant characteristics of the systems objects — connec
tions (including their typology), systems of connections,
interconnections of the system and its environment, hier
archical structure, control problems, etc.;
development of formalized techniques to describe sys
tems objects, including the development of specific rules
of inference, etc. [21]
For a better understanding of the specific character
istics of logical and methodological research, let us
mention some of its actual problems.
The Notion of System

Unfortunately, the results in this field of the de
velopment of systems science are the least remarkable. It
is common knowledge that the calculus of propositions,
classes, and relations, as constructed by modern formal
logic, is designed to describe objects of rather simpler
character than systems objects and, therefore, cannot be
used as specific means for systems analysis. To prove it,
it is only necessary to refer to the difficulties encoun
tered in the logical formalization of the notion of "con
nection," to say nothing of systems of connections.

This notion is a fundamental one in the research of
systems and structures; hence the existing unclearness and
lack of uniformity in its usage represents a serious, im
pediment in the expansion of systems structural analysis.
The majority of existing meanings of the notion of system
is centered around two points. The system as object is
opposed, first, by non-system (elementary) objects as well
as by multiple objects, and these multiple objects are
opposed by individual units (objects that consist of one or
a few elements). Second, the system is not a simple set of
elements, but a set of elements connected by mutual inter
connections, and, so, characterized by a certain unity.

Thus, the lack of a specially developed logic and
methodology for systems research results in the fact that
workers in the field, when treating new problems which are
of a quite different character, have to resort to old
logical means which had been developed to solve other

The presence of these central points in the descrip
tion of system explains the spread of the meaning of this
concept in contemporary literature. One part of existing
descriptions stresses the great number of elements in a
system; the other the presence of inter-connections between
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the elements which results in their characteristic unity.
i
■
On the basis of the characteristic of the system as a
f whole we can describe the notion of system as follows:
1
1) the system represents a complete set of elements
i with mutual interconnections;

j

2) it forms a specific unity within its environment
' (the notion of environment requires a special systems
| analysis);
3) the system under consideration represents an ele
ment of another system of higher order (i.e., it can
i represent a subsystem or element of the system to which it
belongs) ;
4) the elements of the system under consideration rep
resent (again in some special cases) other systems of a
, lower order.
!

Now let us pay attention to the hierarchical character
of systems, this being closely connected with its whole
ness characteristic. This hierarchy manifests itself in
the chain-like connection of one system with others, as
well as in mutual interconnections between different subj systems, including the characteristic function of the
i subsystems in the way they affect the larger system [22].
j
Still more noticeable are the differences in the interI pretation of the notion of structure, which is closely con
nected with the notion of system. In our opinion, structure
j should be understood as a specific type of interconnection
I between the elements and subsystems of a system. At the
; same time a structure is also determined by its unity and
| hierarchical characteristics.
The Problem of Interconnections
I

The notion of interconnections has for some time been
used in different scientific disciplines, and is a concept
that seems to be clearly recognized in a intuitive way.
However, comparison of the different ways in which this
notion is used shows that intuition does not provide a
uniform basis and at present there is no strict differen-
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notion of relation. For example, "interconnection" is
often considered as one kind of "relation," as something
dependent on the relation, or, in contrast, as a wider
notion in comparison with relation. The meaning of this
term differs so greatly in the work of different authors
that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish whether it is
to represent real interconnection of just another element
of a system. In biology, for instance, authors often
describe the chains of substance transmission and trans
mission of energy and information as interconnections.
Even so, it is clear that chains of this kind can be con
sidered as elements or subsystems of the system.
In previous science not concerned with systems analy
sis, the multiplicity of meanings attached to the notion
of interconnection did not cause special difficulties.
Systems research, however, brought about the necessity of
a rigorous logical and methodological analysis of the
notion because interconnections, on the one hand, always
represent one of the basic characteristics of any system,
and on the other, in any system it is often necessary to
trace and find out, among all other interconnections,
those which are specific system-forming interconnections.
Unfortunately the importance of this task is not yet
sufficiently recognized. It is true that in recent lit- •
erature there have been some attempts to analyze the notion
of interconnection, mainly from the logical point of
view [23]. Thanks to these it is possible to talk about
some real bases for the classification of interconnections
[24], By and large, however, the interpretations of the
notion of interconnections remain very unclear and far
behind the requirements of their use for the purposes of
systems research. There does not exist any empirical
classification of different types of interconnections.
The Systems Representation of Objects
In large complex programs of scientific research,
which may be included in the system-structural type,
analysis of systems is carried out, as a rule, exclusively
at the level of objects and their system characteristics.
In this way it is presupposed that we deal with a special
class or set of so-called complex objects, the specific
features of which are mainly based on the fact that they
have system characteristics.
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In our opinion, such approach lacks perspective. As
is well known, scientific knowledge always dealt with com
plex objects. The use of a specific approach in the re
search of objects as systems only began during the latter
half of the 19th Century, and this approach has expanded
only during the second half of the 20th Century. This is
explained not by a change in the character of the objects
researched, but by the fact that new specific methods were
worked out by science for using a systems approach in the
research of those objects. Thus it is necessary to dis
tinguish the research of a system (complex) object from
systems research of such object. Within different tasks
and on different levels of analysis an identical object
may be investigated as a system or a nonsystem object;
this can easily be traced in semiotics, biological and
social research. It is the reason why an object as such,
without respect to the tasks of its investigation, cannot
be given the absolute characteristic of being a system or
a non-system object. .
Thus it is clear from the methodological point of
view that the new types of tasks in scientific research
require the setting up of a new approach toward the object
of the research. To simplify a little, we may say that
before systems research was used we dealt mostly with the
description of the object (the knowledge itself was con
centrated on the use of the object's individual character
istics), whereas systems research should discover the
mechanism of the "life" of the object, i.e., its internal
and external functioning and development. However, if the
main task is the change of approach toward the object, then
the task of bringing out a specific class of system objects
seems to be illusory. The real problem is to present the
object of research in a new way, to present it as a system
object. It wilt be no exaggeration to sccy that this problem
is nwriber one in the research of systems and structures.
The Problem of Synthesis of Knowledge Related to One Object
In several sciences the basic difficulty with attempts
to construct the theory of the object as a system is in the
fact that there are (or may be constructed) several differ
ent systems of knowledge regarding the object, while these
systems are often not identical. In such cases attempts to
directly unify these different systems of knowledge are
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for the synthesis of different theoretical concepts into one
theoretical model. It seems to us that such a means may be
created on the basis of using the idea of the "configurator"
[25] as a specific system of systems concepts which is formed
especially for the synthesis of different knowledge on the
subject. The meaning of this ideal lies in the fact that
the research worker who discovers that different systems of
knowledge do not correspond to one another, may build a con
figurator at the original point — a special model of the
object. This model must be constructed in such a way as to
establish interconnections between different concepts of
the object, and to give an explanation for each one of
them as if it were a particular concept or a particular
level of the object under study.
Structure and Genesis
The problem of the relation between the structure and
its genesis, which comes into existence when the theory
of the object is set up (for instance in theoretical
biology, sociology and semiotics) and which is usually
understood as the problem of the unification of different
methods of research, tends to be solved in terms of prob
lems of the synthesis of different systems of knowledge.
It is completely transferred to the level of knowledge in
which, however, it cannot be solved.
The problem of the interconnection between two
descriptions of the object, its description as an exist
ing and as a developing object, is connected with a special
type of practically-oriented objectives. In general,
these can be characterized as tasks of control, i.e., of
construction of mechanisms, or their separation in analysis,
which secure a useful change of the real or artificial
objects. The complexity is expressed in the fact that in
the solution of different tasks there may be different
mechanisms of the object brought about. For instance, the
research of the actual functioning of the object must bring
about the mechanism providing stability of the structure
of the object.
Completely different tasks are solved in genetic re
search. First of all, such research differs in principle
from the evolutionary and morphological descriptions which
are characteristic of the period of scientific development.
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to discover the mechanism of the change of the object.
This means that in this case the structure itself is in
vestigated as a changing one. Where we deal not with the
realization of actual given functions, but with their
transformation, a re-evaluation must take place. It is
understandable that the mechanism of genesis considerably
differs from the mechanisms of functioning, i.e., from the
mechanism of the actual structure.
However, if this is so, the main problem of the
theory of the object represents a problem of the intercon
nection between two types of mechanism of the "life" of
the object. Only in this way is it possible to get the
genetic description of the structure and the structural
description of the genesis. From the point of view of
control it is especially necessary to trace in the actual
structure the elements and interconnections which are
necessary for the development of the object. On the other
hand, in the structure of the genesis, those specific ele
ments and interconnections must be discovered which par
ticularly work to insure functioning. We may suppose that
if such a method of analysis were applied we might event
ually arrive at one structural-genetic theory of the object.
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The obvious is hard to analyze. But an advance may
become feasible when new facts force one to try and discover
the reason for something long taken for granted. It may
then be possible to answer the question: Why is the obvious
the case?
In a vague sense the hierarchical organization of the
universe is obvious. The universe is not an unstructured
confusion, but contains hierarchies of structure. It ap
pears to us to be arranged in larger and smaller systems,
the distinctive features of which attract our attention.
Most systems are divisible into parts themselves further
divisible, and so on. Today our knowledge of structure
*This paper was written in 1966. For later formu
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lenging Class of Physical and Biological Problems", and
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of scientific ideas, problems of form, and the unification
of physical principles. He regards the conception of hier
archical structures as of primary importance for physics
and for biophysics.
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leaves no doubt that (though intermediate forms are some
times observed) there exist graded levels of structures, in
the inorganic realm from clusters of galaxies to ultimate
particles (if such exist), and in the organic realm from
organisms to chemical atoms. This is obvious, but what is
its meaning for science?
Many questions arise. Are hierarchy ('H') and struc
tural hierarchy ('SH') scientific concepts [1]? How should
they be defined? What types of H exist? Which H's are im
portant for theory? Are the organic and inorganic H's dif
ferent? What is their relation to basic laws? Are some
H's trivial consequences of contingent circumstances, of ob
servational procedures, or of the fact that our minds
classify things in hierarchies? Which general character
istics of organisms, if any result from the H“al organiz
ation of their internal structure?
This paper seeks to develop ideas about organic struc
tural H's to the point where biologists and biophysicists
can apply them to particular organisms. It is offered as a
tribute to Ludwig von Bertalanffy in recognition of the
emphasis which he has placed on the importance of H-al
structure for biological theory. The main theme is that
the existence of certain types of structural H is one of
the most important characteristics of this universe not yet
adequately treated by exact science. The argument leads to
the hypothesis that organisms are pulsating H's.

HISTORY
An idea is only fully understood when we know enough
about its history to see it as a stage in the continuing
advance of science. This survey covers only the most rele
vant contributions known to me.
The philosophical conception of a sequence of higher
and lower levels has played a considerable role in Western
thought [2] from Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus to Lambert,
Goethe, Schelling, Hegel, Virchow, and Smuts, to cite only
a few.
'Hierarchy' derives from lep (holy) and ap/ei-V (to
rule). The earliest (archaic) Greek meaning for lep was
"vigorous" or "energetic." Thus an archaic meaning of the
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of SH treating the energy conditions determining the con
trol by a system of its parts.
In view of this superb con
tinuity from archaic Greece to tomorrow's biophysics I
propose to retain the term in spite of its associations.
From 1850 onwards the usefulness of the term for exact
thought began to be appreciated. In 1854 Comte discussed
the H of the sciences, in 1864 Bowen [3] wrote of a "Hier
archy of concepts of many ascending steps," and by around
1900 the term was in use in taxonomy and in grading the
forms of energy. But not until the rapid increase in know
ledge of structure after 1910 was the appropriateness of
the concept to organic structure gradually realized. I con
sider that the growing recognition during this century of
the importance of H-al relationships for biological theory
is one of the major scientific insights of the period.
It is a pleasure to cite the names of pioneers in this
movement of biological thought towards the recognition of
the role of structural H's in organisms: P. Weiss (1922),
L. von Bertalanaffy (1926), J.H. Woodger (1929), J. Needham
(1936), C. Goldstein (1939), R.W. Gerrard (1940), and A.B.
Novikoff (1945). Dates, indicating when publications show
this recognition, are given as evidence of a steadily devel
oping individual clarity before it became obvious to biol
ogists generally, not to indicate priorities. For details,
see publications. All I do here is to suggest the kind of
contribution made by each.
From 1922 Weiss [4] stressed the need for a "systems"
approach to structural biology, with smaller active domains
dependent on larger ones in development and behavior. In
1941 he examined the differentiation in both realms of "a
central hierarchy of patterns of coordination," and in
1955 suggested that in important H's the higher systems im
pose a restraint on their parts, restricting the degrees of
freedom in such a manner as to ensure the conservation of
the whole.
Similar ideas were developed by von Bertalanffy [5]
from 1926, particularly in his important Biologische Weltbild (1949; Problems of Life, Harper Torchbook 1960), where
he adopted Woodger's ideas and made the following points,
inter alia. All bio-organization is H-al. There exist man1
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must be present both in the genome and during ontogenesis.
"There is a rank order in genes," a view supported by sub
sequent work on regulator genes, etc.
Meantime Woodger [6], from 1929 onwards, was giving
logical precision to the concept of H, and distinguishing
several types. The value of Woodger's contribution was
recognized by J. Needham [7] who made it widely known in
his Order and Life (1936) where he discussed the H-al con
tinuity of biological order. C. Goldstein [8] in 1939 in
terpreted orgamisms as H's of capacities and performances.
In 1940 R.W. Gerrard [9] surveyed the structural H's and
proposed the term 'org ' for systems which are individuals
at one level, parts of systems at a higher level, and
divisible into lower level parts.
In 1945 A.B. Novikoff
[10] published a survey of "integrative" levels, stressing
the equal importance to exact science of the isolation of
parts and of their integration in the structure of wholes.
From 1945 the existence of a series of integrated
structural levels was increasingly taken for granted, and
by 1955/60 was a commonplace, owing mainly to increasing
knowledge of structure. In 1949 the author [11] argued
that "a great H of relations of dominance guides the dif
ferentiation of the developing embryo, highly specific and
stable structures acting on less specific and stable struc
tures." H. Quastler [12] (1955) showed that the constraints
imposed by a whole on its parts affect the application of
information theory to organisms. J.D. Bernal [13] (1958)
treated the ordering of molecular complexes in protein as
an H of four levels, from primary (basic) to quaternary
(over-all) structure. In 1961 J.R. Platt [14] analysed the
properties of large molecules not possessed by their chemi
cal sub-groups; in 1962 H.A. Simon [15] discussed the role
of hierarchy in complex systems; C. Ladd Prosser [16] (1965)
considered the physiological role of levels of organization;
and in 1966 A. Klug [17] conceived "a hierarchy of struc
tures built out of the basic icosahedral shells" in virus
forms. There were others, but this selection must serve.
Thus the conception of an H of integrated structural
levels or units has been discussed for forty years, and
some aspects of it have been tentatively analysed. But no
authentic advance towards a comprehensive theory of organic
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DEFINITIONS AND FACTS
Two apparently opposed [18] tendencies are evident in
the universe: the entropy tendency (towards uniformity of
dynamical disorder, under rather general conditions), and
the less understood [19] but also important morphia tenden
(towards greater spatial form [20], symmetry, or order).
The term 'morphic' is introduced to designate the great
class of processes in which three-dimensional spatial form
is produced or extended, such as (prima facie, closer anal
ses is necessary) the formation (from less ordered states)
of nuclei, atoms, molecules, crystals, liquid crystals,
ordered phases, polycrystals, minerals, the earth, the sol
system, and structured stellar groups and galaxies; also
all chemical catalysis, self-assembly, self-organization,
biopoesis, and organic morphogenesis. The conditions (the
modynamic, material, and boundary) under which a particula
morphic tendency at one level, often but not necessarilyalways with local decrease of entropy, prevails, outweighi
entropy effects, will be called the morphic conditions. T
term morphic continuity will be used for the unbroken suc
cession of morphic processes which led, by one or several
paths, from the formation of atoms and of the earth, throu
transitional forms, biopoesis, and organic evolution, to
homo sapiens. No general theory of the morphic conditions
at all levels of the inorganic or organic hierarchies has
yet been attempted, and only in a few simpler cases are
these conditions known. These morphic conceptions are nec
essary to understand structural hierarchies.
If we define a hierarchy as a set of things graded in
levels by asymmetrical relations, there exist many types o
H: social, psychological, linguistic, conceptual, genetic,
historical, etc. Here we are only concerned with structur
hierarchies (SH's), i.e., objects classified by spatial
whole/part relations.
There exist two major connected SH's: (a) inorganic
[21] from ultimate particles to atomic nuclei, atoms, mole
cules, crystals, polycrystals, the earth, the solar system
our galaxy, clusters of galaxies, and (possibly) a univers
system of such clusters or super-clusters; and (b) organic
from atoms, polymers, enzymes and similar systems, to orga
elles . cells. fissups. nrvan.s. organisms, and rnmmiini ti e.s .
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These provisional and probably incomplete lists serve to
indicate a field of enquiry: the study of the H-al aspects
of the universe. Some causal levels can (to a certain or
der in a series expansion) be treated separately; a sucessful atomic theory preceded nuclear theory. While the
entropy tendency, when dominant, disperses H's, the morphic
tendency builds them up. A unified theory of the cosmos,
i.e., of matter, life, and mind, must await a comprehensive
calculus of hierarchy. With this warning of current ignor
ance on fundamental matters, as a working hypothesis I
provisionally distinguish two types of SH: free and con
trolled.
A free hierarchy (FH) is an SH in which there is no
progressive transfer of energy between the levels, and the
existence of a system does not impose additional con—
s£i-^ints, characteristic of the level, on the degrees of
freedom of its parts (see Weiss, above). In an FH,causal
levels are separable (to some order) and no pulsations occur
(see below). FH's may be chemically homogeneous. Examples
of separable causal levels in an FH are: crystals, most
ordered phases, minerals, the earth, and the solar system.
In these systems there is no necessary progressive transfer
of energy, and in certain circumstances each level is caus
ally separable (at least to first order).
A control hierarchy (CH) is a heterogeneous structural
hierarchy in which causal levels are not separable, there
is a progressive transfer of energy between the levels, and
the existence of a system at one level imposes additional
constraints, characteristic of the level, on the degrees of
freedom of its parts. These constraints are of a morphic
character and a'-CH may be regarded as a SH in which each
system or sub-system behaves (i.e., the spatial relations
of its parts change) as if a diminant potential energy func
tion [22], W, were present which also represents the global
[23] deformation of the system as a whole from its lowest
energy, most symmetrical or effective equilibrium state.
W is a diminant, or quantity which spontaneously diminishes,
like the free energy, but single and not structural, not
statistical.
This designation of a CH implies that a geometrical
function (the global deformation from the lowest energy
form) can be substituted for a mechanical quantity (internal
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configurational potential energy), as in Einstein's General
Theory, where inertial and gravitational properties are de
rived from geometrical or kinematic relations.
(If this
proves valid, i.e., applicable to CH's generally, it means
that structural biological theory can be given a geometrica
basis, any kinematic or mechanical parameters that are nec
essary being derivable from geometrical relations. This
cannot be developed here.) All the levels of the single CH
beginning in the inorganic and reaching cellular organisms,
are energetically inseparable from their neighbours and
undergo pulsations linking the levels. Thus the following
systems are some of the levels forming, it seems, one great
Gh: atoms, molecules, heterogeneous polymers, enzyme sys
tems, organelles, cells, tissues, organs, and organisms.
They may perhaps also represent stages in the historical
morphic continuity if initial or early conditions rep
resented an unstructured dynamical disorder.
This generalized approach to structural biology leaves
an equally general issue untouched: what is the universal
relation of structure to function? If function is "struc
ture in action" (Coghill), what kind of "activity" do all
functioning structures display? A possible answer is that
(most or all) structures pulsate in course of function.
Pulsation' is a scientific term for the "pulse of life "
like the throbbing of the heart, but at all structural
levels. Structures at any level which constitute semi
permanent components of the most highly organized parts of
any organic system undergo, when active, thousands or mil
lions of successive identical pulsations. These pulsations
are not reverszble dynamical oscillations or vibrations} but
are local cyclic aspects of a more comprehensive one-way
process of transformation of structures and energy involving
two or more levels.
5
I define 'pulsation' [24] as a unit of process, deter
mined by global variables, the potential energy W, occurring
m any structure in a CH, which
(l) involves two energy states and a closed cycle of
processes bringing the structure, S, back to its original
state;
°
(ii) consists of two contrasted (each "irreversible")
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global deformation of S (with increase of asymmetry, and
absorption of energy from a source external to the struc
ture, i.e., in a process on a higher level, S'), followed
by (b) a relaxation along a different path as part of a
different system at a lower level (with decrease of W owing
to work done on some neighbouring structure);
(iii)
occurs at least many thousands of times in a
structure forming a semi-permanent part of a most highly
organized region in the organism; and
(iv)
each phase of which is best represented (to some
approximation) by a single global variable determining
changes in the spatial relations of the atoms, rather than
by the positions and velocities of myriads of atoms in some
coordinate system.
(Only in the most highly organized
regions of the organism can a single variable be adequate
for each phase.)
While the working structure (at any one level) under
goes a cycle of changes, in the adult usually displaying no
persisting modification, there is a progressive one-way dis
placement and transformation of energy involving, in a sense
to be later clarified, transfers between different levels.
Moreover, pulsations at each level are components of a more
extensive pulsatory pattern of changes in large portions of
the total CH. Under normal conditions the equipartition of
potential energy in a relaxing system results in a single
variable being sufficient, in highly organized regions, to
determine correlated relaxation processes at several levels,
and this single variable may be regarded as a form-generating
structural potential energy, or morphia diminant. This in
terpretation suggests that most organic processes are pul
satory, occurring as successions of unit pulsations, and
that cellular organisms are pulsating hierarchies (PH's).
But this generalized description still lacks a crucial
feature. We may expect the potential energy function de
termining pulsations to be chiral [25] (i.e., here, skew or
screw). For (i) most functional organic structures are
chiral; (ii) in heterogeneous systems planes or centres of
symmetry cannot be expected to play a fundamental role; and
(iii) chiral forms are mathematically more general, nonchiral effects being derivable as limit cases of chiral
effects.
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Thus our provisional suggestion is that organisms are
PH's, determined by global variables.

HYPOTHESES PROVIDING RULES OF IDENTIFICATION
The character of basic research in exact science
changed between, say, 1930 and 1950. Before 1930 the aim
(in physics) was to discover differential or other equatic
(such as those of Newton, Coulomb, Maxwell, and of Quantuir
Mechanics) whose simple solutions (involving a few vari
ables) represented observed effects. But as more complex
systems involving many variables or degrees of freedom, fr
say 10 to 1010 became the subject of investigation, a new
requirement arose: rules suggesting what particular solu
tions should be used to represent particular classes of ob
servations. By 1950 in many realms of exact science
strengthened rules of identification were needed, and thei
absence still hinders advance, e.g., in molecular biology.
In 1969 the general question is no longer What are the bas
laws in this realm?, but has become: How can highly comple
systems be represented so that it becomes clear how they c
undergo relatively simple changes (involving few variables
Take any small organism. It is highly complex, and
contains myriads of atoms with a total of, say, N degrees
of freedom, where N is very large (say 1010 or more). But
it is also very highly coordinated, seldom losing its orga
ized character. This means that the N degrees of freedom
are, within certain thresholds, subject to, say, N* con
straints, where N* is also very large. Thus (N-N*) may be
relatively small. Indeed under special circumstances ther
may exist highly ordered regions where, to a certain appro
mation and under normal conditions, (N-N*) = 1, and this
single variable may be the potential energy of a structure
(a function of geometrical relations only) at the appropri
level.
Since around 1960 the exact "equilibrium" structure of
important bio-molecules or aggregates (nuclei acids, pro
teins, phosphate energy sources, etc.), has been determine
in a few cases, and in the coming years or decades the exa
changing relations in course of function of coordinated sy
terns (e.g., functional protein, energy source and recipien
in their precise steric relations) will surely become know
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This means that it may shortly be possible to test the
following working hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS III.

HYPOTHESIS I

The functional deformation of an organic structure from iti
lower potential energy state is chiral (skew or screw).

All cellular organisms are PH's, and all persisting struc
tures pulsate in course of function.

This is likely for reasons which we have given. In
quasi-spherical (globular) structures the chiral diminant
may be a skew and in linear or fibrous structures (to some
approximation) a screw deformation. Of these the skew de
formations are likely to play the more fundamental role in
relation to organic coordination.

The function of a structure is the effect of its relax
ation phase on its environment. A PH is present in all
biologically significant aspects of the life-cycles of or
ganisms, and no theory of any organic process (perhaps with
rare but important exceptions, as is usual in the organic
realm) can be valid which does not use H-al relations.
PH s must play a basic role in: A. Heredity and Ontogeny
(genome, fertilization, pulsatory growth and morphognesis,
structure/function, behavior, pathology, death); B. Phytogeny
(biopoesis, variation, selection, evolution); C. Taxonomy.
The main observational requirements for testing hypo
thesis I are highly precise determinations (a) of the
equilibrium structure, and (b) of the changes of structure
during function, of selected functional units (DNA, RNA,
protein molecules, and more complex functional protein sys
tems), and of the changing steric relations of these sys
tems both to the energy sources and to the structures on
which work is done during relaxation phases.
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A-B and B-A in single systems. On one-way processes,
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20.
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"spatial order" (which has not). Some have suggested
that "order" in the inorganic realm and "organization"
in the organic are distinct. Too little is known re
garding biological order (or organization) for dogma
tism on this issue.
21.

See Newton's superb numerical speculation Dec. 21, 1705
on a possible hierarchical constitution of matter in
WHYTE, L.L., Essay on Atomism, 52, Middletown, Conn.:
Wesleyan U. Press. For a table of 16 levels of struc
tures from galaxies to ultimate particles, see SHAPLEY,
H., Flight from Chaos, New York, 1930. The conception
of levels of causality was used by E.W. Sellars (see
HERRICK, C.J., G.E. Coghill, 247, Chicago:U. of Chicago
Press, 1949.

22.

A "diminant" is any quantity which decreases spon
taneously in a one-way process leading towards equi
librium. See WHYTE, L.L., Brit. J. Phil. Sci., 6,
114, 1955. It is likely that in CH's, or in their
most highly ordered regions, important inferences can
be made from a potential energy function, while in FH's
and physical systems generally the concept of kinetic
energy also appears to be required.

23.

"Global" (in mathematics) means "associated with the
totality of some system," such as the symmetry, or the
(constant or varying) deformation from symmetry, of any
system as a whole. "Global" contrasts with "atomic,"
which can mean "associated with invariant properties
of (small) parts of a system." A global deformation
affects all the parts of a system (not distinguishing
any particular parts) so that, when no disturbing fac
tor is present, all the internal relations of a system
are effected equally. The operation of global geo
metrical diminants (if sufficiently confirmed) ex
presses precisely the property underlying, or vaguely
designated by, "integrative systems," "wholes,"
"Gestalts," "Organicism," and the "unity" of complex
systems. "Reductionism" (as sometimes used) implies
that such global functions can always be "reduced" to
the interactions of parts with invariant properties;
"global" methods suggest that this may not be the case.
Global variables may be more fundamental. This is a
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available; it cannot be answered yet. The operation o
a morphic potential energy, W, in any system, or in a
hierarchy of W's gives rise to the phenomena sometimes
called "field" effects, and to those in which many
parts display collective, cooperative, or coordinated
actions or movements.
24.

WHYTE, L.L., Brit. J. Phil. Sci., 5, 332, 1955. The
concept of structural pulsations suggests many inter
esting questions, such as their contrasted role in
plants and animals.

25.

Chiral, KELVIN, 1893, used by Larmor and Eddington.
Redefined by WHYTE, L.L., "three-dimensional forms
which possess non-superposable mirror images are calle
chiral." Nature, 182, 198, 1958. Simple chiral forms
fall into two clases: screw (about a line), and skew
(about a center). In certain respects skew forms are
more general and more fundamental than screw, e.g., a
simple, global, skew deformation of a complex system
can sometimes generate correlated local scalars (e.g.,
expansions and contractions) and vectors (polar and
axial).
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ARTHUR KOESTLER

8 Montpelier Square, London, S.W.7, England

In Problems of Life (1952), von Bertalanffy wrote:
"Hierarchical organization on the one hand, and the
characteristics of open systems on the other, are funda
mental principles of living nature, and the advancement of
theoretical biology will depend mainly upon the developmen
of a theory of these two fundamentals."
The present article attempts to combine these two fun
damentals. The resulting synthesis is an Open Hierarchic
System - O.H.S. Some of its properties are discussed in t
text and are tabulated in a more systematic way in the Ap
pendix [1]. A number of these propositions may appear tri
ial, some rest on incomplete evidence, others will need
correcting and qualifying. They are merely intended to
provide a basis for discussion.
Much of what follows is based on two earlier books by
the writer (1964, 1967), and occasional references to them
are unavoidable.

*This paper was originally written for Unity Through
Diversity, but due to delays in the publication of the pre
ent volume a slightly different version of it was first pi.
lished in Beyond Reduotionism - The Alpbach Symposium,
KOESTLER, A. and SMYTHIES, J.R., (ed.) London: Hutchinsor
1969; and New York: Macmillan, 1970.
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A HIERARCHY OF HOLONS
The term "hierarchy" is often wrongly used (e.g.,
"pecking hierarchy" or Clark Hull's "habit-family hier
archy") to refer simply to order of rank - the rungs of a
ladder. Its correct reference, however, is not to a ladder
but to a tree - a system branching into sub-systems which
branch into sub-systems of a lower order, and so on.

Hierarchic organization is a sine qua non of stable
complex systems, whether they are inanimate systems, living
organisms, social organizations, or patterns of behaviour.
The tree schema may serve to represent evolution as a pro
cess, and its projection in taxonomic systems; it may
equally represent the step-wise differentiation in embryonic
development; it may serve as a structural diagram of the
parts-within-parts architecture of organisms of galaxies;
or as a functional schema for the analysis of instinctive
behaviour by the ethologist (Tinbergen, 1951; Thorpe, 1956);
or of the phrase-generating machinery by the psycholinguist
(Chomsky, 1959). It may represent the locomotor hierarchy
of limbs, joints, individual muscles, and so on down to
fibres, fibrils, and filaments (Herrick, 1961; P. Weiss,
1950; etc.); or, in reverse direction, the filtering and
processing of the sensory input in its ascent from periphery
to centre. It could also be regarded as a model for the
subject-index of the Library of Congress, and for the organ
ization of knowledge in our memory-stores; lastly, as an
organizational chart for government administrating, military
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This almost universal applicability of the tree scher
may make one suspect that it is logically empty; but it
also provides a prima facie case for paying more serious
attention to it than the prevailing orthodoxy is willing 1
do.
An amusing parable to illustrate the merits of hierai
chic order has been designed by Herbert A. Simon (1962).
Briefly, it concerns two watchmakers, Hora and Tempus.
Both make watches consisting of a thousand parts each.
Hora assembles his watches bit by bit; so when he pauses
or drops a watch before it is finished, it falls to pieces
and he has to start from scratch. Tempus, on the other
hand, puts together sub-assemblies of ten parts each; ten
of these sub-assemblies he makes into a larger sub-assembJ
of a hundred units; and ten of these make the whole watch.
If there is a disturbance, Tempus has to repeat at worst
nine assembling operations, and at best none at all. If
you have a ratio of one disturbance in a hundred operatior
then Hora will take four thousand times longer to assemble
a watch - instead of one day, he will take eleven years.
And if, for mechanical bits, we substitute amino acids,
protein molecules, organelles and so on, the ratio betwee
the time-scales becomes astronomical. This is one basic
advantage of the hierarchic method. The second is, of
course, the incomparably greater stability and resilience
to shock of the Tempus type of watch, and its amenability
to repair anid. improvement. Simon concludes: "Complex sys
tems will evolve from simple systems much more rapidly if
there are stable intermediate forms than if there are not.
The resulting complex forms in the former case will be
hierarchic. We have only to turn the argument around to
explain the observed predominance of hierarchies among the
complex systems Nature presents to us. Among possible con
plex forms, hierarchies are the ones that have the time tc
evolve." If there is life on other planets, we may safelj
assume that, whatever its form, it must be hierarchically
organized.
Motor manufacturers discovered long ago that it does
not pay to design a new modfel from scratch by starting on
the level of elementary components; they make use of alrea
existing sub-assemblies (engines, brakes, etc.),'each of
which has developed from long previous experience, and the
nrorpeH
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Evolution follows the same strategy. Once it has taken out
a patent it sticks to it tenaciously. The patented' struc
ture, organ, or device acquires a kind of autonomous ex
istence as a sub-assembly: the same make of organelles
functions in the cells of mice and men; the same make of
contractile protein serves the streaming motion of amoeba
and the finger muscles of the piano-player; the same homo
logous design is maintained in the vertebrate forelimb of
man, dog, whale, or bird; Geoffroy de St. Hilaire's loi du
balancement, and d'Arcy Thompson's transformation of a
baboon's skull into a human skull by harmonious deformations
of a Cartesian co-ordinate lattice, further illustrate the
hierarchic constraints imposed on evolutionary design, and
the stability of its sub-assemblies.
Complementary to their evolutionary stability is the
autonomy of these sub-assemblies - organelles, organs,
organ-systems - in the mature organism. Each is a sub
whole which, relative to its subordinate components, be
haves as a self-contained whole; relative to its
superordinated controls as a dependent part. A sub-whole
on any level of the hierarchy, from the mitochondria to the
heart* is capable of functioning in vitro as a quasi-inde
pendent whole - up to a point. This relativity of the terms
"part" and "whole" when applied to any of its sub-assemblies
is a general characteristic of hierarchies. It is the very
obviousness of this feature which tends to make us overlook
its implications. A part, as we generally use the word,
means something fragmentary and incomplete, which by itself
would have no legitimate existence. On the other hand,
there is a tendency among holists to use the word "whole"
or "Gestalt" as something complete in itself which needs no
further explanation. But wholes and parts in this absolute
sense do not exist anywhere in the domain either of living
organisms or of social organisations. What we find are in
termediary structures on a series of levels in ascending
order of complexity, each of which has two faces looking in
opposite directions: the face turned towards the lower
levels is that of an autonomous whole, the one turned up
ward that of a dependent part. I have elsewhere (1967)
proposed the word "holon" for these Janus-faced sub-assem
blies - from the Greek hoZos - whole, with the suffix on
(neutron, proton) suggesting a particle or part.
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The concept of the holon is meant to supply the miss
ing link between atomism and holism (1.1 - 1.5); and to
supplant the dualistic way of thinking in terms of "parts"
and "wholes", so deeply engrained in our mental habits, by
a multi-levelled hierarchic approach. A hierarchically
organized whole cannot be "reduced" to its elementary parts
but it can be "dissected" into its constituent branches on
which the holons represent the nodes of the tree, and the
lines connecting them the channels of communication, contro
or transportation, as the case may be (2.1).

RULES AND STRATEGIES
The term holon may be applied to any stable sub-whole
in an organismic or social hierarchy, which displays rulegoverned behaviour and/or structural Gestalt constancy.
Thus biological holons are self-regulating "open systems"
(von Bertalanffy, 1952), governed by a set of fixed rules
which account for the holon's coherence, stability, and
characteristic pattern of structure and function. This
set of rules I shall call the canon of the holon [2]. The
canon determines the fixed, invariant aspect of the open
system in its steady state {Fliessgleich-gewicht - von
Bertalanffy, dynamic equilibrium); it defines its pattern
and structure - the shape of the candle's flame. In other
types of hierarchies, the canon represents the codes of
conduct of social holons (family, tribe, nation, etc.); it
incorporates the "rules of the game" of instinctive rituals
or acquired skills (behavioral holons); the rules of enun
ciation, grammar and syntax in the language hierarchy; and
so on. The canon represents the constraints imposed on any
rule-governed process or behaviour; but these constraints
do not exhaust the system's degrees of freedom. The canon
leaves it sufficient latitude for more or less flexible
strategies, guided by the contingencies in the holon's
local environment.
It is essential at this point to make a sharp cate
gorical distinction between the fixed, invariant canon of
the system and its flexible (plastic, variable) strategies
(3.1 - 3.5). A few examples will illustrate the validity
of this distinction. In ontogeny, the apex of the hierarch
is the zygote, and the holons at successive levels represen
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in differentiation and specialization imposes further con
straints on the genetic potential of the tissue, but at
each step it retains sufficient developmental flexibility
to follow this or that evolutionary pathway within the
range of its competence, guided by the contingencies of
the cell's environment - Waddington's (1957) "strategy of
the genes" (3.6). Turning to instinct, spiders spin webs,
birds build nests according to invariant species-specific
canons, but again using flexible strategies, guided by the
lie of the land: the spider may suspend its web from three,
four or more points of attachment, but the result will al
ways be a regular polygon. In acquired skills like chess,
the rules of the game define the permissible moves, the
strategic choice of the actual move depends on the environ
ment - the distribution of the chessmen on the board. In
symbolic operations, the holons are rule-governed cognitive
structures variously called "frames of reference", "universes
of discourse", "algorithms", etc., each with its specific
"grammar" or canon; and the strategies increase in complex
ity on higher levels of each hierarchy. It seems that life
in all its manifestations, from morphogenesis to symbolic
thought, is governed by rules of the game which lend it
order and stability; and that these rules, whether innate
or acquired, are represented in coded form on various levels
of the hierarchy, from the genetic code to the structures
in the nervous system responsible for symbolic thought
(3.7 - 3.9).

THE TREE AND THE CANDLE
alphabet of amino acids', the inducers or evocators, in
cluding Spemann's "general organizer", again turn out to
relatively simple chemicals which need not even be specie
specific to activate the genetic potentials of the tissue
In instinct behaviour, we have releasers of a very simple
kind - the red belly of the stickleback, the spot under t
herring-gull's beak, which trigger the appropriate behavi
(Tinbergen, 1951). In the performance of acquired skills
you have the same process of stepwise filling in the deta
of implicit commands issued from the
apex of the hierarch
such as "unlock this door", or "sign
your name", or"use
your speech-generating machinery", to transform an idea i
innervations of the vocal chords.
The point to emphasize is that this spelling-out pro
cess, from intent to execution, cannot be described in te
of a linear chain of S—R units, only
as a series ofdiscr
steps from one 'Open Sesame,' activated by a combination
lock, to the next. The activated hoIon, whether it is a
government department or a living kidney, has its own can
which determines the pattern of its activity; thus the si
nal from higher quarters does not have to specify what th
holon is expected to do. It merely has to trigger it int
action by a coded message. Once thrown into action, it w
spell out the implicit command in explicit form by acti
vating its sub-units in the appropriate strategic order,
guided by feedback from its environment. Generally speak
the holon is a system of relations which is represented o
the next higher level as a unit, that is, a relatum.

TRIGGERS AND SCANNERS
A further characteristic of all output hierarchies
seems to be that they operate on the trigger-release prin
ciple, where a relatively simple implicit or coded signal
releases complex, pre-set mechanisms.
Let us again run through a few examples. In phylogeny,
Waddington (1957) and others have convincingly shown that
a single favourable gene-mutation can release a kind of
chain-reaction which affects a whole organ in a harmonious
way. In ontogeny, the prick of a fine platinum needle on
the unfertilized egg of a frog or sheep triggers partheno
genesis. The genes act as chemical triggers, catalyzing
reactions. The implicit four-letter alphabet of the DNA

In perceptual input hierarchies the operations proce
of course, in the reverse direction, from peripheral twig
towards the apex of the tree; and instead of trigger- re
leasers we have the opposite type of mechanisms, a series
of filters, scanners, and classifiers through which the i
put traffic must pass in its ascent from periphery to cor
First you have lateral inhibition and presumably some ef
ferent control of the receptors. Then there are the mech
anisms responsible for the visual and acoustic constancyphenomena, for projection, interpretation, and so on, unt
the "blooming buzzing confusion" bombarding the senses is
transformed into meaningful messages.
How do we pick out a single instrument or voice in a
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the ear-drum is scrambled into a linear pressure-wave with
a single variable. To reconstruct each timbre, we have to
abstract characteristic patterns in time, as we abstract
visual patterns in space. If one looks at a gramophone
record with a magnifying glass, one is tempted to ask the
naive question why the nervous system does not produce
engrams by this simple method of coding, instead of being
so damned complicated. The answer is, of course, that a
linear engram of this kind would be completely useless for
the purpose of analyzing, matching, and recognizing input
patterns. We cannot do without the tree.
In motor hierarchies, an implicit intention or gener
alized command is particularized, spelled out, step by step,
in its descent to the periphery. In perceptual hierarchies,
we have the opposite process. The peripheral input is more and
more departicularized, stripped of irrelevancies during its
ascent to the centre. The output hierarchy concretizes, the
input hierarchy abstracts. The former operate by means of
triggering devices, the latter by means of filtering or
scanning devices. When I intend to write the letter "R", a
trigger activates a functional holon, an automatic pattern of
muscle contractions, which produces the letter "R" in my own
handwriting. When I read, a scanning device in my visual
cortex identifies the letter "R"regardless of the particular
hand that wrote it. Triggers release complex outputs by means
of a simple coded signal. Scanners function the opposite way:
they convert complex inputs into a simple coded signal (cf. 5.15.11).
ARBORIZATION AND RETICULATION
You watch a television play. The exact words of each
actor are forgotten by the time he speaks his nex line, and
only their meaning remains; the next morning you can only
remember the sequence of scenes which constituted the story;
after a month, all you remember is that it was a play about
two men and a woman on an island. The same happens gener
ally when one has read a novel. Now this skeletonization
of the input before it is put into storage, and the gradual
decay of the stored material, would mean a terrible im
poverishment of memory, if this were the whole story memory would be a collection of dusty abstracts, the de
hydrated sediments in the wine-glass with all flavour gone.
But there are compensating mechanisms. I can recognize a
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hierarchies at work, each with its own criteria of rele
vance. One abstracts melody and treats everything else as
noise, the other abstracts timbre and treats melody as
noise. Thus not all the information discarded as irrelevant
by one filtering system is irretrievably lost, because it
may have been stored by another filtering hierarchy with
different canons of relevance. Recall would then be made
possible by the co-operation of several interlocking hier
archies, which may include different sense modalities sight and smell, for instance - or different branches of
the same sense modality. You may remember the words of the
aria "Your Tiny Hand is Frozen" without the tune. You may
remember the tune after having forgotten the words. And you
may recognize the sound of Caruso's voice on a gramophone
record, regardless of the words and the tune he is singing.
Recall could then be compared to the process of multi
coloured printing by the superimposition of several colourblocks. This of course is speculative, but some modest
evidence for the hypothesis can be found in a series of
experiments by J. Jenkins and myself (1965); and more tests
on these lines can be designed without much difficulty.
I am aware that the hypothesis is in apparent contra
diction to Penfield's (1959) experiments eliciting what
looks like total recall of past experiences by electrical
stimulation of points on the patient's temporal lobe. But
the contradiction may be resolved if we include in the
criteria of relevance also criteria of emotional relevance
which decide whether an input is worth storing. A detail
like the wart on Granny's chin, or the taste of Proust's
madeleine, or a single gesture of an actress in an other
wise long-forgotten play, might be emotionally relevant (on
a conscious or unconscious level), and retained as a vivid
detail of almost photographic or cinematographic clarity.
One might call this the picture-strip type of memory which
is stamped in, as distinct from abstractive memory which
schematizes. Picture-strip memories may be related to
eidetic images; and they might, unlike abstractive memories,
originate in the limbic system (MacLean, 1958).
I have used the term "interlocking" or "interlacing"
hierarchies. Of course hierarchies do not operate in a
vacuum. This truism about the interdependence of processes
in an organism is probably the main cause of confusion whicl
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separate trees. The trees are vertical structures. The
meeting points of branches from neighbouring trees form
horizontal networks at several levels. Without the trees
there could be no entwining, and no network. Without the
networks, each tree would be isolated, and there would be
no integration of functions. Arborisation and reticulation
seem to be complementary principles in the architecture of
organisms. In symbolic universes of discourse they are
reflected in the "vertical" denotation (definition) of con
cepts, and their "horizontal" connotations in associative
networks.
The most obvious example of interlocking hierarchies is
the sensory-motor system. The sensory hierarchy processes
information and transmits it in a steady upward flow, some
of which reaches the conscious ego at the apex; the ego
makes decisions which are spelled out by the downward stream
of impulses in the motor hierarchy. But the apex is not
the only point of contact between the two systems; they are
connected by entwining networks on various levels. The net
work on the lowest level consists of reflexes like the
patellary, they are shortcuts between the ascending and
descending flow, like loops connecting opposite traffic
streams on a motor highway. On the next higher level are
the networks of sensory-motor skills and habits such as
touch-typing or driving a car, which do not require the at
tention of the highest centres - unless some disturbance
throws them out of gear. But let a little dog amble across
the icy road in front of the driver, and he will have to
make a "top level" decision whether to slam down the brake,
risking the safety of his passengers, or run over the dog.
It is at this level when the pros and cons are precariously
balanced, that the subjective experience of free choice and
moral responsibility arises.
But the ordinary routines of existence do not require
such moral decisions, and not even much conscious attention.
They operate by means of feedback loops, and loops-withinloops, which form the multi-levelled networks between the
input and output hierarchies. So long as all goes well and
no dog crosses the road, the strategy of riding a bicycle
or driving a car can be left to the automatic pilot in the
nervous system - the cybernetic helmsman. But one must be
ware of using the principle of feedback control as a magic
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hierarchic order is like the grin without the cat. Skilled
routines follow a pre-set pattern according to certain
rules of the game. These are fixed, but permit constant
adjustments to variable environmental conditions. Feedback
can only operate within the limits set by the rules - the
canon of the skill. The part which feedback plays is to
report back on every step in the progress of the operation,
whether it is overshooting or falling short of the mark, how
to keep it on an even keel, when to intensify the pace and
when to stop. But it cannot alter the intrinsic pattern of
the skill. To quote Paul Weiss (1951): "The structure of
the input does not produce the structure of the output, but
merely modifies intrinsic nervous activities, which have a
structural organization of their own." One of the vital
differences between the S-R and O.H.S. concepts is that ac
cording to the former, the environment determines behaviour,
whereas according to the latter, feedback from the environ
ment merely guides or corrects or stabilizes pre-existing
patterns of behaviour.
Moreover, the cross-traffic between the sensory and
motor hierarchies works both ways. The input guides the
output and keeps it on an even keel; but motor activity in
its turn'guides perception. The eyes must scan; its motions,
large and small - drift, flicker, tremor - are indispensable
to vision; an image stabilized on the retina disintegrates
into darkness (Hebb, 1958). Similarly with audition: if you
try to recall a tune, what do you do? You hum it. Stimuli
and responses have been swallowed up by feedback loops with
in loops, along which impulses run in circles like kittens
chasing their tails.
Let us carry this inquiry into the meaning of current
terminology a step further, and ask just what that con
venient word "environment" is meant to signify. When I am
driving my car, the environment in contact with my right
foot is the accelerator pedal, its elastic resistance to
pressure provides a tactile feedback which helps keep
the speed of the car steady. The same applies to the "feel"
of the wheel under my hands. But my eyes encompass a much
larger environment than my feet and hands; they determine
the overall strategy of driving. The hierarchically organ
ized creature that I am is in fact functioning in a hierrarchy of environments guided by a hierarchy of feedbacks.
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One advantage of this operational interpretation is
that the hierarchy of environments can be extended indefi
nitely. When the chessplayer stares at the board in front
of him, trying to visualize various situations three moves
ahead, he is guided by feedbacks from imagined environments
Most of our thinking, planning and creating operates in
such imaginary environments. But, as Bartlett (1958) said,
all our perceptions are inferential constructs, and as all
imaginary environments are built on foundations of reality;
the difference is merely one of degrees. The hierarchy is
open-ended at the top (cf. 6.1 - 6.10).

REGULATION CHANNELS
When the centipede was asked in which order he moved
his hundred legs, he became paralyzed and starved to death
because he had never thought of it before and had left his
legs to look after themselves. When an intent is formed
at the apex of the hierarchy, such as signing a letter, it
does not activate individual motor units, but triggers pat
terns of impulses which activate sub-patterns and so on.
But this can only be done one step at a time: the higher
centres do not normally have direct dealings with lowly
ones, and vice versa. Brigadiers do not concentrate their
attention on individual soldiers - if they did, the whole
operation would go haywire. Commands must be transmitted
through "regulation channels".
This statement looks trivial, but ignoring it carries
heavy penalties of a theoretical or practical order (7.1 —
7.2). The S-R theorist's vague reference to "intervening
variables" (the "0" in the S.O.R. schema) is a face-saving
manoeuvre to sweep all the essential problems of complex
human behaviour, including language, under the laboratory'
carpet (cf. 7 - 7.2).

MECHANISATION AND FREEDOM
A skilled activity, such as writing a letter, branches
into sub-skills which, on successively lower levels of the
hierarchy, become increasingly mechanised, stereotyped, and
predictable. The choice of subjects to be discussed in a
1
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great number of alternatives, but is more restricted by the
rules of grammar, the limits of one's vocabulary, etc.; the
rules of spelling are fixed, with no leeway for flexible
strategies; and lastly, the muscle contractions which de
press the typewriter keys are entirely automatized. Thus e
sub-skill-or behavioural holon on the n level of the hier
archy has more degrees of freedom (a larger variety of al
ternative strategic choices permitted by the canon) than a
holon on the (n - 1) level.
However, all skills tend with increasing mastery and
practice to become automatised routines. While acquiring £
skill we must concentrate on every detail of what we are
doing; then learning begins to condense into habit as stean
condenses into drops; with increasing practice we read,
write, type, drive, "automatically" or "mechanically".
Thus we are all the time transforming "mental" into "mech
anical" activities. In unexpected contingencies, however,
the process can be reversed. Driving along a familiar roac
is an automatised routine; but when that little dog crosses
the road, a strategic choice has to be made which is beyond
the competence of automatised routine, for which the auto
matic pilot in my nervous system has not been programmed,
and the decision must be referred to higher quarters. This
shift of control of an on-going activity from one level to
a higher level of the hierarchy - from "mechanical" to
"mindful" behaviour - seems to be of the essence of con
scious decision-making and of the subjective experience of
free will.
These considerations may have some bearing on the MindBody problem which, however, cannot be discussed here (cf.
The Ghost in the Machine, pp. 197-221).
The tendency towards the progressive mechanization of
skills has its positive side: it conforms to the principle
of parsimony. If I could not hit the keys of the typewrite
"automatically" I could not attend to meaning. On the negc
tive side, mechanization, like rigor mortis, affects first
the extremities, the lowest subordinate branches of the
hierarchy, but it also tends to spread upward. If a skill
is practised in the same unvarying conditions, following
the same unvarying course, it tends to degenerate into
stereotyped routine and its degrees of freedom freeze up.
Monotonv accelerates enslavement to habit: and if
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mechanization spreads to the apex of the hierarchy, the
result is the rigid pedant, Bergson's homme automate. As
von Bertalanffy wrote, "organisms are not machines, but
they can to a certain extent become machines, congeal into
machines" (1952).
Vice versa, a variable environment demands flexible
behaviour and reverses the trend towards mechanization.
However, the challenge of the environment can exceed a
critical limit where it can no longer be met by customary
routines, however flexible - because the traditional "rules
of the game" are no longer adequate to cope with the situ
ation. Then a crisis arises. The outcome is either a
breakdown of behaviour - or alternatively the emergence of
new forms of behaviour, of original solutions. They have
been observed throughout the animal kingdom, from insects
onward, through rats to chimpanzees; and they point to the
existence of unsuspected potentials in the living organism,
which are inhibited or dormant in the normal routines of
existence and only make their appearance in exceptional
circumstances. They foreshadow the phenomena of human
creativity which - as discussed elsewhere (1964 and 1967) must remain incomprehensible to the S-R theorist, but ap
pear in a new light when approached from the hierarchic
point of view (cf. 8.0 - 8.7).

SELF-ASSERTION AND INTEGRATION
The holons which constitute an organismic or social
hierarchy are Janus-faced entities: facing upward, toward
the apex, they function as dependent parts of a larger
whole; facing downward, they function as autonomous wholes
in their own right. "Autonomy" in this context means that
organelles, cells, muscles, neurons, organs, all have their
intrinsic rhythm and pattern, often manifested spontaneously
without external stimulation, and that they tend to persist
in and assert their characteristic pattern of activity.
This self-assertive tendency is a fundamental and universal
characteristic of holons, manifested on every level of every
type of hierarchy: in the regulative properties of the
morphogenetic field, defying transplantation and experi
mental mutilation; in the stubbornness of instinct rituals,
acquired habits, tribal traditions and social customs; and
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sufficiently to fool the expert. Without this self-assert
ive tendency of their parts, organisms and societies would
lose their articulation and stability.
The opposite aspect of the holon is its integrative
tendency to function as an integral part of an existing or
evolving larger whole. Its manifestations are equally
ubiquitous, from the "docility" of embryonic tissues,
through the symbiosis of organelles in the cell, to the
varied forms of cohesive bonds; from flock to insect state
and human tribe.
'
We thus arrive at a polarity between the self-assert
ive (S.A.) and integrative (INT) tendencies of holons on
every level. This polarity is of fundamental importance
to the O.H.S. concept. It is in fact implied in the model
of a multi-levelled hierarchy, because the stability of the
hierarchy depends on the equilibration of the two opposite
tendencies of its holons (9.1 - 9.3). Empirically the
postulated polarity can be traced in all phenomena of life;
in its theoretical aspect it is not derived from any meta
physical dualism, but may rather be regarded as an appli
cation -of Newton's Third Law of Motion (action and reaction)
to hierarchic systems. We may even extend the polarity into
inanimate nature: wherever there is a relatively stable
dynamic system, from atoms to galaxies, stability is main
tained by the equilibration of opposite forces, one of which
may be centrifugal or separative or inertial, and the other
a centripetal or attractive or cohesive force, which keep
the parts in their place in the larger whole, and hold it
together.
Perhaps the most fertile field of application of the
O.H.S. schema is the study of emotional disorders on the
social scale (9.3 - 9.8). Under conditions of stress the
affected part of an organism may become overstimulated and
tend to escape the restraining control of the whole (cf.
Child, 1924). This can lead to pathological changes of an
irreversible nature, such as malignant growths with un
trammelled proliferation of tissues that have escaped from
genetic restraint. On a less extreme level practically any
organ or function may get temporarily and partially out of
control. In rage and panic the sympathico-adrenal apparatus
takes over from the higher centres which normally coh O
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take over from the brain. The -idee fixe, the obsession of
the crank, are cognitive holons running riot. There is a
whole gamut of mental disorders in which some subordinate
part of the mental hierarchy exerts its tyrannical rule
over the whole, from the insidious domination of "repressed"
complexes to the major psychoses, in which large chunks of
the personality seem to have "split off" and lead a quasi
independent existence. Aberrations of the human mind are
frequently due to the obsessional pursuit of some parttruth, treated as if it were the whole truth - of a holon
masquerading as a whole.

be a social group, a personal bond, a belief-system, Nature
or the anima mundi). The psychological processes through
which this category of emotions operate are variously re
ferred to as projection, identification, empathy, hypnotic
rapport, devotion, love. It is one of the ironies of the
human condition that both its glory and its predicament
seem to derive not from the self-assertive but from the in
tegrative potential of the species. The glories of art and
science and the holocausts of history caused by misguided
devotion are both nurtured by the self-transcending emotions
(cf. 4.1 - 4.8).

If we turn from organismic to social hierarchies, we
again find that under normal conditions the holons (clans,
tribes, nations, social classes, professional groups) live
in a kind of dynamic equilibrium with their natural and
social environment. However, under conditions of stress,
when tensions exceed a critical limit, some social holon
may get over-excited and tend to assert itself to the detri
ment of the whole, just like an over-excited organ. It
should be noted that the canon which defines the identity
of and lends coherence to social holons (its laws, language,
traditions, rules of conduct, systems of belief) represents
not merely negative constraints imposed on its actions, but
also positive precepts, maxims and moral imperatives.

These scant remarks on a complex subject, which cannot
be pursued here, are merely meant to indicate the wider im
plications of the hierarchic approach. To conclude, even
this fragmentary outline ought to make it clear that in the
O.H.S. model there is no place for such a thing as an ag
gressive or destructive instinct in organisms; nor does it
admit the reification of the sexual instinct as the only
integrative force in human or animal society. Freud's Eros
and Thanatos are relative late-comers on the stage of evo
lution; a host of creatures that multiply by fission or
budding are ignorant of both. In the present view, Eros
is an offspring of the Integrative, destructive Thanatos of
the Self-Assertive, tendency, and Janus the symbol of the
polarity of these two irreducible properties of living mat
ter - that coincidentia oppositorum which von Bertalanffy
is so fond of quoting, and which is inherent in the openended hierarchies of life.

The single individual constitutes the apex of the or
ganismic hierarchy, and at the same time the lowest unit
of the social hierarchy. Looking inward, he sees himself
as a self-contained, unique whole; looking outward as a
dependent part. No man is an island; he is a holon. His
self-assertive tendency is the dynamic manifestation of his
unique wholeness as an individual; his integrative tendency
expresses his dependence on the larger whole to which he
belongs, his partness. Under normal conditions the two op
posite tendencies are more or less evenly balanced. Under
conditions of stress the equilibrium is upset, manifested
in emotional behaviour. The emotions derived from the selfassertive tendencies are the well-known aggressive-defensive,
hunger, rage, and fear type, including the possessive com
ponent of sex. The emotions derived from the integrative
tendency have been largely neglected by contemporary psycho
logy; one may call them the self-transcending or partici
patory type of emotions. They arise out of the human holon's
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APPENDIX*

SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF OPEN HIERARCHICAL
SYSTEMS (O.H.S.)
1.

The Holon

1.1. The organism in its structural aspect is not an ag
gregation of elementary parts, and in its functional aspect
is not a chain of elementary units of behaviour.
\

{

1.2. The organism is to be regarded as a multi-levelled
hierarchy of semi-autonomous sub-wholes, branching into
sub-wholes of a lower order, and so on. Sub-wholes on any
level of the hierarchy are referred to as holons.
1.3. Parts and wholes in an absolute sense do not exist
in the domain of life. The concept of the holon is intended
to reconcile the atomistic and holistic approaches.
1.4. Biological holons are self-regulating open systems
which display both the autonomous properties of wholes and
the dependent properties of parts. This dichotomy is
present on every level of every type of hierarchic organ
ization, and is referred to as the Janus phenomenon.
1.5. More generally, the term "holon" may be applied to
any stable biological or social sub-whole which displays
rule-governed behaviour and/or structural Gestalt-constancy.
Thus organelles and homologous organs are evolutionary
holons; morphogenetic fields are ontogenetic holons; the
*This list is taken from the author's book The Ghost
in the Machine. Not all the propositions listed in the
Appendix could be discussed in the limited space of this
article; for a fuller discussion see the works previously
mentioned.
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ethologist's "fixed action-patterns" and the sub-routines
of acquired skills are behavioural holons; phonemes,
morphemes, words, phrases are linguistic holons; individuals,
families, tribes, nations are social holons.

3.7. Structurally, the mature organism is a hierarchy of
parts within parts. Its "dissectibility" and the relative
autonomy of its constituent holons are demonstrated by
transplant surgery.

2.

3.8. Functionally, the behaviour of organisms is governed
by "rules of the game" which account for its coherence,
stability, and specific pattern.

Dissectibility

2.1. Hierarchies are "dissectible" into their constituent
branches, on which the holons form the nodes; the branching
lines represent the channels of communication and control.
2.2. The number of levels which a hierarchy comprises is a
measure of its "depth", and the number of holons on any
given level is called its "span" (Simon).
3.

Rules and Strategies

3.1. Functional holons are governed by fixed sets of rules
and display more or less flexible strategies.
3.2. The rules - referred to. as the system's canon determine its invariant properties, its structural configur
ation and/or functional pattern.
3.3. While the canon defines the permissible steps in the
holon's activity, the strategic selection of the actual step
among permissible choices is guided by the contingencies of
the environment.
3.4. The canon determines the rules of the game, strategy
decides the course of the game.
3.5. The evolutionary process plays variations on a limited
number of canonical themes. The constraints imposed by the
evolutionary canon are illustrated by the phenomena of homo
logy, homeoplasy, parallelism, convergence, and the loi du
balancement.
3.6. In ontogeny, the holons at successive levels represent
successive stages in the development of tissues. At each
step in the process of differentiation, the genetic canon
imposes further constraints on the holon's developmental
potentials, but it retains sufficient flexibility to follow
one or another alternative developmental pathway, within
the range of its competence, guided by the contingencies of

3.9. Skills, whether inborn or acquired, are functional
hierarchies, with sub-skills as holons, governed by sub
rules .
4.

Integration and Self-Assertion

4.1. Every holon has the dual tendency to preserve and
assert its individuality as a quasi-autonomous whole; and
to function as an integrated part of an (existing or evolv
ing) larger whole. This polarity between the Self-Assertive
(S-A) and Integrative (INT) tendencies is inherent in the
concept of hierarchic order, and a universal characteristic
of life.
The S-A tendencies are the dynamic expression of the
holon's wholeness, the INT tendencies of its partness.
4.2. An analogous polarity is found in the interplay of
cohesive.and separative forces in stable inorganic systems,
from atoms to galaxies.
4.3. The most general manifestation of the INT tendencies
is the reversal of the Second Law of Thermodynamics in open
systems feeding on negative entropy (Schrodinger), and the
evolutionary trend towards "spontaneously developing states
of greater heterogeneity and complexity" (Herrick).
4.4. Its specific manifestations on different levels range
from the symbiosis of organelles and colonial animals,
through the cohesive forces in herds and flocks, to the
integrative bonds in insect states and primate societies.
The complementary manifestations of the S-A tendencies are
competition, individualism, and the separative forces of
tribalism, nationalism, etc.
4.5.

In ontogeny, the polarity is reflected in the docility
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4.6. In adult behaviour, the self-assertive tendency of
functional holons is reflected in the stubbornness of in
stinct rituals (fixed action-patterns), of acquired habits
(handwriting, spoken accent), and in the stereotyped routines
of thought; the integrative tendency is reflected in flexible
adaptations, improvisations, and creative acts which initiate
new forms of behaviour.
4.7. Under conditions of stress, the S-A tendency is mani
fested in the aggressive-defensive, adrenergic type of
emotions, the INT tendency in the self-transcending (parti
cipatory, identificatory) type of emotions.
4.8. In social behaviour, the canon of a social holon
represents not only constraints imposed on its actions, but
also embodies maxims of conduct, moral imperatives and sys
tems of value.
5.
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5.7. In social hierarchies (military, administrative) the
same principles apply.
5.8. Input hierarchies operate on the reverse principle;
instead of triggers, they are equipped with "filter"-type
devices (scanners, "resonators", classifiers) which strip
the input of noise, abstract and digest its relevant con
tents, according to that particular hierarchy's criteria of
relavance. "Filters" operate on every echelon through whic
the flow of information must pass on its ascent from peri
phery to centre, in social hierarchies and in the nervous
system.
5.9. Triggers convert coded signals into complex output
patterns. Filters convert complex input patterns into
coded signals. The former may be compared to digital-toanalogue converters, the latter to analogue-to-digital con
verters (Miller et al., 1960).

Triggers and Scanners

5.1. Output hierarchies generally operate on the triggerrelease principle, where a relatively simple, implicit or
coded signal releases complex, pre-set mechanisms.
5.2. In phylogeny, a favourable gene-mutation may, through
homeorhesis (Waddington), affect the development of a whole
organ in a harmonious way.
5.3. In ontogeny, chemical'triggers (enzymes, inducers,
hormones) release the genetic potentials of differentiation
tissues.

5.10. In perceptual hierarchies, filtering devices range
from habituation and'the efferent control of receptors,
through the constancy phenomena," to pattern-recognition in
space or time, and to the decoding of linguistic and other
forms of meaning.
5.11. Output hierarchies spell, concretise, particularize.
Input hierarchies digest, abstract, generalize.
6.

Arborization and Reticulation

5.4. In instinctive behaviour, sign-releasers of a simple
kind trigger Innate Release Mechanisms (Lorenz).

6.1. Hierarchies can be regarded as "vertically" arborizii
structures whose branches interlock with those of other
hierarchies at a multiplicity of levels and form "horizontc
networks: arborization and reticulation are complementary
principles in the architecture of organisms and societies.

5.5. In the performance of learned skills, including verbal
skills, a generalized implicit command is spelled out in
explicit terms on successive lower echelons which, once
triggered into action, activate their sub-units in the ap
propriate strategic order, guided by feedbacks.

6.2. Conscious experience is enriched by the co-operation
of several perceptual hierarchies in different sense-modal
ities, and within the same sense-modality.

5.6. A holon on the n level of an output-hierarchy is
represented on the (n + 1) level as a unit, and triggered
into action as a unit. A holon, in other words, is a system
of relata which is represented on the next higher level as

6.3. Abstractive memories are stored in skeletonized form:
stripped of irrelevant detail, according to the criteria ol
relevance of each perceptual hierarchy.
6.4.

Vivid details of quasi-eidetic clarity are stored
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6.5. The impoverishment of experience in memory is counter
acted to some extent by the co-operation in recall of different perceptual hierarchies with different criteria of
relevance.

7.2. The short-circuiting of intermediary levels by direc
ting conscious attention at processes which otherwise
function automatically, tends to cause disturbances ranging
from awkwardness to psychosomatic disorders.

6.6. In sensory-motor co-ordination, local reflexes are
short-cuts on the lowest level, like loops connecting
traffic streams moving in opposite directions on a highway.

8.

I
( 6.7. Skilled sensory-motor routines operate on higher
levels through networks of proprioceptive and exteroceptive
' feedback loops within loops, which function as servo-mechI anisms and keep the rider on his bicycle in a state of
! self-regulating, kinetic homeostasis.
|
I 6.8. While in S-R theory the contingencies of environment
I determine behaviour, in O.H.S. theory they merely guide,
correct and stabilize pre-existing patterns of behaviour
i (P. Weiss).
>
6.9. While sensory feedbacks guide motor activities, per
ception in its turn is dependent on these activities, such
as the various scanning motions of the eye, or the humming
of a tune in aid of its auditory recall. The perceptual
and motor hierarchies are so intimately co-operating on
every level that to draw a categorical distinction between
"stimuli" and "responses" becomes meaningless; they have
become "aspects of feedback loops" (Miller et al.).
6.10. Organisms and societies operate in a hierarchy of
i environments, from the local environment of each holon to
the "total field", which may include imaginary environments
. derived from extrapolation in space and time.
1
7. Regulation Channels
| 7.
The higher echelons in a hierarchy are not normally
| in direct communication with lowly ones, and vice versa;
* signals are transmitted through "regulation channels", one
step at a time.
■ 7.1. The pseudo-explanations of verbal behaviour and other
human skills as the manipulation of words, or the chaining
of operants, leaves a void between the apex of the hierarchy
and its terminal branches, between thinking and spelling.
i
i

APPENDIX

Mechanization and Freedom

8.0. HoIons on successively higher levels of the hierarchy
show increasingly complex, more flexible and less predict
able patterns of activity, while on successive lower levels
we find increasingly mechanized, stereotyped and predictable
patterns.
8.1. All skills, whether innate or acquired, tend with in
creasing practice to become automatized routines. This
process ean be described as the continual transformation of
"mental" into "mechanical" activities.
8.2. Other things being equal, a monotonous environment
facilitates mechanization.
8.3. Conversely, new or unexpected contingencies require
decisions to be referred to higher levels of the hierarchy,
an upward shift of controls from "mechanical" to "mindful"
activities.
8.4. Each upward shift is reflected by a more vivid and
precise consciousness of the ongoing activity; and, since
the variety of alternative choices increases with the in
creasing complexity on higher levels, each upward shift is
accompanied by the subjective experience of freedom of
decision.
8.5,. The hierarchic approach replaces dualistic theories
by a serialistic hypothesis in which "mental" and "mechan
ical" appear as relative attributes of a unitary process,
the dominance of one or the other depending on changes in
the level of control of ongoing operations.
8.6. Consciousness appears as an emergent quality in
phylogeny and ontogeny, which, from primitive beginnings,
evolves towards more complex and precise states. It is the
highest manifestation of the Integrative Tendency (4.3)
to extract order out of disorder, and information out of
noise.
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8.7. The self can never be completely represented in its
own awareness, nor can its actions be completely predicted
by any conceivable information-processing device. Both
attempts lead to infinite regress.
9.

Equilibrium and Disorder

9.1. An organism or society is said to be in dynamic equi
librium if the S-A and INT tendencies of its holons counter
balance each other.
9.2. The term "equilibrium" in a hierarchic system does
not refer to relations between parts on the same level, but
to the relation between part and whole (the whole being
represented by the agency which controls the part from the
next higher level).
9.3. Organisms live by transactions with their environment.
Under normal conditions, the stresses set up in the holons
involved in the transaction are of a transitory nature, and
equilibrium will be restored on its completion.
9.4. If the challenge to the organism exceeds a critical
limit, the balance may be upset, the over-excited holon may
tend to get out of control and to assert itself to the det
riment of the whole, or monopolize its functions - whether
the holon be an organ, a cognitive structure (idee fixe),
an individual, or a social group. The same may happen if
the co-ordinative powers of the whole are so weakened that
it is no longer able to control its parts (Child).
9.5. The opposite type of disorder occurs when the power
of the whole over its parts erodes their autonomy and in
dividuality. This may lead to a regression of the INT
tendencies from mature forms of social integration to
primitive forms of identification, and to the quasi-hypnotic
phenomena of group psychology.
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10. Regeneration
10.1. Critical challenges to an organism or society can
produce degenerative or regenerative effects.
10.2. The regenerative potential of organisms and societii
manifests itself in fluctuations from the highest level of
integration down to earlier, more primitive levels, and up
again to a new, modified pattern. Processes of this type
seem to play a major part in biological and mental evolutii
and are symbolized in the universal death-and-rebirth moti1
in mythology.

FOOTNOTES
1.

Figures in parentheses, e.g., (3.1), refer to corre
sponding headings in the Appendix.

2.

Cf. the "organizing relations" and "laws of organizatii
of earlier writers on hierarchic organization (e.g.,
Needham (1941), Woodger, (1929)), and the "system-con
ditions" of G.S.T.
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It was a great scientific achievement when Ludwig von
Bertalanffy introduced the concept of Fliessgleichgewicht
(steady state) as a precise formulation of the physical
characteristics of life phenomena. This happened long be
fore thermodynamics of irreversible processes became a new
branch of physics in the work of Prigogine (1947), then by
Denbigh (1951) and de Groot (1952). It was again biology
as it often happened, which opened new areas of research.
Was it not the case that the physician and biologist Robert
Julius Maier was able to interpret the discrepancies be
tween the heat capacity of gases under conditions of con
stant pressure and constant volume? With this interpret
ation the foundation of the first law of thermodynamics had
been created, leading to the theoretical bases of physics
in general. Biological thinking at that time led the way
in research; hopefully it may be able to achieve the same
today. It is not only the increase in complexity, charac
teristic of the various branches of modern science that
leads to a progressive differentiation of what can be known
and what inevitably poses a problem. Even more, organic
interrelationships in the various fields of research are
in need of an epistomological formulation. The researcher
and thinker Ludwig von Bertalanffy saw in biology an all
pervading entity when he spoke about the dynamic equili
brium as something characteristic of all life. The various

London: Humanities
*This article was written in 1966.
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FROM GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY TO
GENERAL SYSTEMS PROFESSION:
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I.

INTRODUCTION
This article which is an updated version of one of „
mer pjipcrs [].] and contains essentially a summary of c
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"An important consideration is that the various ap
proaches enumerated are not, and should not be con
sidered to be monopolistic. One of the important
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aspects of the modern changes in scientific thought is
that there is no unique and all-embracing "world sys
tem." All scientific constructs are models representing
certain aspects or perspectives of reality. This even
applies to theoretical physics: far from being a meta
physical presentation of ultimate reality (as the
materialism of the past proclaimed and modern positiv
ism still implies), it is but one of these models and,
as recent developments show, neither exhaustive nor
unique. The various "systems theories" also are
models that mirror different aspects. They are not
mutually exclusive and are often combined in appli
cation. For example, certain phenomena may be amenable
to scientific exploration by way of cybernetics,
others by way of general system theory in the narrower
sense; or even in the same phenomenon, certain aspects
may be describable in the one or the other way. This,
of course, does not preclude but rather implies the
hope for further synthesis in which the various ap- ^
proaches of the present toward a theory of "wholeness"
and "organization" may be integrated and unified."

I fully agree with Ludwig von Bertalanffy as far as
this statement is concerned, and it seems to me that the
desirability of several distinct system theories is. more
and more recognized.
A few years ago, stimulated by writings of Ludwig von
Bertalanffy, I started to work out the conceptual framework
for a general systems theory [5, 6 ] that is summarized in
this paper. I tried to elaborate a system theory whose
generality and content would be properly balanced with re
gard to its applicability. In order to retain an essential
content of special systems in general systems, the concep
tual framework has been elaborated by a strictly inductive
procedure. Sources which had contributed in developing
this conceptual framework were, besides the influence of
von Bertalanffy, some ideas proposed by K. Vasspeg [7], a
group in which I had participated for several years, some
concepts introduced by Professor Antonin S.voboda [8 , 9] and
my former work in cybernetics [1 0 ].
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FUNDAMENTAL TRAITS OF SYSTEMS
is indisputable that the system is one of the most

timeJ U?hf C°n!eptS in science’ Particularly in recent
tific’d i ^ ? n ? f m,C°nCePt iS utilized
different scienic disciplines in various ways, and used for solution of
tr^w
problems. These differences are chiefly due to
tradition and to the typical goals and methods of the par
ticular science.
p
Many attempts have been made to establish a clear and
approximatel±n8
* ^
°f the SyStem
would
approximately correspond
to an average
commonwhich
intuitive
sense of the word "system." Every particular precise
characterization of the system is associated with some
cernini\£raitS’ ?lves rise t0 SOme sPecific problems conning these traits and, consequently, initiates research
P ^ i n c i o l i r ^ h ! ? 8 311 elaboration of fundamental methodical
principles enabling us to solve these problems.
st

empirical sciences the system represents an ab-

S e vle^ol^
^ US6d Wh6n natUre 18 examined from
, vdewP°int of the pertinent scientific discipline.
selvef’tl
We always
our
selves to on1inVeStigating
only some part of natUre
it, which
we callconfine
the obiect
vironmenteor ? h iniK- PSrt °f natUre being termed the env’
°f tbe °bJeat* °ur facilities do not permit us
y objects in all their complexity. We therefore
£ maasure aPPearances of certain attributes bn the
nf nf\.°?JeCt; ln °ther words, we observe or measure values
certain quantities. The quantities are observed or
Thi!Ui r ifWith £ertain accuracy and at certain time instants.
called r^Ure ° ^
observations °r measurements will be
called the space-time resolution level.
Let the ensemble of the variations in time of all the
™ dar aonsideration at a particular r e a c t i o n
level be called the activity. As a rule the activity does
not represent a directly usable form. It must firs/be

3
f°rm ln WhiGh the time-invariant rel
or fl ™ nistdc or probabilistic) between instantaneous ’and/
exnlicitlvV? U8S ° ^ th? °bseryed quantities are expressed
explicitly in a sufficiently simple manner suited to the
given purpose. Sometimes we also attempt to find^the manner

i
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Thus, in our experimental investigation of objects, we
concentrate on the observation of a distinct set of quan
tities at a given resolution level, on the search for a
simple expression of the time-invariant relations between
their instantaneous and/or past and/or future values, and
the search for properties which determine these relations.
We say that we define a system on the given object from a
distinct point of view.
In engineering branches the system has the same traits
as in the empirical science; as a rule, however, the prob
lems solved on it are different. The relation between its
quantities is usually either prescribed, and we are to find
a suitable manner of how to implement it with the aid of
the technical resources available (the synthesis) or, con
versely, a distinct realization is given, and we are to
find the relation between certain quantities (the analysis).
In abstract disciplines systems are not assigned to
objects. They are defined by an enumeration of the quan
tities (variables), their admissible values, and their
algebraic, topological, grammatical, and other properties
which determine the relation between the variables under
consideration.
Thus the set of quantities (attributes), the spacetime resolution level, the time-invariant relations between
the quantities, and the properties which determine these
relations are fundamental traits of every system, indepen
dent of the scientific discipline from whose point of view
the system is defined.

III.

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Let xi, ...... xn be the external quantities of the
system under consideration, and let x^(t) be the value of
the quantity xi at time t, where xi(t) EX-^, t £ T , and
i = 1, 2.... n. Then L = (X , X 2 .... X n , T> is the space'
time resolution level, and the set of values Xj_(t) for all,
i = 1 , 2 ,..., n and such ti, t2 E T that ti £ t £ t 2 rep
resents a particular activity of the system.
Let (i,a) ■*-+ j be a one-to-one correspondence such that

Pj (t) - xA (t + a),

a)exhi.Vp
a l(t)°4parlabd
lepP^ “

tlne

♦ «:

SL(t\ s r r d° <«■ « .* ps
1

time-invariant relation R between J l r U b U s ^ w h i c h U
represented by a subset of the
usually called the behavior nf
of
this name. Every element e

Cartesian product X
P. i
t
V
i
/
»
—
*
.
^
the svstem
Ter
,^
ct, system. Let us adopt

ated with the probability P(e) o f ^ t s
be assoc±"
ty
ot its occurence. Clearly,
2
P(e) = 1
e S R

s y a t e i ^ ^ i V K w L ^ o ? 0? ? 081? 1011 ° f b eh a V l° r ° f th <

let us denote the elements of t h e ^ y ™
ao, and let A ^

t

t

^

f

’

U ? e™ ironment of the system by the symbo]

quantities that pertain’to*th!ei
Le? the S6t °f PrinciPal
symbol A;: (i = o 1
len>ent &i be denoted by the
*1 by the1 ^ b o l ’ b ^ r :

troduce the set B - (k

6 th a ) beh‘ V i0 r , 0 f
k

>•••> u).

called the u ^ e L

b lat.cn

Finally, let us in-

^ h e ^ t ^

"t‘“

work of t h r s e t ' A ^ l 1^ ! 1 comp°sitI°1' within the frameelemants (a. a )
rhf
J fhtroduce for every pair of
the i n t e r s e c ^ n of the c ^ r r e s p ' ^ d ^ ^ t M •'' a ^ 1"8" “

by ther “ bS! ™

r aa- a

^

cij = cji = Ai D Aj.

elements of t h ^ s e t ^ ^ ^ t h ^ ^
^0Uplin8s between the
be called the structure of t h ^ ? C ' ^
Set lB>C} ” 11J
couplings or ? ! L
6 Universe of discourse and
P mgs, or, m an abbreviated form, the UC-structure.
Obviously the set of all quantities (both extern*-. ^
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set union Q =

U

v

Every particular substitution of

1*1
admissible values for all quantities of Q represents a
situation that will be called, in correspondence with the
common terminology, the state of the system. Let d be a
variable representing the state of the system, and let <UtJ
denote tfre particular state of the system at time t & T ,
which will be called the instantaneous state with respect
to t. Finally, let D = {di, d 2 ..., dr} denote the complete
set of states of the system Then the complete set of all
possible transitions bdtween the states of **e sy®te“
represented by a binary relation E C { (di>dj) :di>dj £
defined on the set D. It is useful to introduce the set
P(t) ={ (d(t), di): d i € D , (d(t), di) € E, d(t) is the state
of the system at time t g l ) which represents (using the
common terminology) the instantaneous program of the system
at time t. The set P = (D,e ) represents then the structure
of the program or, using other words, the structure of
states and transitions. Let the abbreviation ST-structure
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Let the external quantities xi, x 2,..., xn be a priori
classified to output quantities xi, x 2,..., xq and input
quantities Xq+j, Xq+2 ,•.., xn and let the set of principal
quantities participating in the behavior of the system be
specified by a set of pairs (i,a), i = 1, 2 .... n. Then
the dependent principal quantities pj (not necessarily the
real output quantities with respect to the behavior) are
represented by j «-+■ (i,a±), where i = 1 , 2 ,..., q and a±
is the maximal a for each i. Indeed, if j +->- (i,ai),
R < > (i>ct2) and (X2 < otj, pk is defined by past values of
Pj and, therefore, pj (t) cannot participate in a determin
ation of Pk(t). Let zj, z2,..., Zq be the dependent prin
ciple quantities, and let yj, y 2,..., yr be the other
principle quantities participating in the considered be
havior of a system. Let yk (t) G Yk and Zj (t) € Zj for
r
q
every t S T, and let Y C X
Yk and Z C X
Zj . Then the
k = 1
j = 1
behavior of the system is represented either by the mapping
(one-to-one or many-to-one)

be ased for this set.
M = {(y -*■ z): y G Y, z G z}
If the binary relation E is represented by a mapping
(the relation is one-to-one or many-to-one), we say that
the system is deterministic. If, however, E is not a
mapping (i.e., is one-to-many), every elemen1! (d± .dj) fc b
is associated with a conditional probability P (dj|d±) of
the transition from d-^ to dj where

S
r(djldi) = 1
J - i
for a particular state di- In such a case we say that
the system is probabilistic. The set of probabilities
P(dj |di) for all pairs (d^dj) S_D constitutes a stochastic
matrix.
So far we have not differentiated between input quan
tities, whose values are determined by the environment, and
output quantities, whose values are produced by the system.
This classification is either given a priori or it must
follow (providing that it is possible at all) from the
other traits of the system.

(deterministic directed behavior), or by the binary relatio:
(generally one-to-many).
R = {(y,z): y G Y, z § Z}
where every pair (y,z) 6 R is associated with the condition,
probability P(z|y) of occurrence of z when y occurs (prob
abilistic directed behavior). Evidently,
2
P(z|y) = 1
z G Z
for every particular y £ Y ; thus the set of probabilities
for all pairs y G Y, z G Z constitutes a stochastic matrix.
Suppose now that the classification of the external
quantities xi, ...... xn is not given a priori.
It follow!
from the unique order of time, generally accepted as a re
sult of experience [1 1 , 1 2 ], that only the principal quan
tities pj represented by j
(i, a ±), where i = 1 , 2 ,..., i
and ot-f is the maximal ot for everv i. mav be considered as
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dependent principal quantities. Let us call them "candi
dates for dependent quantities" or simply "candidates."
Apparently, the number of candidates is equal to the number
of external quantities.

with
r
,uantities
ate classified to Input and o u t p u ^ a n U U e s . C°nSlderatl0

Let us note that if j +-*■ (ii, (Si), k ■*-*■ (i2, 0t2) > and
a 2 < cx1 , then p^ may be dependent on Pj provided that
ii * i2. Whenever this happens, we speak about a teleo
logical explanation of the behavior. The importance of the
teleological explanation has always been stressed by Ludwig
von Bertalanffy [4].
With respect to a given behavior, a reasonable hypo
thesis about the classification of the external quantities
can be adopted if a unique disjoint separation exists be
tween dependent and independent candidates such that
(a) Each dependent candidate (candidate dependent on
the system) is capable of being expressed explicitly and
uniquely as a function of the independent candidates (candi
dates independent of the system) and principal quantities
not included among the candidates.

couplings gji (from a-> tn a .^
a
** ,Tben the directed
defined by siit l l z i L t i i i ] and 8ji (from
to
gij = Vi n uj
gji = vj n uA

trivial meaning^also
^
^
3 n0r
directed couplings of a system* -inM J,denote the set of al
environment. Then the UC-structureofia® COUpllnss wlth th
by the set {b , g }.
structure of the system is define

input variables^nd^et’c
all states of all other n r i n ! ?

(b) No independent candidate is either expressible
explicitly or its explicit expression is ambiguous.
Clearly, the classification of candidates determines
uniquely the corresponding classification of external quan
tities. However, even if both the above mentioned con
ditions are satisfied, the corresponding classification
must still be considered merely as a hypothesis based on
the assumption that the behavior is essentially determin
istic. The hypothesis need not be correct if the behavior
is, regardless of the set of considered principal quantities
essentially probabilistic. Consequently, the hypothesis
must be verified by other means before it is definitely
accepted.

S6t of,a11 states of
’i 82”

"

8n^ be

the

set

of

r
p c ^F,G,((fi,gj)> gfc) . f1 e F; gj, gk € G}.

IV.

BASIC DEFINITIONS OF SYSTEMS

Systems csn be defin&d nn t-^ u .
_
traits which are Introduced In «..ffSlsTff v*rlous systems
Section in . However, not everysej°”f tra?t
in
a meaningful definition
t
1 S6t 0t traits would create
that lead8 to
°nly SUCh sets
traits
lowing requirements are i tinitions of systems, the folrepresents , definition o ^ h e system?'7

Let us note that no reasonable hypothesis about, the
classification of external quantities can be made if the
behavior is either probabilistic or deterministic and retro
spective (information-lossless) with respect to at least
one candidate.

’

°f tralCS " hlc:h

pletely\nown wh'en^ef t £ « \ « i “ * L“ ,UlreV ; be C°"the system.
is USed as a definition of
(b)

The set contains only permanent traits.

■
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(c)
The set makes it possible to determine uniquely
for each of the other traits whether it is compatible with
the given set or not.
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2 - C. Controlled system Sc is a given collection of
both an input activity and an output activity. Formally,
Sc - (yi(t),..., yr (t), zj (t)....

In addition to these requirements, we want any basic
(nonredundant) definition of the system to be based on such
a set of traits that is just sufficient for testing uniquely
the compatibility of all other traits (requirement (c)).
It is quite easy to find that, when applying the above
mentioned requirements to the systems traits, we derive
five basic definitions of the system. In the following list
of these definitions, N refers to the case that no classification of the external quantities is known (so-called
neutral systems) while C represents the case of classified
external quantities to input and output ones (so called
controlled systems).
Symbols that are used in the following definitions
have precisely the same meanings as established in Section

Xi(^) ^ Yi f°r i = 1, 2....

zq (t) : t G T,
r, Zj (t) € Zj for

j — 1 , 2 , . . . , g }.
3 - N. Neutral system SN is a given behavior.
Formally, SN is a relation R(xPj) defined on the Cartesian
product together with a one-to-one correspondence (i,a)-*->j
applied to equation pj (t) = x^(t + a) and, sometimes, with
a mapping e -*■ P(e) assigning a probability P(e) of occur
rence to every element e of R, i.e., either
SN - (R(xPj), (i,a) «-+■ j : pj(t) = xi(t + a),
Pj(t) e Pj}

III.
1 - N. Neutral system S^ is a given set of external
quantities together with their space-time resolution level.

SN = (R(xPj), (i,a) -M- j , e -»■ p(e) :
Pj (t)

Formally,
SN = (x! , x 2 ,. ••, xn , t : xi (t) 6 X 1 , x 2 (t) G X 2 ....

x ± (t + a), Pj (t) G Pj , e e R,

0 « P(e) < 1 ,

£
P(e) = 1}.
e E R

xn (t) G Xn , t GT).
1 - C. Controlled system Sc is a given set of input
quantities, a given set of output quantities, and a given
space-time resolution level of all the quantities. Formally:
Sc = tyi» y 2 ,-..» yr > zi> z2 ,..-, zq > c : yi(c) e Y l >”
yr (t) G Y r ,

Zi(t)

G Z i ....

Zq(t)

3 - C. Controlled system Sc is a given directed be
havior. Formally, Sc is either a mapping from states of
those principal quantities which are not dependent to state
of dependent principal quantities or a one-to-many binary
relations between these two subsets of principal quantities
with probabilities assigned to elements of the relations,
i.e., either

G Zq , t £T},
sC " { ( y + z), j + + ( i , o ^ , k + +

2 - N.

(i, a):

Neutral system S^ is a given activity. Formally

SN = {X l (t), x 2 (t),. .. xn (t) : t G T , Xi(t) G X i for
i = 1 , 2,..., n) .

y G YC

X . Yk> z S Z C

X
j

Zj > Yk(t) =

xi (t + a), Zj (t) = xi (t + a-^) }
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or
in
(i> 0 4 ), k

Sn = { (y» z) > j

C ' , C°ntrolled systei“ SC is a given ST-structure
ide—
d —
a state of in-

(i, a),

(y, z) -*■ P(z|y) : y G Y C X

Yk ,

SC = {F» g > ( (fi» 8j), gk ) : f± G f C F,

k

gk € g C G}.
z G ZC

X
j

zj »

= xi(t + °0,

or
SC = {P, G, ( (fi, gi), gk)> P(gk |.(f± , gj) );

Zj (t) = Xi(t + otj_), 0 < P(z|y) < 1,
J P(z|y) = 1 for fixed y}.
z

fi G f C F, gk G g C G, 0 < P(g k |(fi, gj) } < lf
k^

4
Formally,

- N.

Neutral system

Sn = {b1 , b 2 ,..., bu , c^j: b^ given by Definition 3-N,

4 - C. Controlled system Sq is a given UC-structure
containing directed behaviors and directed couplings. For
mally,
Sq = (bi, b 2 ,..., bu , g^j : bi given by Definition 3-C,
i, j = 0, 1,..., u} = {B, G}.
Neutral system

is a given ST-structure.

SN = {di, d 2 .... dr , (di, dj) : (d±, dj) G E C D 2} =

^ r r L hr:
S

- r tha

2 T^ o
Djfpr
eo
rb ^ r finiti0nS “ « applicabba unde

of twJno?dM r e ° o f tthphe basic definitions, any intersection
tern as veil
t„
38 3 definiti°n of the sys
,
13" In that case, however, the properties given
y different definitions must be mutually consistent
Ob
represents"^ smalle" ^ 011 °f
°f the b3Sic definitions
,
Smabber c^ass
systems that the classes renresented by either of the basic definitions separately. P
D a i r s ^ i n V f V SJngle b3SiC definitions of the system, 1 0
?hem
Thui'rt 8*
t6brads’ and 1 intersection of all of
them. Thus there are 31 different definitions of systems
at are obtainable from the basic definitions.
Besides the basic definitions and their intersection*
add?311 °btain Some additional definitions of the system b y ’
adding some permanent traits to the mentioned definitions^
rtf i “ *e lst definition with the complete set of states

(D, E}.
or
SN = {dx, d2,..., dr , (d± , dj), P(dj|di):

with t J r 860
n °f ^
3rd 3nd 5th definitions together’
with the permanent behaviors of all the elements etc
It
may also happen that the additional traits are known only

(di, dj) G E C D 2, 0 < P(dj|d±) < 1,
r

r
di£f2 «

i t j , i, j = 0, 1,..., u} = {B, C}.

5 - N.
Formally,

p (8k U fi» gj) ) = 1 for a particular state g

is a given UC-structure.

1-

5 th°definitl"
\

.___» . .

j

.\

F°I instaace’.a
is specified by the
_■> ,°n..?n<* \ ln addition, it is known what are the
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Summarily, the definition of the system depends
strongly on the solved problem. Any problem dealing with
systems requires a special definition that determines a
class of systems. When new traits of the system become
fixed, or are discovered during the procedure by which the
problem is solved, the class becomes smaller and smaller.
Thus different definitions may be applied during the pro
cedure. The closer one gets to the solution, the narrower
will be the applied definition. Finally, after the problem
is completely solved, the system is determined uniquely by
all the traits.

V.

FUNDAMENTAL CLASSES OF PROBLEMS

When working with systems we encounter most frequently
problems that can be classified into three types: (1) Analy
sis of the system, (2) Synthesis of the system, (3) Investi
gation of the system regarded as the "black box."
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To a certain extent, the synthesis of a system is the
converse of the problem of its analysis. It can be formu
lated as follows: behavior and/or an activity and/or a STstructure of a system and a set of types of elements are
given. The requirement is to find such a structure of the
system that realizes the prescribed behavior and/or the
other given traits and contains only the permitted types
of elements. Clearly, Definitions (3) and/or (2 ) and/br
( ), together with a set of types of elements, must be used
when starting the synthesis of a system.
If an insufficient set of element types is given the
synthesis of the system is unsolvable. In all other cases
the problem is ambiguous; i.e., the given traits can be
realized by different UC-structures consisting of the same
types of eiements. For this reason it is customary to
specify further requirements concerning the structure. Thi.
ESroften done by defining an objective function on the UCstructure which represents all the requirements. The task
of the synthesis is then to find that UC-structure, out of
all possible ones, for which the objective function reaches
its minimum. By analyzing the proposed UC-structure, we
can ascertain whether the synthesis of the system was per
formed in a correct manner.

In any problem dealing with the system we start from
certain known properties of the system, and we are to find
its remaining properties. It is clear that the system can
be determined only by the given (thus the only known) prop
erties which must, of course, be consistent and complete
insofar as to enable us to decide uniquely about any further
property as to whether or not it belongs to the same class
as the system under consideration. Consequently, different
definitions of the system are applicable for different prob
lems. The properties on which the individual definitions
of the system are based must coincide with just those prop
erties that are given in the individual problems.

Synthesis of systems is a typical class of engineering
problems. Problems of synthesis differ one from another
mainly in different types of available elements, different
objective functions, and different prescribed traits of the
system (behavior, activity, ST-structure). Compared with
analysis, problems of synthesis are, as a rule, far more
complicated and difficult.

In the general case of the analysis of a system, the
UC-structure is given, so that Definition (4) must be used.
The task of the analysis is to eliminate from the given
relations and compositions all the quantities except the
principal ones. In other words, the task of the analysis
is to find the behavior and/or the ST-structure of the sys
tem corresponding to the given UC-structure.

The term "black box" has been adopted for every system
whose UC*strueture and/or behavior and/or ST-structure are
unknown (or incompletely known) and either all or some of
them are to be determined. On the other hand, the external
quantities of the system are supposed to be observable and/
or measurable at the respective resolution level, and are
attainable for experimentation.

If the classification of the quantities associated with
the elements of the system is given or can be determined,
and the UC-structure is proper (i.e., there are no incon-

Thus, every black box problem is based upon Definition
(1 ) to which other traits of the investigated system are
eventually added. The black box problems differ one from

............... ...................J \
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the traits of the system not included in Definition (1) and
in the goal sought. Let us specify some typical black box
problems:
(1) The pure blaek box problem. The system is given
solely by its external quantities and the resolution level.
Nothing else is known about the system, not even the classi
fication of the external quantities to input and output
ones. The problem is to determine the behavior, the STand UC-structures, and the program of the system.
(2) The proper black box problem. The system is
given by its external quantities and the resolution level
and some or all of the following properties are known in
addition: (a) the classification of the external quantities;
(b) number of states of the system or an upper bound of this
number; (c) types of elements by which the system is built;
(d) number of elements of the system or an upper bound of
this number. It is also known (e) that the black box rep
resents a system from a certain class of systems. The
problem then is to determine the behavior, the ST- and
UC-structure, and the program.
(3) The ST-structure identification problem. The sys
tem is given by the same traits as (2). Then determine the
ST-structure. In literature dealing with the theory of
finite-state machines (4), this problem is usually called
the machine identification problem. A special version of
this problem is the so-called fault identification problem:
to determine the real ST-structure of a faulty system whose
correct ST-structure is completely known.
(4) The state identification problem. The system is
given by its external quantities whose classification is
known, the resolution level, and the ST-structure. Deter
mine the instantaneous state of the system, by which the
program of the system is determined as well.

VI.

GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORIES

Thus far we have precisely established the concept of
system but we have not considered the concept ofTgeneral
system yet. In fact, the same definitions of neutral and.
•» 1

1

---- ----------- —4- ~ J

4* 0~r>*-A rs* , T\7

on^
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their intersections hold, essentially, also for general
systems with only two exceptions.
a,(1) !arJableS without any particular interpretations
and dimensionless are used instead of quantities.
Ey e7 variable xj. is defined uniformly either in
he interval from 0 to w ± (in case of systems with continuus quantities), or by a set containing the natural sequenc
Ve in^e8er® °* 1 .... wi (In case of systems with
^
i6S) Wh6re 1 =
n. Similarly,
time t is defined either in normalized interval from 0 to
k (in case of continuous time systems, or by a set con
taining natural sequence of positive integers 0 , 1
t,
in case of discrete-time systems).
k’
Thus general systems are understood here as such ab
stract models (in the sense of isomorphism) of particular
systems (or classes of systems) which have no concrete in
terpretations but which must satisfy all the requirements
of the particular kinds of models — models of behavior,
models of ST-structure, models of UC-structure, etc. [2 1 0
Obviously, using different mappings that enable us to satis
the isomorphic relation between the original and the model,
a particuiar generai system (or a particular class of general systems) can be used for a model of broad class of
different particular systems (or different particular
classes of systems). Only those fundamental traits of systems ^ a t are included in the respective system definition
are contained in both the class of concrete systems and its
general system model. Consequently, the results obtainable
by the general system, which corresponds to a class of con
crete systems, can reflect only those fundamental traits
and nothing else.
It follows from the foregoing exposition that the
8*8tem *8 aot unique. There are different systems
that display all the properties of general systems and only
these properties. They are different in the contents of
the fundamental traits, e.g., they have different resolutior
deal!S *
?ehaviors» etc* However, a unique theory
dealing with the class of all general systems ought to be
elaborated and, clearly, should be called the general sys
tems theory.
J
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Each of the classes of systems represented by a single
general system model may contain diverse types of concrete
systems, e.g., mechanical, electrical, biological, psycho
logical, social, economical, linguistic, mathematical,
meteorological, historical, etc. Different particular sys
tem theories have been elaborated for different types of
systems, e.g., Einstein's theory of relativity for mechan
ical systems, Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic systems,
theory of context-free languages, theory of Boolean algebras
different economical theories, etc. The particular theories
are applicable for different classes of systems which, un
fortunately, has no relation to the above mentioned classes,
each of which is represented by just one general system.
Consequently, while a particular theory deals with some
phenomena in most minute details, it neglects the general
properties of the systems under consideration. This is a
disadvantage of special theories resulting from the tra=ditional classification of science. Not even a particular
interdisciplinary approach can help significantly in this
respect; in order to remove the disadvantage, the complete
unification of science is required. Evidently this goal is
not practically realizable. Nevertheless, the disadvantage
of special theories can also be removed if, in addition to
them, a new branch of science — a branch considering only
the general traits proper to all systems — would be intro
duced. Apparently, this needed new branch of science is
just the general systems theory.
The general systems theory should contain in a unified
form the whole body of knowledge concerning the fundamental
traits of systems as well as procedures for solution of the
fundamental problems outlined in Section V. Its basic ap
plication consists of the following: First, a problem is
formulated for a particular system, using the language of
the respective branch of science. Then, the problem is
translated by an input mapping to the language of general
systems and is solved within the scope of the general sys
tems theory. Finally, all obtained results are interpreted
by an output mapping to the language of the original system.
If not all of the needed questions have been answered by the
general systems theory, additional work with the original
system follows.
Obviously, different general systems theories may be
elaborated, depending on the svstem traits which are taken
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into eonsideration and on the precise meaning of these
traits. As pointed out by Ludwig von Bertalanffy, these
theories should not be considered as mutually exclusive and
antagonistic. On the contrary, they should supplement each
other and combine in applications. For instance, the gen
eral systems theory proposed in this paper can adopt many
results and procedures discovered and elaborated within the
scope of the theory of finite automata (or finite machines)
and, conversely, the latter can adopt new viewpoints (in
addition to the classical finite-state and finite-memory
viewpoints) presented by the former [13].
Although general systems theory is supposed to be ap
plicable to all systems (or to all bounded systems), it may
contain elaboration of methodical principles for some par
ticular classes of general systems as well. Thus the gen
eral systems theory must contain general methodical
principies and may contain also special methodical principle'
that hold for some particular classes of general systems,
e.g., discrete systems, continuous systems, deterministic
systems, probabilistic systems, retrospective (informationetcSl[14] SySteInS, learninS systems, self-organizing systems.

VII.
*•

GENERAL SYSTEMS PROFESSION

It seems likely that the development of various general
systems theories will converge to a general systems pro
fession in the future. The latter will be involved in
developing sophisticated methods, based on powerful com
puting facilities, to solve system-type problems regardless
of the field where they originated.
Both research and education will contribute to the
development of the general systems profession. As far as
research is concerned, methods will have to be discovered
that will enable us to solve systenrtyppe problems which are
intrinsically extremely complex. This is, essentially, a
matter of reducing very complex relations, which are quite
unmanageable and beyond the Bremermann limit [15], to
simpler relations preserving the essence of the original
relations and being manageable with respect to our data
processing facilities. First steps in this direction have
n o o n
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searched for. For instance, the power of natural languages
to express complex relations in simple forms seems to be
promising. Unfortunately, little has been done in data
processing of natural languages.
As far as the impact of education on the development
of the general system profession is concerned, two aspects
should be mentioned:
I. A need of producing a sufficient number of system
specialists to extend and accelerate basic research in the
methodology of general systems. Isolated courses in general
systems theory, which have been offered elsewhere, are not
sufficient any more. They should be extended into organized
curricula including courses on sophisticated mathematical
tools, principles of modeling, simulation techniques, oper
ations research, principles of measurements, automata
theory, theory of language, etc.
II. A need of teaching specialists in various disci
plines about fundamental concepts and simple principles of
general systems to make them able to communicate with system
specialists and with people from other disciplines. This
should include scientific and engineering disciplines as
well as himanities and the arts. There is an excellent
experience with a participation of students pre-educated
in various disciplines in one class. First, they are
taught some concepts and principles of general systems.
Then, each of them presents, under a supervision of the in
structor^ a seminar talk demonstrating interpretations of
the general systems concepts and principles in a special
discipline with which the student is familiar. It is not
expected that students taking such a course will become
systems Specialists. On the other hand, they should be able
to distinguish problems which can be solved within general
systems methodology from those which must be solved within
a particular discipline. They should be also able to formu
late properly their problems for systems specialists and to
interpret properly the results obtained from the latter.
In addition, due to the seminar talks, they learn something
about peculiarities of other special disciplines. Generally,
the mentioned course makes students much better prepared for
a team interdisciplinary work even though they remain, es
sentially, specialized in various classical disciplines.

GENERAL SYSTEMS PROFESSION
VIII.

5:

CONCLUSIONS

The general systems theory as proposed in [2] and out
lined in this paper is considered as an element participat
ing in the development of the general systems profession.
It is characterized by the following properties:
1. The theory is based on precisely defined concepts
Vague concepts (the object, the device, the whole, etc )
are not accepted.
2. The theory is based on a consistent set of defi
nitions of general systems, each <bf which is applicable fo
a particular problem.
3. The theory is applicable to every scientific or
engineering discipline where the concept of system is used
4. The theory is applicable to all systems with the
exception of systems with infinite number of quantities or
infinite number of elements. We say that it is valid for
all bounded systems.
5. The theory is applicable for both the description
of system properties and the solution of systems problems,
i.e., both the descriptional and operational points of viev
are included.
6. The universality of the theory does not oppose th<
multiplicity of general systems.
(This is contradictory tc
the approach proposed $>y C.W. Churchman. [17].)
7. The theory is based on fundamental traits obtained
by successive generalization up to a reasonable level in
order to reach a proper compromise between its generality
and its content (effectiveness in application).
8. No a priori classification of external quantities
to input and output quantities is generally required.
9. The theory does not exclude teleological formu
lations of behaviors.
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ON THE ONTOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
OF THE THEORY OF SYSTEMS
ALFRED LOCKER
Austrian Atomic Energy Society, Lenaugasse 10, Vienna,
Austria
INTRODUCTION
In present times mankind is doubtlessly confronted
with many problems which seem to surpass its capability
for mastering them, such that they display a world-wide
menace - represented even more by the destruction of man's
environment than by the atomic bomb. There can nonethe
less be perceived an intellectual movement which could lead
mankind in its intellectual development to a culmination
point. Characteristic of this development is the fact that
the age-old longing for a universal theory able not only to
focus but also to adequately treat these problems now, in
principle, seems to be satisfied. It is General Systems
Theory (GST) whose foundation is inseparably associated
with the name of Ludwig von Bertalanffy. This theory is
obviously the most sophisticated attempt at a universal
Intellectual tool which in its fully accomplished form en
ables one to apply both a verbal as well as a formal des
cription of the fundamental traits of reality. This impo
sing mental edifice has been established in order to
visualize intrinsic correspondences or similarities occurrin8
different levels of reality. Since looking at
reality, according to the aspect GST offers, ranges from
ABBREVIATIONS: GST: General Systems Theory; TND: Tertiu
non datur (the principle of the excluded third); T S :
Transcendental Synthesis.
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superficial analogies to genuine isomorphisms it certainly
contains as its basic idea an ontological concept, e.g.
that of the continuous analogy (in its broadest sense) be
tween all that exists. This analogy is not only guaranteed
by a continuous connection between all being entities but
also by means of a certain reoccurrence, at a higher level,
of those structures that have already been perceived at
some lower level. Besides this, still another important
ontological idea can be recognized in von Bertalanffy's
own efforts to found GST, namely by his starting with the
insight into the dialectic nature of the origin of any the
ory. He departed from Cusanus' statement of the "coincidentia oppositorum" which, besides its metaphysical content,
seems to presuppose a logical figure that transcends clas
sical logic. From the possibilities as well as the failure
of thought in recognizing the oppositions, contrasts and
contradictions occurring in the world, von Bertalanffy came
to the idea of the organism as a system which maintains it
self during perpetual change of its constituents. In this
concept the organism is sustained in its existence against
forces of destruction by its internal organization, in which
constructive and degrading forces balance each other and
create a flux equilibrium (steady-state). The formalization
of a system in which every thing (element) is in a complete
interdependence with each other as well as with the whole
itself strongly resembles Leibniz' "Monadology". Here the
entities (called monads) are intimately embedded in the
complexity of the whole in such a way that they are able to
represent the totality. The ties which bind the elements
together and connect them with the system are moments of
permanent activity that exert forming influences on the
totality of the system such that its Being will be changed
in the direction towards a Becoming. In the.interplay of
elements (parts) and the whole, of Being and Becoming,
clearly appear certain aspects of an inherently dialectic
nature of the system's concept. The same holds true when
we pursue the occurrence of obviously dialectic opposites
in GST itself, as they, e.g., arise in the distinctions
between open and closed, static and dynamic, conceptual
and real, continuous and discrete, etc. systems. A crucial
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item is the system's ability for self-reference and for
performing certain forms of behaviour, such as, for instanc
to learn, m dependence upon certain mechanisms of self
reference, now commonly known as feedback and feedforward.
These few hints at an ontological background of GST
may justify an inquiry into the extent and structure of
ontology involved in it. Such investigation aims at an
answer to the question of how far GST can actually be con
joined with perennial philosophical ideas in such a way
that it fertilizes philosophy which is often claimed to be
stagnant. In the garb of GST, philosophy could probably
undergo an unexpected revival that cannot be ignored since
GST is now shown to be more than a purely theoretical, i.e.
formal (or mathematical) concept, suspended in midair, but
rather a means fruitfully applicable to concrete problems.
It is such application which stimulates the development
of those scientific disciplines that pertain to different
levels of reality.
The course of this investigation will reveal that in
the notion of ontology itself, an evolution has occurred
from substantial to structural conceptions. The investiga
tion should in addition unveil the ultimate triadic struc
ture of any ontology as an expression of the mind's capabi
lity to design an ontology based on the subject's conscious
ness, as the framework or battlefield within which the out
side world meets the inside. Reflection, grasping any entity, moves the self of the subject between self-recognition
and self-realization. By turning reflection outside
the subject s self the triadic framework still remains —
m that any outside object which is reflected upon is taken
away from its transcendence and conveyed into introscendence
thus becoming a thing (with meaning) for the subject. The
object is now denoted by a notion, or more generally, by a
sign. Transcendental systhesis (TS), therefore, or dialec^
m°St baSic method for erecting an ontology
(and GST m particular) and must (in a formal respect) be
refound everywhere within the ontology as an intrinsically
triadic structure.
}
However, in treating reality, signs must be formed to
gether with more complex entities, bridging the gap between
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the so-called objective world and the subject. These new
entities, exhibiting in themselves in a perspective manner
the subject-object relationship (entangled in consciousness),
are commonly called models. Those models by necessity only
describe partial aspects of the subject-object relationship.
They are, of course, from the viewpoint of their inherent
complexities, by far inferior to the subject itself - which
possesses an infinite capability to arbitrarily generate
designs. This fact would justify introducing the term sys
tem for the subject, which has to be interpreted in the
sense that any system tending towards totality represents
a subject. It can also be inferred from that very fact
that the system-model relationship inherently constitutes
a relation based upon TS.
By describing the essential characters of signs, models
and systems with respect to the underlying ontology and by
taking into account the significance of the substancestructure relationship for these notions, we will try at
least sketchily to outline the ontological foundation of GST.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS TOWARDS A REVIVAL OF ONTOLOGY
I.

The Renewed Recognition of the Synthetic Apriori

The crisis of mathematics occurring at the end of the
19th century reflected, in the realm of purely formal sys
tems, a corresponding crisis in ontology (or metaphysics).
The former crisis, however, nowadays seems to be overcome
by the widely accepted view that mathematics cannot be char
acterized by axiomatic systems only, but rather must aban
don the assumption of infinite sets as fully established
entities. This view calls for the introduction of a con
structive design and, therefore, implicitly for a designing
subject. Similarly, formalism, although being able to de
monstrate some significant results, could not adequately
deal with undecidable propositions which principally exist
in formal systems, such that their consistency cannot be
confirmed by means of the system itself (consistency being
defined as the statement that an element together with its
negation cannot both be present within a system). The in
troduction of a meta-system did not provide a real solution
since in the meta-system analogous deficiencies again arose.
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nomv Jf ?!S probably aa interesting expression for the au;
nomy of the movement of mind that recently logic, which i<
commonly considered as fundamental for mathematics, offer!
some indications for the validity of apriori synthetic stments, which have been denied by logicism as actually exi!

. * i1
within a given theory a factual content is
introduced by means of so-called disposition predicates,
ln tUrn lnt° the the°ry a l08ical w a n i n g todouM
W1^ 3 ran§e °f scientific notions, then a peculiar
double nature arises in the statements, namely, that they
D b v ^ 6 J°naidered either as apriorical statements with met
S r
,CharaCt6r °r 33 analytical Postulates. Since the
latter, however, are not only postulates of analyticity
but also assertions of factual characters ( r e l a t e s etc
hese clearly correspond to apriori synthetic propositions
t h e o r v ^ t S r °perating within the range of quantificatio:
theory, the occurrence of the synthetic apriori is also en
countered. This is so because in drawing a logical (or
andhS tlCal •C°nClUSi0n We haVe tD 80 bey°nd its premises
s p e c S t h S T r 116" information> although, in another re
spect, this statement still remains tautological. Indeed
under certain presuppositions the instance of a eynltetu
tatement a p r ion ls realized. This is also a hint at
the.possibilities of synthetic apriori statements which
exceed a purely logical viewpoint and therefore refer to ar
operative performance.
er to ai
(3) The call for operation becomes also obvious in tb
occurre„ce of a synthetic apriori statement if, for i„s?an
the statement IS made, that no event precedes itself
m s
is not a logical (analytical) truth since the vert "io precede does not belong to the vocabulary of logic
Althoueh
svnHiaM 6ntenCe haS “ “P ^ 1031 content and is,therefore
ynthetic one, it is necessarily true, i.e. apriori.

l
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II.

The Introduction of the Subject (and of Time) in Oper
ative and Transclassic Logic

The mathematical doctrine of intuitionism tried, at
the turn of the century, to tackle the problems left unre
solved by logicism and by axiomatics. In its constructive
(or operative on-set) intuitionism stated that mathematics
cannot be characterized by axiomatic systems, taking resort
to meta-mathematics. The appearance of intuitionism was a
secular event implementing the possibility of formalizing
ontology.
(Intuitionism may roughly set equal to construc
tivism, although there are some fine distinctions to be
made with respect to the notions of evidence, intuition,
language and thought). It started with the criticism of
assuming the natural numbers as fully accomplished entities
and by defining instead an open range that must be developed
by sequences of enumerative steps and cannot be grasped as
a fixed whole. This is a fundamental contrast to that kind
of mathematics which assumes the existence of closed Platon
ic ranges of the being. As far as mathematics is thus con
sidered to comprise the realm of numbers as a continually
growing one it is equally well applicable to those (meta
physical) entities which should cover (or better said, in
dicate) the realm of the Becoming. Viewed from this angle
it becomes obvious that a principle of logic, formerly con
sidered as fundamental, viz. that of the excluded third
(tertium non datur; TND) is restricted to the finite only
and to fixed structures.
The operative foundation of logic and mathematics suc
ceeded in deriving the most important propositions in a con
structively controllable manner; today only a constructive
foundation of exact set theory is still lacking. It seems
to be out of doubt that it is precisely operative mathema
tics which conforms to the essentials of founding an ontol
ogy, viz, the TS, performed in the subject. This must be
emphasized and its significance underlined since it is only
through this insight that we are able to acknowledge and
adequately accept the present-day development of thought.
A further landmark characterizing the present day move
ment of mind is perceivable within the field of logic itself.
Here, logic must be mainly considered not as fundamental for
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mathematics alone and not for knowledge in the restricted
epistemological respect, but rather in its relation to ont
logy. Besides classic logic, also called categorial logic
treating only propositions which are true or false, there
by unconditionally recognizing the principle of TND, a nor
classic, non-categorial, logic has been recently introduce
This logic is, apart from the two truth-values playing a
role in classic logic, also concerned with modalities and,
therefore, possesses more than two truth-values. Within
this kind of logic we again meet the constructive or oper
ative motive. It is of outstanding significance that, bae
on a fundamental presupposition, namely the introduction
of the subject, and exactly in connection with its constri
tive nature, a kind of 3-valued — or even many-valued —
logic arises. However, the fact that a 3-valued logic is
quite familiar to quantum physics, might contradict the
claim for the need of an explicitly introduced subject.
Another objection could be based on the use of 4-valued
calculi for the construction of modal calculi and, similar
ly, that of n-valued calculi as logical background for a
logic of probability. However, it is now widely accepted
among workers in the field, that the TND is not a purely
logical principle — especially because of its time depen
dence — and that decisions about systems, e.g. observatio:
about the state of a system, are independent of the TND.
addition, it can be inferred from the complementarity pri
ciple that no persistent relation between formally-logic
ranges on the one hand and the relations among empirical
phenomena on the other hand exist; such that the assumpti
of an identity structure existing between Thought and Bei
has to be abandoned.
It can be argued, with some justification, that this
asymmetry arises exactly because of the fact that the sub
ject itself, looking at the relations between Thought and
Being, enters the scene. Indeed, it must be considered
as a genuine consequence of the exclusion of the TND that
the subject is allowed to accept a position which precise
corresponds to the TND itself. But now, the subject repl
cing the TND, will be involved into a relationship with
the two remaining logical principles, i.e. with that of
identity and that of consistency. This can be paradigmat
cally schematized as the confrontation of one subject wit
another, together with the surrounding world, thus
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constituting a basic triadic relation. By means of this
scheme the absolute dichotomy between subject and object
can be abolished. The second subject, although comprehended
as a subject, takes in a position between the first subject
(called subjective subject) and the (objective) world and
may therefore be termed objective subject.
In this fundamental triadic trans-classic figure three
kinds of relations are inherently contained; viz.
(1 ) The
exchange relation,
(2 ) the order relation and (3 ) the
ounding relation. The first mentioned relation is known
in classical (2 -valued) logic as a completely symmetrical
relation; the second is exemplified by assertion and nega
tion wherein the positive value implies itself (and only it
self) and the negative value implies itself as well as the
positive one. The third relation, i.e. the founding rela
tion, m which the subject posits itself as opposed to all
other subjects as well as to the total objective world, is
nothing but a combination (or better said, a synthesis)
of the two aforementioned relations, i.e. an exchange rela
tion based on an order relation. If one agrees that the
founding relation, as holding between the member of a rela
tion and the relation itself, replaces the conscious subject,
then can be argued that this scheme requires three values
for its establishment.
This is again an instance of the inherent asymmetry
between Thought and Being, mentioned briefly earlier. Quite
the same formal structure has to be applied to the relation
between Being and Becoming which, as such, transcends al
ready the topics of logic. Since the 2-valued logic clear
ly corresponds to the relation between Thought and Being,
Time, dominating the Becoming, does not fit into this scheme.
It is, therefore, necessary to introduce again a 3-valued
system. This can be done by ascribing Future a value of its
own and by opposing it to the Past, which for itself,.is
built up by a 2-valued relation (or vice versa). Here,
already, we are entering the field of ontology, in as much
as this 3-valuedness unveils itself as an opposition of
2-valued (reflexive) systems against 1-valued (irreflexive)
entities. (Irreflexivity means that an object is only im
plying itself, whereas reflexivity can be defined as an
involvement of an entity in a structural relation, such that
^ STq°Slti°n C3n °nly be rec°8nized by means of a reflexion
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Ontology as Permanent Transition from Substantial to
Structural Conception

In correspondence with the view expounded here that it
founding an ontology TS (i.e., reflexion or dialectics)
is necessarily involved, it can be shown that (in occident£
philosophy) a clear-cut path from substantial to structural
ontology was travelled. Substantial ontology originated as
a reflexion of the multitude of phenomena. To these pheno
mena nearly as many different substances were imputed as
things were assumed to exist. However, in the course of
philosophy, recognition paved its way that the essence
of the Being cannot be comprehended by such a simple assumj
tion. Indeed, for the Parmenidean problem of the One and
the Many (Hen kai Polla) the solution was found in the ides
that the totality of the Being exists as a single substanct
Within this substance all parts of the totality are only
modes (or moments) by means of which the universal substanc
expresses itself. Exactly in this sense can be said that
the singular thing represents the substance in the particu
lar. In this view every particular being is precisely it
self, i.e. self-identical. But the totality of all these .
particulars is also the very same, which means that every
particular (momentum) has no other, i.e. no minor, content
than the totality of the Universe. This irksome delinea
tion, almost exceeding the expressibility of language, tou
ches upon the problem of how it is performed (and imagined)
that the radically different, by necessity, also belongs
together, i.e. is homogeneous. This problem becomes still
more difficult to comprehend when into its consideration
will be introduced the main problem of metaphysics, namely
that of the relation between the Universe and God; besides
that of the essence and existence of God. When it is as
sumed about God that He is the same with himself and in hin
self, representing the very Self, then the Self of the Uni
verse as the one and supreme Self is equal to the Self of
God. Therefore, with respect to content, the Universe and
God are identical. They are distinguished formally only
by the fact that the world can explicate itself by the in
finite manifold of its momenta. Inasmuch as the world can
not lose its identity, it is not explicated into the manifc
but "complicated" (using this Cusanean term) into its innei
most own. This makes even the formal difference between Gc
and the Universe vanish; it lies, indeed, in the Nought.
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To end the delineation and to circumscribe the extract
out of this profound and difficult metaphysical (and also
mystical) problem, it can be argued that for its adequate
treatment it obviously requires a plurality of ontologies.
This postulate must not be understood as a call for differ
ent ontologies. It is only claimed that for dealing with
different levels of meaning pertaining to the one and the
same Being different modes of consideration are required.
These modes of consideration reflect a transcendental view
point, in that they apply different conceptual frameworks
to one and the same subject matter. They exhibit again a
triadic relation, namely one existing between (1 ) thing
ontology, (2) difference ontology and (3) identity ontology.
The realm of thing ontology comprises probably that one, in
which "Gestalten" can be visualized or "Urphanomene" (after
Goethe). Within this realm morphological considerations,
delimiting levels and ranks of hierarchical order seem to
be justified. It is inevitably necessary to acknowledge
that leaving the range of thing ontology forces us to aban
don not only the "Gestalten" (and the like), but also the
concept of the thing. The transition to difference ontol
ogy is accompanied by recognizing the essence of functional
izing the Being. Under this aspect the thing disappears
since it is now involved into a net of universal interrela
tionships. These relationships completely penetrate the
Totality of the Being. Functionalization and disappearance
of the individual (single) thing are necessarily intercon
nected, because each thing is only that which it acts upon
the other; it is only that which is conditioned by the other
By means of functional processes, which are described as
proceeding from one part to the other, that are all embedded
in the functional interconnection, a concept of identity
(of the One and the Many) is achieved. This identity unites
the many moments with the unifying One. In the ultimate
respect functionality leads to a unification, i.e. an iden
tity of identity and difference.
The consequences of the introduction of the concept of
functionalization are enormous.. In substantial ontology —
sweeping between the assumption of an existence of many
substances or of one substance only — several opponent terms
co-exist that apparently belong to one another although
they differ substantially from simple contrasts or
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contradictions. Obviously, these terms are mutually supple
mentary and exhibit, therefore, a kind of complementarity.
Such terms are e.g. substance and structure, singular and
manifold, particularity and universality, part and whole,
possibility (potentiality) and actuality, continuity and
discreteness etc. They have already encumbered our fore
going discussion! They have been followed for a long time
philosophy. In a certain respect — that must, however, be
carefully considered — the dualities expressing the mind's
capability of introducing functionalism, like subject and
object, Being and Thought, Being and Becoming, reality and
ideality also belong here. The possibilities of common
language to sensibly handle those dualities are rather re
stricted. To cite but one example: The substance-structui
duality can be identified as a well developed and more dif
ferentiated figure of the traditional matter-form duality.
Its preliminary analysis allows us to regard substance as
the substrate of the Being, but also to regard structure
as the determinant for the Being as an individual. Both ai
therefore inseparable, but in merely stating this, the prot
lem remains unsolved. By becoming purely formal, i.e. at
taining a realm beyond clumsy linguistic delineations, thes
dualities are induced to leave the foreground of our thin
king over the problem. Instead they exert an inescapably
strong influence out of the background. This action is
determined by intrinsic tensions. As the consequence of
cancellation of the dialectic tensions, this formalized
version now bears the dualities originally displayed. Thi;
tension makes functionalization a perpetual one — of which
the permanent liveliness of science is a witness — and in
cites the human mind to firm efforts to eventually reach
infinity.
The ontology on which this functional concept is basec
■— or by which it expresses itself — may be called structure
ontology. By introducing this term it should be borne in
mind that this kind of ontology aims at abolishing the for
mer dialectic dualities, mainly those existing between sub
stance and structure. It contains, nonetheless, apart fror
its intimate involvement of the structure-function dialec
tic, also the serious dialectic tension between difference
and identity, mentioned above. These reappearances of pe
culiar features in another form allow us to assume that
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structural ontology must, by necessity, lead back to sub
stantial ontology, whereby the subject mediating all these
several standpoints can, vicariously be replaced by the
term system. This latter takes, therefore, a central posi
tion. The method it applies encompasses verbal (linguistic)
as well as formal i.e. mathematical statements. The sys
tem's activity (or the operation of the system's theoreti
cal concept) is to continually carry through the transition
from substantial to functional ontology (and to go back to
the origin, as far as this is possible). This means also
to clear up the principal possibilities for mastering this
task.
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(a priori) structure that constitutes mind and enables i
to operate. This structure must constantly furnish the
mind's possibilities in carrying through the reflecting
and referring activities. These structures by means of
which and along which the subject is able to act are, on
the other hand, generated by the same subject. They inc!
in an ultimate respect, the totality of reality. Inasmui
as the subject's activities, particularly TS, depend on
these structures enabling and conditioning the activitiei
structures must equally be considered as active and live!
Indeed, the subject is- the precise meeting point where t]
forming structure coincides with the formed structure.
II.

THE TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD FOR BUILDING AN ONTOLOGY
I.

The Transcendental Synthesis in General

The breakthrough to handle the relevant problems (and
to eventually erect GST as an intrinsically illuminated
mental edifice) consists of applying the methods of Trans
cendental Synthesis (TS). This TS roughly speaking coincides
with the dialectic method if one is aware of the subjective
origin of the latter. By this approach is generally meant
that recognition is paid to the fact that an object is not
hing but the manner by which thought is reflecting upon it
and referring to itself. It is asserted that an analytical- |
synthetic unity exists such that the objective transcendence
of a material thing is led back to the reflexive introscendence of the subjective mind. By doing so (in fulfilling
TS) the (conscious) subject exerts two kinds of activities,
namely to refer to the object by intentionality and -to refer
to the mind by reflexivity. The dialectic method (or TS)
requires for its performance all the effort the transcen
dental subject is able to engender. In other words, TS is
not easy to perform. This difficulty must be emphasized;
its neglect is obviously the reason for the fact that even
among philosophers people exist who pretend the existence
(and recognizability) of so-called objectively occurring
processes. TS (i.e. dialectic method) implies, therefore,
abandonment of any naivete in approaching the problems.
However, in order to operate (conforming with the task
TS has to fulfil) the mind must take resort to an abstract

The Significance of Structure for the Transcendenta',
Synthesis

Structure being involved in TS, enabling TS, is to 1
considered as interdependently static and dynamic. Such
description of structure reveals that for the understand:
of the essentials of structure we have to constantly app!
a kind of thought which embraces the dialectic alternati1
Thus, by moving in the realm of ianguage, we cannot avoic
the difficulties encountered within language. The most
important feature, exhibiting the intrinsic double natun
of structure, is provided by the interplay between real
and possible, i.e. actual and potential. For the assess
ment of the static-dynamic interplay occurring within (oi
by means of) structure in its most general form, we must
take account of certain rules of transformation. This
transformation can, preliminarily, be performed in such ;
way that every reference (system or framework) pertaininj
to a particular structure is considered as a special casi
of another structure; hence, structure, consisting of in:
structures, etc., is mutually mapped. The transforming
design, applicable to (and bringing about) a transition
from real to possible (or vice versa) must, however, nec<
sarily presuppose a super- or meta-structure, dominating
this interplay. This meta-structure, therefore, is neitl
real nor possible, but both of them (or nothing). The
strange nothingness is only understandable with respect ;
TS as ultimate reference system as well as motor. TS do
minates and, at the same time, performs this transformat:
whereas the structures entering it (partially) vanish by
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means of their abolishment and "elevation" into the trans
cendental subject.
This interesting peculiarity just touched upon can
also be denoted in the following way: Because a complete
processuality, necessitating a perpetual interplay between
structure and function, cannot be represented as opposing
an ambient world (or space), we are entitled to make a
statement about structure that equals the statement done
earlier for substance (v.s.), namely, structure as a whole
does not exist (for the human mind). What really exists
are only moments of such a structure. Despite the impos
sibility of comprehending structure in its totality, it
is to be stated that structure is always open, tending to
wards infinity. An order which can be delimited within
a given structure is, therefore, in itself, infinite: i.e.
it includes all the relevant facts in a perspective manner.
Structural correspondences are displayed by the possibility
for mutual (symbolic) representation within themselves,
i.e, mapping. The openness of structure bears several, but
interrelated kinds of meaning. Because of the lack of an
ambient space, which could envelop structure, one cannot
speak of an openness against the outside. At this point
we will note, that this character, among others, can be
used to distinguish structure from system. But structure
must be taken as open against within itself (i.e. its in
side) . This fact could be interpreted in the sense that
there are no boundaries for shaping structure towards in
finitely increasing complexity. Structure can. also be
ascribed an openness against above, viz. a determinant prin
ciple. Structure bears its own principle, inasmuch as the
transcendental subject, by forming and transforming struc
tures, is forced to act according to dynamically prescribed
and prescribing structures. It must be constantly born in
mind, that the identity of selfness and otherness, which
characterizes the structure, is only comprehensible by ap
plying the transcendental viewpoint.
A lot of characters of structure can be more approp
riately seen and hence will be outlined later from the view
point of system, which explicitly replaces the transcenden
tal subject (or the universe). The introduction of the term
system will probably place us in the position to understand
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the transformation of potentiality into actuality (or vice
versa), in that it simply could be thought of as an incor
poration of prefixed structures,into the system, or the
generation of new structures leading out of the system,
always seen (and done) under the auspices of TS. Such a
performance would provide the means for a system to consti
tute itself.
III.

Time and the Forming and Transforming of Structure

Viewed, so to speak, objectively, Time is contained i
the distinction of structure and function; i.e., structure
are considered as comparatively slowly occurring and long
lasting processes, whereas functions are fast processes of
short duration. Thus Time unites as well as explicates (o
separates) the duality of structure and function and appea
in this way, as applied subjectively, in a transcendental
manner. Unfolded into a pure complementarity (although
still held together by TS) Time represents itself as (1) S
multaneity vs. Successivity (nowadays termed also diachror.
and synchrony), whereby the first term emphasizes the sta
tic, the second the dynamic character of Time as a deter
minant for structure.
(2) Eternity vs. Time, when the whc
of the Being has the same content as each singular momenta
then, between the momenta, constituting the whole and occt
ring within Time, and the whole itself, existing eternallj
outside the course of Time no difference can be found.
Structure however, by its momenta, generates simultaneous]
together with its occurrence in Time, their own Time. Ot
herwise phrased, Time exists for itself in every moment
(or momentum or element of structure); yet, it exists in
every instantaneous event, just in the same way as the tot
space exists within the point. It depends again on the
conceptual framework applied, i.e. our interpretation of ]
whether in a temporal consideration preference is given tc
Time as continually elapsing one or to Time manifesting
itself by discrete events. In appropriately applying dia]
ectic reflexion as TS, all efforts are to be made to avoic
a onesided assumption, e.g. preponderance of simultaneity.
Such an assumption would become possible only if we are
dealing with closed structures with pertinent frozen Time,
e.g. crystal structure.
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Because of the intimate connexion between Being, Beco
ming and Time, the correct interpretation of the latter
not only depends on TS, but rather Time is intrinsically
interwoven in every individual performance of TS. This
can be tentatively described as follows: In a subjective
view Time, as experienced time, implies the existence of
memory. It is only through reference to a memory, that
the Past can be recognized. In recognizing moving Time
permanent reference is made to a previously existing, but
now non-existing state (or event). However, as memory is
the presupposition for the formulation of the past, it can
be said that the past is preserved only in a negated form.
Thus, the previous state will be retained in a perspective
manner. From that follows an asymmetry and irreversibility
of Time; it is only a uni-directed processuality which
avoids the destruction of memory.
Seen from this angle it further follows, that the mode
of TS (or reflexion) consists of setting indeterminate nega
tions, because all the elements (or momenta) of the struc
ture cannot be present simultaneously at any arbitrary
state. This character reveals the means of opening a struc
ture (or system). It is that new structure breaks out of
the boundaries of a given structure (or system) aiming at
elements (or momenta) potentially existing beyond those
that have already been formed. Thus, levels of TS, i.e.
several subsequent reflexions, produce corresponding levels
of structures.
By means of the adequate consideration of this role
of Time, one is allowed also to describe the alteration
logic undergoes within a fixed structure where the principle
of identity holds. For the continually transforming structure
a principle of Non-Identity has to be considered as valid.
It is this principle that comprises the emergence of struc
ture out of a previously indeterminate (i.e. only potentially given) entity. In the situation where the lively,
continually expanding structure (or system) is considered
as the more general one, it can be stated (and this state
ment has been proven formally) that identity is a type of
sub-set within non-identity. Non-identity is the principle
applicable to TS (or dialectics) in that a process is in
volved, here corresponding to a triadic structure. In
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formulating the structure (e.g. of Time) an assertion (e.
presence) is opposed to negation (e.g. past) and these tv
are together negated (e.g. future), such that this struc
ture is run through in a spiralic manner and hierarchies
levels of structure are built up. As an example for the,
mode of generating (constructing or reconstructing) a.str
ture, Goedel'stheorem can be taken. According to this tl
orem a given formulation cannot be consistently expressed
within a given system (or structure), except if the latte
is expanded. Contradictions are circumvented by redefini
of the terms. It is also here that an identity is trans
formed to non-identity, which considers both consistency
and completeness as opposite (but dual) terms whose oppos
ition is cancelled by transcendending the original struct
i.e. by formulating new structures.
(Completeness means,
that, within a system, an element and its negation cannot
both be absent.) It is the character of fixed structures
dominated by the principle of identity, that consistency
and completeness cannot exist side by side.
The occurrence of a triadic structure as a basis foi
all the activities that result in the forming and newforn
of further structures can be perceived in the following
way: TS is always happening on two dimensions (or, in ot
words, at least two levels of the mind's activity are pel
formed in TS). This is so, because on the first level (c
reflexion) the unity of an entity and of its negation is
focused; but this union now becomes the new element of a
second reflexion. This so-called self-negation (in the
Hegelian sense), together with the foregoing assertion ai
negation, is tantamount to a relation between duality anc
unity (or between difference and identity or between^ ider
tity and non-identity). A generalisation of this process
entails multi-dimensionality and opens up the field for
visualizing a universal dynamics, for which Hegel's opini
about the Becoming as the Unity of Being and Nothing can
taken as paradigmatic.
According to modern French structuralists the pecul:
role of negation in TS is formulated by saying, that evei
information is, in the ultimate resort, evocation. Here,
the sender receives from the receiver his own message in
an inverse form. Thus, Hegel's terminology coined under
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the influence of a mystical and mythical world view, that
has been conveyed to him by his friend Holderlin, even ap
pears to be transferrable to a kind of (generalized) Infor
mation Theory. In the statement about the identity of in
formation and evocation we obviously must not refuse the
insight into the identity of construction and re-construction
with structure, and vice versa.
With respect to the forming and transforming of struc
tures, we cannot neglect the meaning they have for the mind.
Purely formal syntactic features must be elevated to seman
tic ones - whereby the interpretation attributed to the
structures emerges again from a TS. Finally, as far as
the structures are employed for a process of activity or
operation aiming at continual transformation of the given
structures and evolution of new ones, a pragmatic standpoint
is assumed. However, these three modes of consideration
inseparably belong together. Along with this it is neces
sary to briefly discuss the role of signs in enabling the
transcendental subject to design structures (and systems).

TOWARDS AN ONTOLOGY OF THE SYSTEM
J.

The Ontological Build-Up of the Theory of Signs

Simply stated, the sign stands for an entity, e.g.
an object, which is grasped just by means of forming a sign,
denoting the object and referring to it. Since we are no
more able to overlook TS (or dialectic reflexion) involved
in this process, we must simply ascribe a 3-part function
to the mode of using signs. This function includes the
subject, the object and the sign, uniting the two. The sign,
as claimed by the Theory of Signs, can be a sign of an ob
ject or a sign for an object. This duality depends on whe
ther or not the function is indicative of an object, whose
recognition is simply caused and cannot be escaped. Then
we are in the pragmatic realm. Here the perceiving subject
which in TS is ascribing a sign to an object, has no other
choice than to accept the situation. But if a meaning has
to be ascribed the sign, because it is representative of
function, we are entering the semantic realm. In pursuing
this line of denotation we are confronted with the possi
bility to consciously create signs which stand in opposition
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to those that are not consciously created. Just at the
point where denotation has to be performed on signs, whose
existence depends on arbitrary acts of the transcendental
subject (i.e. within the semantic realm), again a distinc
tion is to be made, namely, between those signs, which are
coding (or not coding) a certain meaning, i.e. interpreting
the (already subjectively grasped) object independently
of correspondencies with reality. This kind of sign is
called either symbol or icons. Symbol contains a coded
meaning, icon represents only a meaning. Meaning can be
representative also for really existing relationships; then,
together with meaning, the signs exhibit certain traits
in common with the object (that has been, of course, pre
viously transferred to subjectivity, i.e. comprehended).
This other kind of sign is called index. In constituting
semantic steps, triadic structures are always constructed.
In all these instances, essentially TS occurs, namely, an
objectively transcendent object (or’ what corresponds to
it on another semantic step) is opposed to a subjectively
experienced introscendence. This is especially true at
the level of the signs themselves, where the not-consciously
created index represents quasi-objectivity and is opposed
the symbol-icon ensemble (Fig. 1).
If, as Information Theory teaches us, the sign is united
with a sign carrier, it represents message. Herein the
relation between one subject (the sender) and a second sub
ject (the receiver) is involved. It corresponds, by intrinsical reasons, to the scheme of the 3-valued logic (see
above). An analysis of the message shows that it consists
of coded and non-coded parts, i.e. parts whose meaning is
not immediately recognizable, and other parts whose meaning
is, e.g., literally (verbally) given, so far as a linguistic
message is dealt with. Here again, a so to speak objective
part, called also basic language or "denotation", is opposed
to a decorative (luxurious) language, called "connotation".
The distinction made between the two is analogous (or even
isomorphic) to the distinction between linguistic message
and iconic message; or "notion" and "perception". For this
mode of distinction, also the newly introduced duality of
"significant" (signifying) and "significate" (signified)
can be taken as an example. It deals with opposition of
image and content. In logic the corresponding duality is
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that of "implicand" and "implicate". All these distinct
and, at the same time, unifications, are instances for t
occurence of TS in the Theory of Signs, i.e. for its ont
logical content.

subject

object

1st TS

?.ndTS

3 rd T S

Fig. 1

In the 1st TS-step, a sign is ascribed an object;
in the 2nd TS-step, a causally induced indicative
sign (of ...) will be transformed into a representa
tive sign (for ...), with meaning for a subject. In
the 3rd TS-step, the not consciously created index,
representing "real" objects, is opposed to the con
sciously created denotation, which comprises (a)
symbol, with coded meaning, and (b) icon, with
represented meaning.

Of utmost importance is the relation, introduced by
Kant, between Scheme and Symbol. In the process of imag
tion the task of the mental procedure is to procure the
pertinent image for the notion. This procedure is calle
the scheme for the notion. However, the relation betwee
notion and scheme is a direct one and is purely demonstr
tive. Now, this scheme, i.e. the process of transferrin
an image to a notion (or vice versa), can be reflected o
The newly arising and expanded notion can again be relat
to an image (i.e. an object matter). Of this second ima
the first image, created by means of introducing the sch
is only a symbol. This means, that the symbol has no di
and perceptive relationship to its subject matter.
Thus, by means of TS, a hierarchy is created. Aiwa
an opposition can be perceived, which is overcome by the
mode of reflexion. The correspondence between the sever
approaches, made in the Theory of Signs, to its (obvious
unconscious) ontological foundation, is striking. Equal
well, we have to note its structural isomorphy with the
pure Theory of Structure. This statement almost seems t
be tautological, since the last mentioned theory is, as
the most abstract one, the background of all the others,
which are derivable from it or represent manifestations
of it. Thus, for instance, it can be claimed, that the
Kantian term image corresponds, because of its immediate
perceptability, to the iconic sign. However, this refle
by means of which notions of higher order that are webbe
into a net of infinitely manifold relations can be built
touches upon the essential task of constructing models..
The significance of models (and its ontological backgrou
is essential for the ontological comprehension of GST.
II.

The Ontological Background of Models

Models not only contain signs, put together accordi
to structures, that are formed in the process of compos!
tion. They explicitly reflect their subjective origin a
constructive purpose. They have in view the treatment o
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really existing objects, whose complex nature is conveyed
back to the subject. It is indeed again the subject, in
which a corresponding complex image arises and which tries
to mediate between the objective complexity and the struc
tural (imaginative or conceptual) mapping of this complex
ity in the subject itself. This position of the model inbetween the objective world and the subject reflects, there
fore, traits of both — or, otherwise phrased, the traits of
reality, which the subject, by means of the model, perceives
and describes are determined by the subject's own structure.
The model remains in an indeterminate interposition, unless
a clear-cut decision in favor of its unique purpose, viz.
either to map subjectivity or to map objectivity, is drawn.
Because of inherent transcendental reasons, however, such
a decision can never be drawn.
It is, therefore, only a convention to juxtapose a
model to a system it represents. By arbitrarily doing so,
one is able to underline certain characteristics of the
model and/or to neglect others. Besides this concretization
of certain traits and the abandonment of others, the model
aims at reducing the complex relationship and to condense
it to fewer essential features. All models refer to a spe
cial purpose for which they are intended. Models should
offer the possibility of being realized in some way. Their
formal existence should be relinquished by transfer to real
physical existence.
Nonetheless, the in between position of the model, be
tween different levels (of reality, i.e. reflexion), can be
met with even in the mathematical model theory, now devel
oped as a part of GST. It is distinguished here between
(1 ) a formal interconnected complexity and (2 ) the con
structive specification, or algorithm, that must be used.
For one and the same formal complexity, many alternative
constructive specifications are given. This means that
we have one goal that can be attained by different ways.
On the other hand, the one and the same formal complexity
just referred to, i.e. the model, can be realized by sev
eral derived models. Models of the former kind must there
fore be termed abstract (or conceptual), those of the lat
ter kind concrete (or physical). For building up the model,
m principle the same method is used as in composing a pure’
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structure, namely denotations are made to delimit single
formal objects (elements), that are given names. Then the
are combined into statements. The definitions introduced
determine (1 ) the position (and interconnection) of the
elements (attributes) within propositions and (2 ) the rela
tion of the formal model to its original (which is, in mod
theory, also called system). Both the mapping function
and the constructive specification unveil the involvement
of TS in model-building. The first mentioned i«. nothing
but an elaborated case of the subject-sign function; the
second function corresponds to the design for inventing
(and applying) signs that appropriately pertain to a spe
cial complexity. This reference to TS culminates in the
recognition of the necessity of an interplay between abstrand concrete moments in the model construction, such that
the build-up of models aims at a mediation between theory
and praxis.
dTI-

Triadic Ontology and its Accomplishment by General
Systems Theory

In the foregoing discussion reference was often made
to (1 ) the transcendental mode of establishing relations
between the. world of objects (in its broadest sense) and
the subject; it consists, in the generalized form, of per
forming a union by reflexion, i.e. by transgressing (or
applying) different conceptual frameworks. In this method
is contained a certain existential attitude as well.
(2) Implicitly contained in the discussion was the furthei
assumption that, for the comprehension of the world of phy
sical objects, a conceptual transition from those objects
to their objectively underlying ground (a version of the
so-called Being) must be made. This leads into an ultimate
transcendence.
(3) It was simply presupposed that all
reality is given and for this givenness a foundation exists
. These three assumptions are nothing but three possible
modes for formulating an ontology. Thus, (1) the ontology
of consciousness, dealing with intentional objects, tending
to leave the subject and to reach the object. This is done
by mediating between really given objects and the represen
tation they find in the subject; (2 ) the ontology of the
objective world and (3) the ontology of foundation, dealing
with signs. In trying to correlate metaphysical sentences
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(or propositions) with these different modes one can possi
bly propose the following coordination: The well known
synthetic apriori sentences would pertain to transcending
ontology (i.e. No. 2); the analytical sentences a priori
belong to founding ontology (No. 3); and, finally, it is
only the realm of transcendental ontology, which.comprises
all those sentences describing the apriori as such (No. 1).
This classification of ontology (in methodological
respect) would possibly undergo a certain refinement, if
it is (1 ) more stringently and explicitly referred to the
transcendental subject and if, (2 ) in order to characterize
its pragmatic sense the categories of modality are intro
duced. This refinement would result in the assertion that
no ontology is possible that cannot, in principle, be led
back to the subject. It is only the transcendental subject
which designs an outline of all that exists. In addition,
the further assumption must be made (and accepted) that a
particular revision of the comprehension of the Being (and
Becoming) has to be made. Instead of the naive view, that
an objectively existing reality can simply be mapped, the
conviction has to carry its point, that the view of the
world is the result of an operative (constructive or func
tional) attitude. This insight into the essence of onto
logy would enable us, once more, to emphasize the threefold
(triadic) nature of ontology. The correspondence with the
statement made above, about the transition from substantial
to structural ontology, will become obvious, although the
classification, introduced now, adds a slightly different
mode of consideration. The triadic ontology, based upon
the two (epistemological) presuppositions just mentioned,
goes as follows:
(1) Substantial or intensional ontology:
it tries to grasp the essence of the Being (and Becoming)
by means of difficult delineations, centering around terms
containing intrinsical oppositions (or complementarities).
(2) Structural or extensional ontology: it regards the
Being (and the Becoming) under the aspect of externalization
i.e. extensionality, especially in formal respect.
(3) Pro
cessual ontology: it designs the doctrine of the Being
and Becoming according to the possibilities inherent to
the transcendental subject.
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The usage of the terms intensional and extensional
links up with the categories of modality, namely potential
ity» actuality and necessity. This terminology refers to
a distinction manifesting itself in logic. Extensional
can be brought into a relation with actual, and-intensions
with potential. In applying this distinction to ontology,
the transformation these terms would endure would lead to
an improved understanding of ontology itself. Extensional
namely, assumes the meaning of externalization and unfol
ding, whereas intensional indicates, that recognition of
the Being (or Becoming) is accompanied by perpetual penetr
tion into the innermost sanctuary (i.e. the true Self or G
These two kinds of ontology, which are, despite the tran
sition from a substantial to a structuaral view, mutually
interdependent, unite both in their opposition to processu
ontology. The difference between the two aformentioned
kinds of ontology and processual ontology itself is a mani
festation of TS. This shows up in every instance of oppo
sition of duality versus unity, as described above. The
distinction between "explicit" for ontologies No. 1 and 2
as opposed to "implicit" for ontology No. 3 would probably
be justified, too.
In pursuing this view more intensively, we are encour
aged to introduce the terminology of ontic functions. The:
functions lay emphasis on the fact that (1) the Being is
recognized by an operative (i.e. active or functional) ef
fort and (2) that Becoming relates to Being due to a rough
resemblance with the position of function vs. structure.
It is possible to classify ontic functions according to
the following types:
(1 ) The 1-valued ontic function,
which refers only to one given entity (or object);
(2 ) tl
2 -valued ontic function, delimiting an entity, not given
*or itself, but rather for another entity and (3 )
the 3 valued function (which higher valued functions may join),
that relates constellations of two (or more) objects. In
the case that one object is related to another object (e.g.
a subject) by means of an entity that replaces the object
for the subject, as represented by a sign, we have to deal
with a 3-valued ontic function. In the transcendental res
pect, -this last mentioned function would again assume the
central position. The ontic functions are, therefore, ex
pressions interconnecting the subject matter of ontology
under the viewpoint of TS. By starting with these function
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three themes of ontogies can be focused again. These are:
(1) The ontic theme of pure objects; (2) the semiotic
theme of sign functions and (3) those functions which imply
statements about the syntactic as well as the semantic func
tions of the metaphysical sentences, referred to above,
like analytic and synthetic. These functions can, in addi
tion, be correlated with the different categories of modal
ities. This correlation would schematically explain, how,
by means of the application of the triadic scheme, ontolo
gies interrelate. However, there are inherent tensions
in the scheme which burst it open to make it prolific.

objecf (immanence)

By carefully cogitating about how to perform the con
structing of structures, the cognition will be achieved
that dialectic reflexion (or TS), which carries through
this construction, cannot consist solely of continual ab
olishment of unfolding of structure, tending towards infin
ity, but attains this infinity only by "running back" into
itself. The process of exteriorization is inextricably
interwoven with the process of internalization. Exfensionality implies intensionality and vice versa. In addition,
exteriorization has to pass through renunciation ("Ausserung" and "Ent-Ausserung") in order to arrive an "interiorization". The deepest root of cosmogony is obviously kept
in touch here by recognizing that what has to be gained
must previously completely be lost.
The following scheme can possibly be applied here;
a scheme whose verbal description possibly conceals the
impressiveness of immediate perspicuity. The scheme ori
ginates in close conjunction with 3-valued logic and is to
sketchily outline the interaction of the Empirical with
the Transcendent and of Immanence with Transcendence (Fig.
2). The empirical subject (Sg)viewing itself as being op
posed to an objective world (0) as well as to another (ob
jective) subject (So), moves into the position of transcen
dental subject (SOSU)• In this position the transcendental
subject becomes aware of its capability to unite. This
awareness is only a transition state, insofar as in the
next step of reflexion the transcendental subject feels
the danger of splitting up again, unless it is not provided
with a force to resist this dissolving tendency. In feeling
only simply opposed to the totality of the universe (U) it

empirical

transcendental

■ subj

transcendent

universe ( transcendence

Fig. 2

(see text)
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could despair. In being ascertained to be completely em
bedded, i.e. resident in the Totality of the Universe, the
subject regains the force to be entirely itself. The force
for self-awareness stems from the certitude that universal
divine Love conveys. An impersonal counterposition of the
subject against an objective world is thus replaced by the
profound personal relation between I and Thou. This rela
tion, although realizable between human beings, by all means
requires the partnership of God. This consideration results
in a 7-valued scheme. The transcendental subject (Sosu)
is confronted (in the one direction) with the opposition be
tween subjective (Ss) and objective (empirical) subjects
(So). In the other direction the transcendental subject
conceives the opposition between the objective universal
transcendent subject (Sou) (i.e. the "God of philosophers")
and the subjective universal transcendent subject (Ssu)(i-e.
the Goddess, as experienced in mystical union). The first
mentioned duality of (empirical) subjects is encumbered
by the existence of the objective world (0). The last men
tioned duality of (transcendent) subjects entails its plen
tifulness as indicative for the universe (U). For the trans
cendental subject, recognizing the identity of world and
God, 0 moves into U (and vice versa).

............ 1st TS

.2nd TS

Fig. 3

In the 1st TS, the (irreflexive) element e is, by
reflexion, opposed to its negation (o) and subse
quently synthesized into eo, an entity consisting
of a duality. In the 2nd TS, the synthesized eo
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A 7-valued figure is also obtained (Fig. 3) as the
consequence of the dialectic process. The process, leading
from an undivided entity, when opened by reflexion into
assertion and negation, shows that these terms imply, on
the following level of reflexion, the relevant opponent.
This eventually brings about the fact that both the asser
ted as well as the negated entity are simultaneously implying
as well as implied entities. They both thus constitute
centers of reflexion that balance each other. Here again
we have to deal with a representation of the identity of
the Being with the Nought (or of difference and identity
etc.). (In Fig.3 negation (o) appears twice at the second TS)
These schemes take into consideration the possibility
that ontology on the thither side of the transcendental
subjeot is a reflection of ontology on the hither side.
The schemes approach Boehme's insight into the basic ontic
(and cosmoiogio) problem, presented by him in the doctrine
of the 3 principles and the 7 forms ("Gestalten"). Whatever in Boeme s work is represented by the central form
o the lightning is found again in Hamann's doubled and
intrinsically opposed nature of the Being as exemplified
by the power of Sex and Union. Out of this opposition
Becoming springs, thus representing a unity of Love, Life
and Light.
A conceptual framework, functioning as reference point,
has to be introduced. This framework has to meet a lot of
difficult presuppositions. Since, as stated several times
m the foregoing discussion, the transcendental subject
performing TS, assumes a central position in the process of
generating an ontology, we have to take over the task of
introducing it in an explicit manner. This transformation
the transcendental subject inevitably has to undergo must
not derogate its effectiveness. Instead of a pure notion
whose mental existence cannot be denied, in spite of its ’
inability to directly handle, e.g. the transforming of struc
ture, an explicit shape for TS is required. Only in this
manner can TS encompass those complexities which actually
emerge m reality. Therefore, TS should be represented
rUle- ThlS doubtlessly brings about a
dlfficulty- This difficulty is based upon the fact,
that by involving TS in constructive rules that can
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explicitly be formulated, there arises a gap between the
transcendental subject itself - which, of course, cannot
be explicitly represented, but only be self-realized by
deeds - and its representation within the formula. This
principal difficulty must be sustained and cannot be avoided.
However, precisely this remoteness of the TS from its repre
sentation allows the former to become infinitely and bound
lessly active. This activity rests upon the ability of
the transcendental subject to dispatch an endless number of
constructive devices. These devices implicitly contain
in themselves TS and can in turn be unfurled either into
extensional or into intensional ontology. The constructive
specifications, thus, constitute the processual ontology
and must come forward in a formalizable, i.e. mathematical
garb.
The conceptual framework required to assume a medium
position would, therefore, unite and, conjointly with union,
explicate the several forms of ontology. The proposed clas
sification of ontology was mainly based upon methodological
grounds. It follows that the task of the conceptual frame
work is to unite and to apply signs and models, too. There
is no objection to the use of the name of GST for this con
ceptual framework; yet, GST is exactly the form an ontology,
using all possible means to handle reality, must by neces
sity assume. Thus, GST is not only founded on ontological
ground, in applying correctly the dialectic (or transcen
dental) sight it represents ontology.

GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY AS THE ONTOLOGY OF MEDIATION
The foregoing discussion culminating in the claim of
the universality of the triad could not overlook that
here and there the consideration was cumbersome. The intro
duction of GST discharges this clumsiness when entering
in an essentially mathematical garb, although it must be
born in mind that the consideration of GST cannot entirely
release a certain circumstantiality.
i
What can be said now about the system? Since it repre
sents a subject, say Ss (in Fig. 2), it must be conceded
that it represents also another subject (viz. Sq ); therefore,
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concrete way, the system is open for its ambient, in that
it incorporates matter, energy and information. This is
only a very basic statement for the system's ability to
principally seize upon the totality of its surroundings.
Thus, the openness of the system is an expression of the
peak of generality that can be achieved.
In close correspondence with the condition of openness
the fact appears that the system's inner activity must be
a perpetual one. This means that in the interplay of sys
tem and structure the range of those possibilities is formed
which allows a transformation of potentiality into actual
ity and thus brings about a certain realization of the sys
tem. Although in the ultimate respect, potentiality coin
cides with reality, the more concrete version of the rele
vant system, i.e. the system just being considered, again
assumes a mediating in between position.
Nonetheless, this interplay has more far reaching con
sequences. It can be shown that exactly at the level of
the TS, as described in an ontological respect, the system
always assumes the position of a revolving table. As struc
ture generates new structure, on the basis of substance
that furnishes, so-to-speak, substrate for this transfor
mation, the system can be viewed as being placed onto the
level of substance, such that it dominates the process. As
structure forms itself by transition from substance to struc
ture (or vice versa), the third position, taken over by the
system, represents the dominating structure. These instan
ces contain the assumption of the system only explicitly.
In an implicit view, the system steadily remains in the
centre of the triadic scheme and emanates only perpetually
into the angles. The triangle must be understood as being
rotatable around its point of gravity. In this sense the
system constantly enables the mutual transition from sub
stantial to structural ontology; it also mediates between
thing-ontology and the other form of ontology, which again
splits up (under a certain viewpoint) into difference and
identity. Yet, in the ultimate respect, it represents that
kind of identity which is the identity of identity and
difference.
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The mediating role of the system is to balance betwe<
ultimate oppositions - also between those that are extre
mum modes of human attitude. Therefore, the idea of equi]
ibrium is deeply rooted in the concept of GST. By means <
the tendency to an equilibrium, the system adjusts itself
between the constant generation of the Being and its con
stant fading away into Nothing. Thus, system is represen
ting Becoming and the term: flux equilibrium in its broac
est sense (or steady-state), as introduced by von Bertalai
is the best characterizing denotation for this profound
system's character. The system as a whole can be taken
as remaining in a state of equilibrium whereby each compor
ent undergoes such a transformation that a positive change
is compensated for by a negative one. It was said that
the system itself represents the transcendental subject
and that its activity stands for TS. However, the system
corresponds also to the Universe, taken, e.g., as a substc
exhibiting itself in an infinite manifold of characters.
The fruitfulness of the system's concept results from its
ability to unfold its pertinent plentifulness until infind
in a perspective manner, is touched upon. GST, therefore,
is the solely possible meta-theory including all factual
theories the human mind has been able to elaborate. Humar
ity owes its establishment to an integrative genius of oui
times, who by this secular deed joins the spiritual leadei
of Mankind: Ludwig von Bertalanffy.
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GENERAL SYSTEMS AS AN INTEGRATING
FORCE IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

KENNETH E. BOULDING
Institute of Behavioral Science, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado, 80302, U.S.A.

General systems is not so much a body of doctrine as it
is a point of view or even an intellectual value orientation.
In the original "manifesto" of what later became the Society
for General Systems Research, a general system was defined
simply as any theoretical system which was of interest to
more than one discipline [1]. The value orientations are
towards putting a high value on the conceptual unity of know
ledge, on breaking out of the narrow confines of particular
disciplines, on learning from those with whom we do not or
dinarily associate, and on a simplification of the general
learning process.
A strong preference for the conceptual unity of knowl
edge has been important in developing the whole scientific
revolution. Pre-scientific explanations of the world tend
to be ad hoc particular causes for particular phenomena
without any unifying principle. Science has constantly been
characterized by the discovery of great unifying principles
such as the theory of gravitation, the atomic structure, the
chemical elements, and the theory of relativity. These would
not even have been looked for in the first place if there
had not been a dissatisfaction with fragmented explanations
and a constant hunger for a unifying theory. In this sense
the general systems approach merely continues a very ancient
tradition in science. It is a tradition, however, which
has been constantly modified by the still more fundamental
tradition of careful observation and measurement, prediction,
and empirical feedback. A theory is not judged to be better
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merely because it unifies a larger area, if this unification
does not meet the empirical test of predictions fulfilled.
Scientists, indeed, and social scientists in particular,
have some reason to be wary of the great unifying vision
which does not really pay off and which tends to divert
attention from evidence which is contrary to itself. The
scientific imagination is quite rightly suspicious of the
grandiose. Aristotle, Bacon, Spengler, Marx, and Toynbee
all went far beyond what was testable in their manic drive
for unity. No amount of failure, however, can destroy this
drive itself. The rage for order which moves the scientist
as well as the poet is a rage which can ultimately be mol
lified only as things fall into place in a single pattern,
a pattern which persists both in space and in time.
The motivation to break out of the confines of particu
lar disciplines which is also characteristic of the general
systems movement seems to have two principal sources. The
first arises from the practical needs of those who are
studying a particular empirical phenomenon which simply re
fuses to be confined within the conventional disciplinary
limits. I can trace back my own interest in general systems
to the fact that I became involved in the study of industrial
relations, starting off as a very pure economist, and dis
covered very soon that if I was to get anywhere with the
study of this empirical field I had to acquaint myself with
some of the methods and findings at least of sociology, psy
chology, and political science. In spite of the fact that
industrial relations was traditionally in the Economics De
partment, I very soon discovered when I began to study it
that economics is probably not more than 20% of the field,
although a very crucial 20%. Similarly, anyone who stud
ies a practical problem such as pollution, flood control,
or war and peace will soon find that no discipline can
contain him. If we study air pollution, for instance, we
need to know something about chemistry, biology and all the
social sciences. No single discipline or even group of
disciplines can encompass the interaction of the atmosphere,
the hydrosphere, and the sociosphere.
The second motivation for getting into other disciplines
is simply that of curiosity, a pure interest in what lies
beyond the intellectual fence within which one has been
raised. Tnde.e.d. general svstems mieht be described bv its
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enemies as a kind of intellectual voyeurism, if indeed this
mild and low-keyed enterprise had ever produced any enemies
As scientists, however, we should not be ashamed of idle
curiosity, for this is one of the great motivations of sci
ence, and a disinterested interest in the affairs of other
disciplines should not be undervalued. Curiosity, however,
like any other virtue, can have pathological forms, such as
dilettantism, and it seems to be most healthy when it start
from a solid base in the particular discipline and goes
through holes in the fences into adjoining disciplines.
The organizational aspects of breaking out of one's
discipline consist in organizing communications with those
people in other disciplines with whom we do not ordinarily
associate. Even within the structure of a university, whic
is supposed to be universal, this is a more difficult prob
lem than might be thought at first sight. Political power
in universities tends to lie with the departments and the
disciplines, and the prime loyalty of a professor is to his
discipline rather than to the university at which he happen
to teach. Interdisciplinary activities, however, are not
supported by any "interdiscipline" in the world outside thei
They tend to have to rely on what is often a transient in
terest on the part of transient faculty members. The care
and feeding of faculty interest in other disciplines, which
one might argue, should be the main concern of university
administrators, is usually left almost entirely to chance,
and will not take place unless there happens to be what mig!
be called a general systems type of entrepreneur in the
vicinity. The importance of this intellectual entrepreneur'
ship function can hardly be overestimated, although its re
wards are somewhat uncertain. General systems enterprises
usually have to be disguised under other names, and even
other purposes, such as Mental Health, or Conflict Resolu
tion, or Education in High Schools, or Educational TV, and
I know of no instance in which a university has propagated
an organization for general systems by that name and for th:
purpose. Perhaps it will change in the future as the Sociei
for General Systems Research acquires members and prestige
and the university will respond to pressures outside it.
A final value orientation of general systems is towards
the simplification of the learning process. In the long rui
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this may turn out to be the most significant of all the
fruits of general systems and it will not be the first time
that something which may have originated largely in idle
curiosity may turn out to have certain practical ends. For
the educator, especially, faced with the exponential growth
of knowledge to increasingly unmanageable levels, the prac
tical end of the simplification of the image of the world
which has to be learned is of very great importance and it
could well be that general systems could make a vital con
tribution towards this. If indeed there are certain patterns
in the empirical world which repeat themselves in discipline
‘after discipline, it is a waste of time for the student to
Ihave to learn these, often in different languages, as he goes
.from discipline to discipline. It also arouses student in
terest and creates intellectual awakening when he perceives
that things which he previously may have thought of as un
related and disparate are in fact related.
As I have tried to teach general systems [2], I have
found that a good deal of the content of the course consists
'of an attempt to interpret certain very simple mathematical
Jand logical concepts and operations as descriptive of a va
riety of empirical worlds. Such concepts, for instance, as
sets, sequences, dimensions, identities, inequalities, dif
ferences and differential equations, exponential growth,
graph theory, maximization, the minimax, and so on, all have
reference to a large number of empirical fields and if the
!student can be made to perceive this he is a long way towards
1perceiving the fundamental unity of the world. There are
:also certain processes which it is harder to reduce to math;ematical form, but which also are descriptive of many differ
ent empirical fields, such as the ecological equilibrium of
interacting populations, the mutation-selection process in
evolution theory, the principle of optimum scale in organiza;tions, the relations of growth to form and function to struc
ture, the problem of nucleation of organizations, and so on.
Each of these processes has examples in both the natural and
the social sciences and it is not too difficult to make the
student perceive that there are patterns which persist through
widely different empirical referents; that, for instance,
the architecture of an insect is related to that of a build
ing, that social evolution is in a very real sense a contin
uation of biological evolution with less random mutations,
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and that the automobile is a species very much like an animal
but with a more complex reproductive process. •
The source of all these generalities in the empirical
world is the fact that the whole empirical world, physical,
chemical, biological, and social, is a structure in the four
dimensional continuum of space-time. It has microstructures
down to the neutrino and macrostructures up to the total uni
verse, and they all participate in the common quality of
being part of the space-time pattern. The predictive power
df knowledge of any sort consists in our ability to perceive
regularities and patterns in this space-time continuum.
These may be of four kinds. The simplest patterns are those
which can be described by differential or difference equations
such as celestial mechanics, hydrodynamics, simple econome
tric dynamics, and so on. The success of astronomers in pre
dicting eclipses and even the somewhat less spectacular suc
cess of economists in predicting next year's gross national
product derives from the same principle, that if we can de
tect in the past a stable relationship between every today
and its corresponding tomorrow or between today, tomorrow,
and the day after, then starting from Monday we can find out
what Tuesday is going to be like and on Tuesday we can pre
dict Wednesday and so on. If astronomers have been more
successful than economists, it is only because they have more
stable constants in their differential equations.
A second type of pattern in the space-time continuum is
what I call the wallpaper principle. If we see a wallpaper
with a regular pattern of roses on it we predict with some'
confidence that the roses will continue behind the mirror
where we cannot see them. Similarly, if we perceive clusters
of patterns in the space-time continuum and we perceive the
beginning of one of them at the present we have some confi
dence that it will project into the future. The best exam
ple of this is the life pattern of living objects from con
ception to death. All members of a single species age in
very much the same way, and if the pattern is not interrupted
by death it can be predicted with some confidence. Popula
tion projection, which is a dynamic with very universal ap
plicability to anything which depends on a "lifecycle,"
whether this is man, mice, automobiles, or even ideas, is
a combination of the first and second principles.
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A third pattern which we perceive in the space-time continuum is that of evolution, that is, a pattern of mutation
and selection, which is a pattern followed not only in biological evolution but in social evolution and also in human
learning and even perception, where modern theory suggests
that even the senses select from the array of mutations which
the imagination creates. Evolutionary theory has much less
predictive power than the first two, and for a very funda
mental reason, that any process which involves the creation
of information structures, that is, the development of less
and less probable organizations, must contain in it an element of what I call fundamental surprise [3]. We cannot
predictthe course of evolution f©r the very same reason that
we cannot predict the results of a research project. If we
could predict the results we wouldn't get any money for the
research, and we wouldn't have to do it. Nevertheless, the
evolutionary pattern is a vision of a structure in spacetime of enormous importance, and one that will almost certainly turn out to have great practical importance in the
study of human learning.
Perhaps even a fourth pattern in space-time can be de
tected.
This might be called the decision tree. Individuals
in their lives come to points where decisions have to be made
on alternative images of the future. The shuttle of the
present weaves the pattern of the past; only one out of many
potential futures is actualized. Nevertheless, we may be
able to say something about probabilities here, and the pat
tern by which the learning process of the past leads into
the decisions of the present, which in turn lead into the
actualities of the future. At a very simple level, cybernetic control systems are systems which insulate a part of
the total empirical world against the randomness of the rest
of it. The more cybernetic machinery we have, the more the
regular patterns occupy the center of the great four-dimen
sional web and the random elements are pushed to the edges,
at least from where the observer sits.
Equilibrium systems, of course, are simply special cases
of the four-dimensional matrix in which Monday produces a
Tuesday that is the same as Monday. There are also equilib
rium systems which are heuristic devices, intellectual step
ping stones, as it were, to the perception of dynamic real
ities, but which have no actual place in the empirical world.
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It is quite possible that general systems will have a
much greater impact on the content of the social sciences
than on the natural sciences, and that it will operate not
merely to call attention to similarities and regularities
in already developed theoretical systems, but that here it
may be the actual producer of a more integrated social theo
ry. My principal reason for believing this is that the so
cial scientists study an empirical system which is itself
highly unified; the physical and natural scientists are to
some extent separated from each other by the fact that they
-»study different orders of systems, and while there may be
many processes which are similar in the different orders of
systems, the empirical fields themselves are fairly distinct.
A crystallographer, for instance, does not really have to
know very much about the anatomy of the sawfly, because he
operates in an empirical system which is fairly self-contain
ed and separated, as it were, by an order of systems from ■
those around it. The different social sciences, however, are
not really separated from each other by any fundamental dif
ference in the order of the systems which they study. All
the social sciences study the same social system, but from
somewhat different points of view. The social system itself
is very much of a unity, with a sociosphere which may be de
fined as all human beings on the surface of the globe in
their capacities as actors in roles, as participants in or
ganizations and as an interaction with each other. This is
a total system to the parameters of which, of course, certain
physiological systems or even physical, chemical, geograph
ical and geological systems are relevant, but which never
theless is strictly separated from these other systems by
its degree of complexity.
The divisions of the social system, however, such as
economics, political science, sociology, psychology, and so
on, are not divided from each other by differences in the
order of systems, but are all aspects of the total social
system. Thus, economics studies those aspects of the total
social system which are particularly governed by the insti
tution of exchange, and those social institutions which
operate primarily in an exchange environment. Political
science, similarly studies those aspects of the social sys
tem which are concerned with legitimate coercion and those
institutions, such as the state, which are more particularly
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concerned with this social form. Sociology is especially
concerned with those aspects of the social system which re
late particularly to the integrative system - that is, to
such relationships as identity, community, loyalty, friend
ship, legitimacy, and their opposites, - and similarly tends
to concentrate on those particular institutions which oper
ate mainly in the integrative system, such as the family,
the church., the school, and so on. Psychology is such a
heterogeneous collection of almost unrelated disciplines
that one almost hesitates to call it a social science. At
one end it finds itself in biology, in the study of animal
behavior and physiology of the human nervous system; at the
other end it finds itself in clinical psychology and psycho
analysis, where it really belongs to the medical rather than
to the social sciences. Insofar as behavior of the individ
ual human organism, however, is the building material out
of which the whole social system is built, obviously psy
chology is highly relevant. Social psychology, along with
anthropology perhaps, have come closest to studying social
systems as a whole, though they have tended to confine them
selves to rather small systems. Geography has strong claims
to be a social science, studying mainly those aspects of the
social system which are related to location. History, of
course, in the broader sense of the word, including archeol
ogy, is a study of patterns of social systems in time and
of the deposit of the records of social systems. It is, as
it were, the paleontology of the social sciences, and as
such is the indispensable raw material from which any theo
retical structures must ultimately be developed and by which
they must be tested. History as it is usually taught as a
separate discipline is a much narrower concept than the
above and confines itself largely to what might be called
the public record.
The question is, therefore, if the total social system
is in fact a unity, could it not produce a unified body of
theory? If, indeed, it should, we might expect the general
systems interest in this case to produce not merely the
transfer of suggestive insights from one field to another,
but a radical restructuring of the existing body of theory
into a general social science. There are a good many indi
cations, I think, that this is happening. In the first
place, we have something that might be described as economics
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imperialism. This is the expansion of the methods and con
cepts of economics into other social sciences. Oddly enougt
this is not being done for the most part by the economists
themselves, who seem to be for the most part in a rather
isolationist mood and are very quietly minding their own
parameters. The imperialist forays, if that indeed is what
they are, are being conducted for the most part by fifth
columns in other camps who have been impressed and perhaps
over-impressed by the skills and the successes of economics.
We see this movement reflected in sociology in the work of
people like Homans [4], Peter Blau [5], or even Talcott Par
sons [6], who see the generalized concept of exchange as the
bo practically all social relations. One sees it in
political science in the work of people like Anthony Downs
m , Buchanan and Tullock [8], Riker [9], and Lindblom and
Dahl [10]. Here again the concept of exchange has been used
as an explanatory factor of substantial power in explaining
the phenomenon of political life. The rise of game theory
itself can be regarded as to some extent an expansion of
economics, and it is certainly no accident that the classic
al work in game theory is by a mathematician, Von Neumann,
and an economist, Morgenstern, and is called, indeed, The
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [11]. I must confess,
even, that my own work, Conflict and Defense [12], is to a
considerable extent an application of the economic theory
of oligopoly to the problems of the international system.
The methods and concepts of economics have perhaps made the
least impact in psychology, though even here in the work of
men like Clyde Coombs [13] we see a certain impact of the
economic theory of utility, decision-making, and exchange.
In spite of what looks like a considerable success for
economics imperialism, it is by no means the whole story.
The contributions of psychology and social psychology to the
study of economic and political institutions, or rather to
institutions which are usually regarded as the prerogative
of economists and political scientists, such as banks,
households, or governments, has been of considerable impor
tance. As between economics and psychology, indeed, the
terms of trade may very well have been running in the favor
of economics, with psychology giving a good deal more than
it has received, especially through the work of men like
George Katona [14], who has greatly enriched the study of
thfi bnnsphnlH hv
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which have been largely brought in from psychology, and by
the work of Cyert and March, whose Behavioral Theory of the
Firm [15] has enriched what used to be the pretty thin soil
of formal economic theory with a rich deposit of complexity
derived in part, at least, from certain psychological models.
The anthropologist likewise has been trying to break out
of his disciplinary ghetto among the so-called primitive peo
ple and apply his methods and techniques to more complex socities, though it is perhaps a little too early to judge the
success of this enterprise. It is the great virtue of the
anthropologist that he is trying to perceive a culture and
a society as a whole. The anthropological spirit as applied
to the larger and more complex society, such as, for in
stance, Ruth Benedict's work on Japan [16], yields a breadth
of insight which excuses a good deal of possible inaccuracy
in detail. The Society for Applied Anthropology has done
good work in expanding the anthropological vision to large
societies, and the main obstacle to this expansion seems to
be the difficulty which many anthropologists have in appre
ciating the special contribution of other disciplines. One
wishes, indeed that anthropologists would approach the other
social sciences with the eagerness and thirst for the learn
ing of other languages and cultures which they apply in
their own specialized work.
A possible reason why it seems to have been economics
rather than anthropology which has made the main imperialist
thrust into other sciences is perhaps that there is within
the social system a real difference of system levels in sub
ject matter between large systems and small. Anthropology
and social psychology on the whole study fairly small sys
tems of human interaction, whereas economics, sociology and
political science tend to study the large systems. Economics
has been the most successful of the social sciences in devel
oping both theoretical techniques and information collection
and indexing for large systems, such as a big national econ
omy. The economic models of J.M. Keynes, and before him of
Irving Fisher, coupled with measurements of the large aggre
gates and averages of the system, such as national income
and the price level, have given economists a certain skill
in handling these large total systems which the other social
sciences still in part lack.
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The success of economics imperialism, therefore, may be
a rather accidental phenomenon, depending on the particular
stage which economics and the other sciences happen to have
reached. I would myself argue strongly that the phenomenon
of exchange, which is so central to the economic abstractio
is by no means the only social organizer. Any attempt to
explain society exclusively in terms of exchange will leave
out some very important elements, such as the threat system
and what I have elsewhere called the integrative system,
which deals with such relationships as love, loyalty, legit
imacy, community, identity, and so on, which ordinarily hav
been regarded as somewhat the preserve of the sociologist,
but which it is clear apply to all social relations and hav
been very much neglected by economists and political scien
tists. At the moment, indeed, I am inclined to advocate a
sociological imperialism on the grounds that it is the in
tegrative system which really dominates the larger dynamics
of the social system. In this country especially we are in
grave danger of supposing, for instance, that wealth and
power legitimate themselves, which they do not, and of ne
glecting the all-important element of the system of legitim
tion without which both wealth and power are virtually use
less. The dynamics of legitimacy acquires its importance
from the fact that without legitimacy no continuing operati
or organization can be carried on. A bandit using a illegi
imate threat can establish a temporary role structure with
his victim. If he is to rob a man every week, however, he
must turn himself either into a landlord or a tax collector
Similarly, wealth, that is, purchasing power, which loses
its legitimacy, is in grave danger of expropriation.
Another good example of the need for integrative theory
is in the field of community and organization. Game theory
may be able to explain why people form coalitions against
the common enemy, though it doesn't even explain this very
well. What game theory does not explain is why communities
take shape in the way they do, and why people band together
into societies not merely out of common fears and hatreds,
but out of mutual love and loyalty. The structure of orga
nization, to be sure, has something to do with economic pay
offs, but it has also something to do with the capacity of
organizations to become communities and to attract the gift
and sacrifices from those associated with them. It is a
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structure of gifts and sacrifices, which is part of what I
have elsewhere called the "grants economy," which is the
principal evidence for the existence of an integrative sys
tem and is a first approximation measure of it.
One may perhaps concede something to those who are ar
guing for the primacy of exchange as a social relation, in
that it is possible to put both the threat relationship and
the integrative relationship into a form which looks some
thing like exchange. The bandit says, "Your money or your
life." You give him your money, he gives you your life.
This looks superficially like exchange, although it is the
exchange of a positive "good," your money, for a negative
"bad," not taking your life. Negative bads are not the same
as goods, and the threat system which is concerned primarily
with bads has many different properties from the exchange
system which deals mainly with goods. Nevertheless, the
similarities are great enough so that it is not wholly un
reasonable to regard the threat relationship as a rather
peculiar form of exchange.
In the integrative relationship, likewise, even though
in the gift a good passes from one person to another without
anything apparently going in return, it can be argued that
there is a generalized good which is returned for a gift. I
refer here of course to genuine gifts, not to gifts which are
merely disguised exchanges, as many of them are. If I give
to a beggar, presumably he gives me in return a sense of
satisfied pity or of identity with him even at a very low
level. If I give to my children, it is because they give
me the status of being a parent. Nevertheless, between the
specific good or service which constitutes the gift and the
generalized good that constitutes status, there is a profound
difference, and if we want to put the integrative system un
der exchange we have to recognize that it is a very peculiar
form of it. Even the exchange of gifts, that is, reciproc
ity, is not the same as contractual exchange and has very
different consequences. Reciprocity or the unconditional
exchange of goods and services creates and sustains an inte
grative system in a way that contractual exchange does not.
Thus, even if in the exchange of Christmas gifts there are
certain "terms of trade" and, as it were, a price structure,
the gifts are theoretically unconditional, that is, given
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whether anything is received or not, and they reinforce the
integrative system of the family or the friendship group.
A further thread which unites all the study of society
insofar as it is concerned with dynamic processes and devel
opment is learning theory. It has become very clear that
the developmental process in society is essentially a proces
in human learning, about which, unfortunately, we know very
little. Thus, economic development is essentially a process
by which man acquires new skills and new ways of doing thin*
which are associated with the creatiop of new forms of capi
tal,, that is, human knowledge imposed on the material world.
Political development consists in the acquisition of new
skills in the management of conflict, both internal and ex
ternal, in the development of community, and in the devel
oping of forms of organization and communication which will
make wise decisions on the part of the powerful more prob
able. Ethical development consists in the learning of new
value systems which not only increase the probability of ecc
nomic and political development, but which enrich the qual
ity of human life and experience itself.
If, then, we really are to understand the dynamics of
society, especially the dynamics of the total social system,
we must look at what might be called the macro-learning pro
cess, especially the process by which the noosphere or the
total cognitive content of all human minds is transmitted
from one generation to the next. Perhaps the most signifi
cant single factor in human existence is that all knowledge
is lost every generation, for all other aspects of the so
cial system are ultimately based on knowledge, that is, the
total structural content of human minds. Hence the trans
mission and the expansion of knowledge is the key to social
dynamics. There are four major transmission belts, the fam
ily and the groups that center around it, the institutions
of formal education, that is, schools, colleges and univer
sities, the peer groups, especially in childhood and youth,
and the mass media. A change in the methods of child-rear
ing may easily be the most important key to transforming
the dynamic parameters of a total social system, though the
family, in the absence of impact from outside, is apt to be
a highly conservative institution tending to reproduce in
the children the values and skills of the parents. The for
mal educational system again has often been conservative,
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but in the transition from traditional to modern societies
is often a major source of change. It may well be indeed
that the greatest changes are those which originate some
where within the system of formal education and are then
transmitted into the family. The peer group, especially the
"youth culture" which in many societies is conservative, has
now become a very significant agent of change, perhaps be
cause of the growth of mass media, especially television, and
the increasing economic independence and affluence of youth.
What seems to be happening today is a certain tendency
for the traditional disciplinary barriers to break down in
all the sciences. This is particularly noticeable in the
social sciences. It has become harder and harder to identify
the discipline of anybody who is working on the frontiers
of knowledge. Whether this process will eventually result
in restructuring of the present disciplines, only the future
can tell. The existing disciplines have a strong dynamic of
their own, and a strong set of vested interests, which make
them highly self-perpetuating. It may be, therefore, that
one of the roles of what might be called general social sys
tems will be to provide a larger matrix within which the
existing disciplines can continue without doing too much dam
age. Within this framework we can perhaps also foresee the
development of a new disciplinary structure which cuts across
the older disciplines, dividing up the subject matter some
what according to the level of systems involved. At the
level of mechanical and correlational systems, for instance,
we have econometrics, and the newly developing field of politicometrics, which have developed rather similar techniques
for perceiving mechanical regularities in social quantities
in the space-time continuum. At another level we have the
development of what might be called social cybernetics, the
study of feedback systems ranging from the family through
all .social organizations into the study of business cycles,
peace and war cycles, cultural and fashion cycles, even
cycles of civilization itself. At still another level we
find a discipline emerging in the study of organization and
organizational behavior involving open systems and growth
systems at all levels, and the dynamics of deviation-ampli
fying feedback. This restructuring of the disciplines ac
cording to systems level rather than according to historical
accident or particular forms of abstraction are not likely
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to replace the existing structure of disciplines and depart
ments, but if it can be laid across the old structure it
will greatly enrich the present conceptual framework.
The implications of all this for teaching, especially
at the level of general education, may be quite considerabl
It may well be that we should now devote a substantial amou
of energy to developing a general social science curriculum
not only in the Freshman and Sophomore years of. college,
but down into the high schools or even the grade schools,
following the excellent example of Dr. L. Senesh of the Uni
versity of Colorado. Only thus, I expect, can we ensure
that reasonably sophisticated concepts of the social system
will be sufficiently widespread in the population so it can
respond politically to the increasingly difficult decisions
that lie ahead.
The implications of general systems for teaching go of
course far beyond the social sciences. One would like to s
indeed, the development of a core curriculum centering the
whole process of formal education from kindergarten right
through to college around the concept of what I have called
the "total earth," that is, the planet as a total system.
I would certainly not want to exclude the rest of the uni
verse, and indeed earth has to be placed in its setting in
the solar system and in the universe as a whole. Neverthe
less, it is earth which is going to be man's home for a lor
time to come. One of the major objects of formal education
should be to develop the concept of the earth as a total
system of interacting spheres. We could start indeed with
the lithosphere, with the hydrosphere and the atmosphere,
and go on to the biosphere, the sociosphere, with constant
attention to the way in which each of these spheres inter
acts with the others. As suggested earlier, each of these
spheres must be considered in the four-dimensional continue
in time as well as in space. All the disciplines which de
scribe the empirical world can be fitted easily into this
framework. Those that do not fit so easily might be called
the language disciplines which not only include the human
languages themselves, but also mathematics and logic which
constitute as it were the specialized language of relation
ship. To think of these as part of the communications net
work of the noosphere, or sphere of knowledge, in no way
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diminishes them; it makes, indeed, for a richer apprecia
tion of their significance. Even though a large part of
the task of formal education in this field has to be the
acquisition of skill rather than the perception of signifi
cance, it will surely motivate people towards the acquisi
tion of skill if the larger significance of that skill is
perceived. Similarly, with the creative arts, with philos
ophy and with religion, to perceive these as an essential
part of the total system in no way diminishes them but again
makes for the deeper appreciation of their significance.
The vision of the universe indeed as a total system extending
magnificently through time and space and with equal magnifi
cence towards the infinitesimal structure, and towards the
immense complexity of the inner space of the human mind, is
an experience which we need not be ashamed to call religious.
We are capable indeed of perceiving and knowing only a small
part of this magnificence, but he who has not sensed it how
ever dimly as a totality is deprived of the greatest of
human experiences.
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